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INTRODUCTION
NATALIE LOVELESS

T

his issue of Imaginations was originally scheduled to launch
September 2020, in conjunction with the first Canadian exhibition of <Immune Nations> at the McMaster Museum of Art
in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. As I finalize these introductory words
in April 2020, the exhibition we had planned to accompany this volume is likely postponed in light of the physical distancing measures
required by COVID-19: a virus—a pandemic—for which there is not
yet a vaccine.1 Universities, schools, parks, community centres, places
of worship, museums, and all businesses deemed “non-essential” are
closed or have been put online. Predictions for when restrictions will
ease and public spaces re-open range from two to six to 18 months.
We, in Canada, are mostly staying put in our homes, reconfiguring the
patterns of life that we were living only six weeks ago into new shapes
that feel sustainable for the long haul—or at least the medium haul, depending on which predictive models are being consulted. For those of
us with children at home, this involves “crisis schooling”—navigating
online teaching modules, hastily but earnestly put together by our children’s elementary, middle, and high school teachers—while juggling
entirely reconfigured professional obligations (for those of us lucky
enough to still have jobs).
The backdrop to all of this is The News. Anxiety over viral contamination dominates the airwaves. Death rates rise exponentially. We
watch local numbers and worry about our loved ones; we follow statistics that present a differential threat to the entire population. The stressors we do know are numerous and the stress of the unknown—the
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uncharted that awaits us individually and on a global scale—is often
greater still.
Exacerbating all of this are the many different stories being circulated
via Facebook and Twitter that are often at cross purposes when it
comes to correct action at this time. Charismatic misinformation campaigns abound and range from COVID-19 being a hoax (“Goop-Approved Shrink Says There’s No Such Thing as Coronavirus”) to a biological weapon (“The Wuhan Disease Lab Is the Focus of Suspicion and Conspiracy Theories about COVID-19’s Origins”). There are
even claims that US-based software developer and philanthropist Bill
Gates is only funding COVID-19 vaccine research in order to microchip and track the entire population (“Here’s what Bill Gates has
to say about those COVID-19 vaccine conspiracy theories he’s pegged
to”). While conspiracy theorists the world over cry wolf, the majority
of us are simply waiting for a vaccine, the only real way out of this
pandemic. A vaccine for COVID-19 is our top medical priority, period.
<IMMUNE NATIONS> ORIGINS

T

he discovery of multiple vaccines—pertussis (1914), diphtheria (1926), tetanus (1938), polio (1955), measles (1963),
mumps (1967) and rubella (1969), and the quickly changing
seasonal flu vaccines—have prevented hundreds of millions of deaths.
Yet many citizens with access to existing vaccines still choose not to
inoculate themselves or their children, as evidenced by the completely
avoidable 2019 measles outbreaks in the United States and Britain
(“Measles Cases and Outbreaks”).
Initiated in 2014, <Immune Nations> brought together scientists, policy experts, academic scholars, and artists to work on an interdisciplinary and collaborative research-creation project tackling complex issues related to the use and distribution of vaccines in the world today.2
The project—led by Steven J. Hoffman, then at the University of Ottawa and now the director of the Global Strategy Lab at York University and a scientific director of the Canadian Institutes of Health Re-
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search; Sean Caulfield, master printmaker and Centennial Professor at
the University of Alberta; and myself, Associate Professor of Contemporary Art and Theory and director of the Research-Creation and Social Justice CoLABoratory, also at the University of Alberta—aimed
to address a gap between knowledge about vaccines and how they
work, and vaccine reception in the public imaginary, including fears
and misinformation. Generously funded by the Research Council of
Norway, with additional financial support from the Canadian Institutes
of Health Research, Killam Research Fund, and the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council of Canada, <Immune Nations> began with a working session held at the University of Ottawa in August
2015, during which research collaborators got to know each other and
share scientific and creative research expertise, goals, aims, and initial perspectives and provocations emerging from our different disciplinary locations. Our project then continued with a second working
session in Geneva in August 2016. The aim of this second meeting
was to share the collaborative research-creation projects developed between the first two working sessions, and to make adjustments to these
in light of the interdisciplinary insights of the team. Our final working
session was held in March 2017 in Trondheim, Norway, at the Trondheim Academy of Fine Art, where we launched the first “proto” version of the exhibition as the opening event for the 10th International
Conference on Global Health and Vaccination Research (GLOBVAC)
while also presenting at the conference itself.
The works we exhibited address a range of issues, including vaccine
hesitancy and denialism, herd immunity, vaccine access chains in the
Global South (the “cold chain”), and the history of vaccine science.
They do so through participatory installation, video, the production of
zines, and a series of prints and photographs, all designed to engage
viewer-participants in a complex, multivalent conversation about public perception, individual and group action, and global health politics
surrounding vaccines today. Following the exhibition in Norway, each
of the collaborative, interdisciplinary research-creation works was refined, adapted, and reinstalled at the Joint United Nations Programme
on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) headquarters building in Geneva, Switzerland, featured as part of the 2017 World Health Assembly. Opened
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on May 23, 2017 by the First Lady of Namibia, Monica Geingos,
and with formal addresses given by international dignitaries including the Honourable Jane Philpott, then Canada’s minister of health;
Michel Sidibé, then-executive director of UNAIDS and now minister
of health and social affairs of Mali; Martin Howell Friede, coordinator
of the Initiative for Vaccine Research at the World Health Organization; and Anuradha Gupta, deputy CEO of Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance,
this was an opportunity for the foremost global health policy experts
in the world to engage with the exhibition and think together with the
artists, who were also in attendance.
<IMMUNE NATIONS> PROJECT METHOD

F

rom its modest first working session through to this final exhibition, <Immune Nations> worked to compose new visions for
interdisciplinary and collaborative research across art, science,
and global health policy. Bringing scientists together with artists, and
both together with scholars interested in public policy and governance,
sociology, art history, and law, this project worked not only to disseminate knowledge surrounding vaccines but to offer itself as a methodological example for research-creational ways of working in interdisciplinary and international collaboration.
Over the course of the three years, we followed the basic working
method of (1) meeting for a four-day working session once a year;
(2) allowing groupings between participants to occur organically; and
(3) facilitating online exchanges of text (conversation, readings, data),
images (drawings, rough designs, found images, videos), and any other material that might help inspire interdisciplinary knowledge and
collaboration. These exchanges highlighted the difficulties that come
from bringing together disciplinary methods and insights that are, at
first blush, incompatible—as in, for example, the contrast between the
open-endedness of artistic social commentary and the determinate nature of policy.
Indeed, we had many difficult moments along the way, including moments when artists felt instrumentalized by policy experts, and when
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scientists felt misunderstood by artists. Together, we worked to create
a community and culture of respect for each other and to understand
the disciplinary competencies of—and differences between—artistic
practice, policy development, the humanities and social sciences, and
medical science. That we, to a great degree, achieved this community,
culture and understanding is evident in interview-response statements
made by participants. As one artist participant wrote:
“My experience of collaboration in the past more significantly
involved other artists. In this case, the ‘expertise’ regarding
the project is shared among individuals from different backgrounds and platforms. Balancing the engagement of the various participants in order not to limit the ‘creative’ work to the
artist(s) and the ‘information generation’ to other individuals is
important and has been tricky. The heterogeneity of the situation means there is a greater and deeper pool of material [and]
possibility to draw from. Sometimes when working with other
artists, the objective is, ‘de facto,’ to generate some ‘art,’ rather
than to see where the collaboration takes things. This project
was different.”

A public policy expert wrote similarly about the generative process of
our method, speaking specifically to the challenge of having to explore
one’s own disciplinary givens through the eyes of collaborators from
other disciplines:
“One challenging aspect of the collaboration is the fact that
we do not share a common vocabulary much less epistemology. So terms like ‘art’ and ‘policy’ and even ‘vaccination’ carry
different meanings for the different participants. [Given this,]
one of the most exciting possibilities is the potential that the
collaboration forces new perspectives on what were thought
to be settled issues or forces a consideration of phenomena
that might otherwise go unnoticed. In this case, the very
premise that ‘art’ might influence policy makers is, as far as I
can tell, something that has not been seriously considered before. This is exciting.”
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Throughout <Immune Nations> we worked to develop a heightened
awareness of the ways that art is too-often used as a tool merely to
instrumentalize or illustrate social problems rather than to also help
solve them. We were also vigilant about the ways that science is toooften used as decontextualized data or fodder for artistic expression
that fails to retain any scientific use-value, and the ways that policy
processes can be overly simplified or vilified into meaningless caricatures. On interdisciplinary projects such as ours, which bring art and
science and policy experts together, such misunderstandings are common and underscore the need for more robust interdisciplinary literacies and languages that push us all out of our comfort zones and encourage greater capacities to speak across and with difference.
Another insight that emerged from the project was that sophisticated
interdisciplinary collaboration takes time. It takes time to cultivate robust relationships, especially when we are all coming at a problem
equipped with different disciplinary understandings. With <Immune
Nations> we had, effectively, two full years as a team—between the
first and third working sessions—to learn each-others’ approaches,
priorities, perspectives, values, and needs. Everyone agreed that this
was just not enough. Interdisciplinary and collaborative research is
difficult and time-consuming. It demands that we all take risks, stepping into arenas where we are less knowledgeable. This process can
be anxiety-provoking, leaving researchers feeling vulnerable to being
exposed as incompetent when the skills of our discipline prove insufficient in another. It can also be frustrating, when what is plain in one
disciplinary idiom is incomprehensible or, worse, anathema to the other.
True inter- and transdisciplinary research requires a mode of temporal
and material attunement that the contemporary academy—indeed, the
contemporary world—is often hostile to. It requires slowing down,
taking risks, asking our questions differently, and trusting each other.
It requires being attentive to each others’ differences as carefully as to
our similarities. And letting those differences teach us.
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ON THIS JOURNAL ISSUE

W

hat follows mirrors the dialogic structure of our working
sessions, presenting articles in multiple formats that openly discuss the project’s history and evaluate the role that
collaborative, interdisciplinary, research-creation can serve in bridging gaps between evidence, policy, and public opinion. While some of
the contributions were able to address the coronavirus in the final
stages of editing, this issue was written and largely completed prior to
COVID-19. Nonetheless, we hope that the discussion in these pages
might contribute to future projects that address COVID-19 directly.
The first section, Reports and Dialogues, is made up of short descriptions of each project followed by a dialogic reflection on the process
of production. This section addresses themes ranging from art-as-pedagogy to the limits of conventional health communication strategies in
reaching the vaccine-hesitant and -resistant. The second section, Reflections and Essays, gives context regarding global vaccination and
health policy, the role of art in knowledge dissemination and political advocacy, and offers individual reflection on some of the projects
featured in the exhibition. These latter reflections are written from the
perspective of artist-researchers in ways that further elaborate process
and method.
This issue of Imaginations: Journal of Cross-Cultural Image Studies
is an invitation to take a look at insider insights into what it can
be like, at least in our shared experience on <Immune Nations>,
to work together on interdisciplinary, collaborative research-creation
projects that straddle artistic commitments and commitments to scientific knowledge production and dissemination, and that work to bring
new perspectives to global health policy and advocacy. The voices
gathered together in this volume argue for the value of creative, innovative, collaborative, and interdisciplinary experimentations that take
the affective aspects of scientific knowledge production and dissemination seriously. They argue for the need for new (artistic, pedagogical, and institutional) strategies that force us to ask new, more creative,
questions and develop new kinds of relationships across the academy’s
inherited silos. When it comes to pressing global issues, such as those
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we are facing with COVID-19, we need to mobilize the arts, humanities, social sciences, and sciences as equal partners, and be willing to
learn from and with each other with respect, patience and curiosity. Indeed, it is precisely this kind of thinking and action that is required of
us in the academy—and the world—today. Insights and expertise from
across the disciplines are necessary if we hope to produce robust responses to wicked problems and to answer the most pressing questions
of our time.
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1.

As we were finalizing the proofs for this issue, it was confirmed that the
exhibition is postponed to September 2021.↲

2.

Research-Creation is a Canadian term for what, elsewhere, is called
artistic research, practice-led research, or research-led practice. On research creation, see: Loveless 2019a and Loveless 2019b.↲
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Jane Philpott, former Minister of Health Canada, and Caroline Pitfield, former Director
of Policy in the Office of the Minister of Health, in conversation with Sean Caulfield and
Patrick Mahon at the opening Reception, Immune Nations, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Still
image from video by Julien Duret.

Monica Geignos First Lady of Namibia, Michel Sidibé, former Director of UNAIDS, and
Susan Rogers Van Katwyk, former research coordinator of the Global Strategy Lab
and UNAIDS intern, at opening reception, Immune Nations, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017.
Photo by Roman Levchenko.
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Anuradha Gupta, Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, giving
remarks at opening reception, Immune Nations, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by
Roman Levchenko.

Immune Nations Team, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Roman Levchenko.
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Florian Schneider, Director of Trondheim Academy of Fine Art, speaking at the joint
opening reception of Immune Nations and the GLOVAC 2017 Conference, Galleri KiT,
Trondheim, 2017. Photo by Yanir Shani.

The NTNU Rector Gunnar Bovim speaking at the joint opening reception of Immune
Nations and the GLOVAC 2017 Conference, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. Photo by
Yanir Shani.
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Guests at the joint opening reception of <Immune Nations> and the GLOVAC 2017
Conference, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. Photo by Yanir Shani.

Immune Nations Team, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. Photo by Yanir Shani.
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REFLECTING ON THE GENESIS AND REALIZATION OF
DESIGN FOR A DISSEMUNIZATION STATION
PATRICK MAHON, ANNEMARIE HOU
Design for a Dissemunization Station
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sur le projet et évaluent son succès en

sess its success with respect to aspects

ce qui concerne les aspects de la colla-

of collaboration.

boration.

DESIGN FOR A DISSEMUNIZATION STATION

Figure 1: Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, with Tegan Moore, Design for a
Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound
installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.

THE INTENTIONS OF DESIGN FOR A DISSEMUNIZATION
STATION (D4DS)

T

his discussion begins with a review of the ideas and intentions
for the project Design for a Dissemunization Station (D4DS).
The artwork that was ultimately realized consisted of a pair of
custom-printed tent structures with two interior listening stations presented in context of an ambient soundtrack invoking an “inner
bodyscape”—suggestive of a vaccine “liquid” ostensibly moving
through it. The installation offered participants an experiential engagement with the subject of vaccines and its complexities in a 21st-century global context. Participants encountered historical radio reports of
epidemics and vaccines-related news, recordings of public health students, and artists discussing the challenges of communicating vaccine
information through visual art strategies. The artwork provided an opportunity to enter into a physical site that simultaneously suggested a
space for vaccine promotion and access; it was a multimodal situation
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where participants could learn about, ponder, and imagine the problems and possibilities that are inherent to vaccines in the contemporary
world.

Figure 2: Installation view with artists, Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, Design for
A Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with
sound installation. Photo by Natalie Loveless.

OUR WORKING PRINCIPLES

T

he intentions of the project were based on the mutual commitments of the principal collaborators, Annemarie Hou and
Patrick Mahon, to engage in shared research and the production of a creative work integrating design and expressive art. Hou and
Mahon began with the assumption that each would focus on their respective expertise and knowledge sets regarding vaccines, and also
work to inform themselves about the other’s perspectives, as well as
attempt to grow their capacities regarding less familiar areas of expertise—in their respective lives as a UNAIDS executive and advocacy
expert (Hou) and a university-based artist and curator (Mahon).
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Hou and Mahon’s working methods initially involved online exchanges of text (conversations, readings, data), images (drawings,
rough designs, found images), and other materials that they thought
might help inspire collaboration. Among the various materials exchanged, some of the most compelling included historical radio broadcasts reporting on important vaccine discoveries, news bulletins about
outbreaks and epidemics, images of adjuvants and viruses, and visualizations of how vaccines work in the body. As collaborators, they were
conscious of the question of how to capture vaccines and vaccination
in an artistic manner. The visual materials they exchanged therefore
included the microscopic and digitally produced, as well as the pictorial, such as photography of vaccine administration and representations
of the “cold chain.”1

Figure 3: Patrick Mahon, watercolour detail of Vaccine Adjuvant for Design for a
Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Image courtesy of the artist.

Early on in their collaboration, with the intention to reduce the vast set
of problems identified to a set of interests they felt they could usefully
address, Hou and Mahon found themselves focussing on questions of
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access (to good information, and, for many in the world, to vaccines
themselves), and debating ideas regarding representation. In the latter
regard, the pair asked broadly, “What do vaccines ‘look like’? How
do we understand vaccines through various forms of visual representation, through the image culture that we are exposed to?” This led
to research into biomimicry—the design of materials and structures
modelled on biological entities and processes. At this point, they also began to discuss the degree to which, given the global context they
hoped to deal with, their work should be committed to ideas of mobility—not only the mobility required to distribute information and vaccines themselves, but the realization that if art is going to offer meaningful impact in the context of vaccine discussions and realities, then
the artwork itself would need to invoke forms of mobility through its
propositional character and its structure.

Figure 4: Display photographs of proposed D4DS usages, Design for a
Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound
installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.

Background research for the project showed that many artists and designers have already proposed and/or built structures that are intended
to address problems regarding human social needs and desires—structures meant for shelter, privacy, mobility, and so on (e.g., Andrea Zit-
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tel, Lucy and Jorge Orta, Krzysztof Wodiczko). In context of such
precedents, Hou and Mahon determined that their project should be
dedicated to the idea of designing and producing at least one prototype: a portable sculptural structure that suggests multiple uses regarding vaccines. The prototype would act as a foldable, decorated information booth that could be sited in public contexts such as airports,
or as a portable node for creating community awareness, or even to
provide possible access to vaccines.2 D4DS would invoke real-world
issues—reminding viewers about issues of access to vaccination, and
about vaccine hesitancy, for example—but as an artwork, it would
have a propositional or even fantastical character that enlists imaginative responses.
When it was ultimately completed, D4DS comprised the following: a
pair of custom-printed tent structures with two interior listening stations, all shown in the context of an ambient soundtrack invoking an
“inner bodyscape”—as a vaccine ostensibly moves through the body.
The listening stations featured voices of public health professionals
and students in discussions concerning how attitudes to vaccines are
formed in various settings around the globe; visual arts students discussing the potential of art as a tool of engagement regarding vaccines
and the debates that surround them; and a montage of several decades
of radio broadcasts about vaccine discoveries, epidemics, and related
reports.
Ultimately, to encapsulate the aforementioned concerns and intentions, Hou and Mahon arrived at the playful, hybrid term “dissemunization.” Fusing the word “dissemination” with “immunization,” the
neologism attempts to point to ideas concerning the distribution of information, access to immunization, and the complexity of representations that are required to encapsulate the idea and the phenomenon of
vaccines as a global and shared challenge.
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Figure 5: Display photographs of proposed D4DS usages (detail), Design for a
Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound
installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.

REFLECTIONS ON THE D4DS PROJECT

What follows is a dialogue and reflection on the project’s genesis,
methods, and outcomes.
Annemarie Hou: I think it would be useful for us to begin this discussion reflecting on the character of the multi-year, international collaborative undertaking, <Immune Nations>. Do you recall being skeptical and/or excited about anything about our overall undertaking, in
particular? Let’s also talk about what may have changed (or stayed the
same) regarding what we anticipated doing.
Patrick Mahon: I have done several expansive collaborations that
had similarities with this one, so I don’t recall being particularly anxious about the challenges of the project at the outset. Nonetheless,
when the group came together—the scientists, policy folks, artists, and
communications people—I realized that I was on unfamiliar ground.
I don’t have a strong science or health-science related background,
and, indeed, much of what I have done as an artist has turned on social
and/or environmental concerns, so I was aware of feeling “out of my
depth” at an early point in the project. And it seemed as though, at the
beginning of our undertakings, we were sometimes speaking at cross-
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purposes. Or perhaps it was that it took time to find ways to effectively link together our respective concerns as artists, scientists, policy wonks, and so on. During that first meeting, it even sometimes felt
as if we were in a “competition” to determine whose goals (e.g., the
scientific, policy-focused, artistic, etc.) would predominate—whose
goals would be primary and whose would be secondary. Interestingly,
though, once we stepped back after our initial meeting, and thought
about the ideas, aspirations, and respective value systems we were
each most committed to, a lot of the uncertainty seemed to subside.
It was as if once the shared work really took hold, the desire to find
points of intersection became a useful “synthesizer,” such that there
was a real spirit of cooperation and an attitude of shared creativity
amongst the teams. And, in my experience, this ethos was then transmitted to the overall, large-group dynamic.
I think what changed is that we moved from encountering interdisciplinary collaboration as hard work and even as a form of mild “competition” to experiencing it as useful and generative. Following that
shift in perspective, we moved to engage in our shared work more vigorously—and playfully! I witnessed a transition that led to eventually
sharing in creativity, no matter what our respective disciplinary heritages might have been. Do you recall this sort of transition, or was
there a different trajectory to your experience?
Hou: I immediately approached the project the way that I curate the
art at UNAIDS. “Who is my audience? What do I want to provoke
them with and what are they interested in?” With <Immune Nations>,
at least at that first meeting, these questions were a bit premature. So
that is why this pairing—you and me—was so great in the end. We
brought together the artist perspective and the policy advocacy perspective.
Mahon: At this point, I think it would be useful to think back on the
work it took to develop Dissemunization Station in order to determine
what was the most challenging thing about the project, what was most
rewarding, and perhaps where the successes and ongoing struggles occurred.
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Hou: When we first met and I saw your art, I was struck by the connection I felt to you and your pieces, so I was convinced early in
the introductory session that we would work well together. This collaboration has been a path of shared discovery and also independent
thinking. At first, I was worried the biggest challenge was going to
be time—would we find enough of it on top of two busy day-jobs for
meaningful engagement? I remembered that time we both were travelling and happened to be in the same time zone, you in Ecuador and
me in Panama, and it was really a joy to connect while both of us were
out of our usual elements. It has been rewarding to glimpse your world
and to share my world with you. I’ve been able to show you how art
can shape dialogue and move global health policy. I also got to introduce you to the First Lady of Namibia and the Canadian minister of
health. I have seen the iterative process and spontaneous nature of art
creation and the lasting bond that forms over a three-year project period. And on a very sweet side, I loved that any time children came to
the exhibition they immediately ran for our “tents”; there is something
universally interesting and safe about coming to a shelter, which in the
context of vaccines is something we could explore further.
Mahon: I think you’ve captured the spirit of what our working relationship around the project offered. New challenges meant needing to
stretch our professional boundaries, and the opportunities to connect
with others reminded us how shared, creative work can be personally
rewarding and transformative, but also, at times, mystifying or even
frustrating! For example, there were moments on the project that I was
concerned that my work was interpreted as performing an illustrative
or decorative role alone, or that my take, as an artist, on the problemsolving aspect of a project was assumed to be “soft,” or highly indirect. In the end, though (and I think I can speak for the other artists
involved in <Immune Nations>, as well as myself), our work as visual practitioners felt very much welcomed and embraced and respected.
And I think you, for one, were instrumental in creating a welcoming
space in which we could work collaboratively and include art meaningfully. In fact, you mentioned the iterative aspect of our working
process, and I was thinking that you yourself really helped foster an
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iterative process for public engagement with <Immune Nations> as a
whole that was tremendously beneficial.
In many ways, our first exhibition in Trondheim at Galleri KiT in
March of 2017 (the public gallery of the Trondheim Academy of Fine
Art) was an appropriate launch for the project. Nonetheless, the audience there was a somewhat typical one for several of us to encounter,
in our roles as artists; largely, it was made up of students, other artists
and academics, and members of the culturally-minded general public.
They were a responsive group, certainly, but I think the context of UNAIDS that next May in Geneva, and the opportunity to intersect with
a sector of the international health community, made a profound difference to the life of the project and to its potential impact outside of
the art world proper. In that iteration, the project’s aspirations, to test
the capacity of art to foster engagement within a highly knowledgeable community regarding the subject of vaccines, were very apparent.
Rather than the audience coming to the exhibition on the pretext of
expecting a novel encounter with art, they appeared to be open to or
perhaps to be looking for new ways to expand upon an international
dialogue that is already underway but requires new modes of expression and perhaps new ways to recognize and communicate the urgency
of the challenges. So I think your work in hosting us at UNAIDS was
really a significant creative and intellectual contribution to this project
that really allowed it to focus substantially on its goals.
Hou: Maybe, by way of concluding our discussion, we can talk about
what we learned methodologically that might inform others working
on multi-year, international, and interdisciplinary collaborations.
What would we want to retain, adapt, or change in moving such work
forward, and what would we recommend others do in this type of undertaking?
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Figure 6: Installation of sound components by Tegan Moore, Design for a
Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound
installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
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Mahon: One thing that I think is key in doing this sort of work is to
recognize the respective skill sets and the expertise of the collaborators, and to be open to becoming educated regarding each person’s respective capacities without trying to become that kind of expert. It is
important for scientists to insist on scientific excellence, artists to insist on artistic excellence, and so on. This can be difficult because it
demands time and patience, and people are busy, so there’s often not
a huge amount of time to engage in the patient sharing of information
that is not immediately transparent from a different disciplinary perspective. A further and perhaps more significant issue is that, as researchers and creators, we can sometimes feel insecure when we confront a knowledge set that is unfamiliar. Certainly, the impulse to try
to “measure up” to someone who knows a lot about a potentially unfamiliar subject area—such as vaccines—is understandable. But in a
healthy collaboration, I think it’s unproductive to be overly preoccupied by this kind of thinking. As an artist, for example, I found that I
was better at asking lots of questions about how vaccines work, and
about how the politics surrounding them functions, and to use the responses as a means to build the foundation for my own research-creation approach. But I also came to understand that it was important to
trust in my own abilities as an artist […] in order, for example, to be
able to recognize and elucidate some of the beautiful and curious aspects of what I was learning. Ultimately, this was important in order
to realize a project that had artistic richness as well as a solid knowledge-based foundation.
Hou: Agreed. But, honestly, you made it easy for me, being flexible
on the timing and being so skilled at interpreting my ideas into a
shared vision for the project. I like that we were able to come from
our areas of strength and also be open to each other’s worlds. I felt
my contribution to <Immune Nations>—what are we calling it? “collaboration?” “experience?”—came with the exhibition site itself: UNAIDS. It was when we finally decided to install it there, during the
2017 World Health Assembly, that I felt, “Okay, this is my world, I
know how to guide people through it.” So, I guess, when it comes
to this kind of interdisciplinary and emergent collaboration project, it
means you need to pace yourself and recognize that you were chosen
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for a reason and that your role will become clearer, even if it is not
clear from the start.
The show in Norway, while it was held as a joint opening reception
event with the 2017 Global Health and Vaccination Research Conference (GLOBVAC), was, I think, ultimately more traditional. It was in
a gallery and it felt very much like an exhibition, while the event in
Geneva at UNAIDS was more of an experience. It wasn’t traditional
at all. Starting with the space: we do have an amazing lobby, [the] size
of a soccer pitch and surrounded by three-storey-tall windows, but it
is nothing like an art space. So we built a series of events around <Immune Nations> during the World Health Assembly with many different audiences and with top health officials in the world. It was also
a chance to expose all the artists to the advocacy side; I put together
a town hall with the executive director of UNAIDS and the First Lady of Namibia that all the artists attended, so they could see the kinds
of issues that get talked about. We also did walk-throughs with public
health and policy students. And it was amazing to have the Canadian
minister of health give an incredibly moving speech about the importance of vaccines from her perspective as a minister, physician, and
mother. These were not typical gallery experiences. Similarly, UNAIDS staff had the opportunity to interact with artists and health leaders [on] new issues and broaden their understanding of the power of
art to bring debate surrounding complex social and political issues to
life. I don’t think we realized how big of an impact we could make.
Mahon: One last aspect of the impact of the overall project and our
specific work that we haven’t discussed is around the notion of disseminating “knowledge” regarding vaccines. As alluded to earlier, art
is sometimes thought to have a somewhat indirect or tangential capacity to communicate significant ideas and is therefore seen to have limited potential to engage in clear communication, especially regarding
complex subjects. But thinking through our work, we observed that
when viewers have numerous possible ways to approach complicated
ideas and subjects through artwork, and when their individual experiences and impressions are allowed to vary quite widely, this can actually produce a kind of strength regarding impact.
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In the case of the Dissemunization Station, the fact that people were
“lured” into a beautiful tent structure while surrounded by ambient
sound—even before they actually went about putting on the headphones—might have increased the possibility for them to be open to
what they then encountered by way of knowledge and information.
The work as a whole is meant to offer a multilayered experience such
that the content we hear via the headphones is only one aspect. Now,
one could argue that it’s that aspect which could be most effective in
influencing attitudes (the hearing of news reports and other “information”), but I don’t think we want to discount the importance of the creative framework in which the information is encountered as itself producing a form of knowledge. Simply put, the “affect” produced by the
work is a significant component of the experience. Arguably, it just
might be the very thing that helps change minds (in productive ways),
so to speak.
That being said, there was some pretty wonderful “affect” experienced
by us as the artist-makers, too. When we came into the project, I don’t
recall thinking it would be as pleasurable, or, really, as refreshing and
transformative to me, personally, as it was. But I think as the group
gradually came together and “gelled,” and we saw the amazing generosity of the participant-collaborators, it became increasingly heartening and pleasurable to be involved in <Immune Nations>. I don’t
think you can fully orchestrate this kind of result, though involving
people of similar good will certainly helps! In the end, I think if the
collaborators can come together with a combination of confidence in
their own work and a willingness to learn and be vulnerable, then it
makes for a dynamite combination. I do think our whole project on all
levels was the result of such a synthesis.
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Figure 7: Installation view (from exterior courtyard), Design for a Dissemunization
Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound installation.
Photo by Patrick Mahon.
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IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, with Tegan Moore, Design for
a Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures
with sound installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
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Figure 2: Installation view with artists, Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon,
Design for A Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent
structures with sound installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
Figure 3: Patrick Mahon, watercolour detail of Vaccine Adjuvant for Design
for a Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Image courtesy of the
artist.
Figure 4: Display photographs of proposed D4DS usages, Design for a Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with
sound installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
Figure 5: Display photographs of proposed D4DS usages (detail), Design for
a Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures
with sound installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
Figure 6: Installation of sound components by Tegan Moore, Design for a Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with
sound installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
Figure 7: Installation view (from exterior courtyard), Design for a Dissemunization Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound
installation. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
NOTES
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1.

The “cold chain” refers to the system of storing and transporting vaccines at the recommended temperature needed to maintain avaccine’s
potency from its location of manufacture to its location of use.↲

2.

To produce a work of high quality, as well as one that would be convincing as a realizable proposition, Hou and Mahon decided to work in
consultation with an architectural designer. In doing so, they anticipated
that both their prototype and an accompanying set of three photographic
montages describing its potential uses in multiple contexts would allow
the project to be presented within an art exhibition, while suggesting
sites of real social possibility.↲
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Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, with Tegan Moore, Design for A Dissemunization
Station, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound installation.
Photo by Yanir Shani.

Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, with Tegan Moore, Proposed D4DS usages
(detail), Design for a Dissemunization Station, 2017. Portable tent structures with
sound installation. Image courtesy of the artists.
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Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, with Tegan Moore, Display photographs of
proposed D4DS usages, Design for a Dissemunization Station, Galleri KiT, Trondheim,
2017. Portable tent structures with sound installation. Photo by Yanir Shani.

Annemarie Hou and Patrick Mahon, with Tegan Moore, Design for A Dissemunization
Station, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Portable tent structures with sound installation. Photo
by Annik Wetter.
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VACZINENATIONS!, A CRITICAL DIALOGUE
RACHELLE VIADER KNOWLES, MKRTICH TONOYAN, PATRICK MAHON,
JOHN HAMMERSLEY, LISA WEBB
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VACZINENATIONS!

Figure 1: VacZineNations! poster installation at Galleri KiT, Trondheim, Norway, 2017.
Photo by Rachelle Viader Knowles.

OVERVIEW AND DESCRIPTION

H

ow does the social crux of the vaccination issue—public
good versus individual choice—vary between different
countries and communities? How can we position and communicate local experience in global contexts? These questions were
the starting point for a project with many participants, VacZineNations!, devised by Rachelle Viader Knowles and Mkrtich Tonoyan as
an interdisciplinary platform bringing students and artists together.
Drawing submissions from Canada, the UK, China, and Armenia in
printmaking, visual arts, graphic design, journalism, and creative writing, the project mirrored the interdisciplinary approach of <Immune
Nations> as a whole, and asked participants to consider how they
might employ strategies of collaboration and nexus thinking in relation to the topic of vaccinations.
The three works that formed VacZineNations! can loosely be described
as Big Zine, small zine, and Window Graphics. In scope, VacZineNations! was “messy,” with these three categories of works devised
by the project initiators, Knowles and Tonoyan, to engage a broad
range of ideas, creative approaches, and geographic and disciplinary
perspectives. The project was designed to evolve and change in response to the contexts of display and the input of participants. VacZineNations! was, to varied degrees, graphic design, science journalism,
health policy, education, and contemporary art, undertaken through
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dialogue-based methods that embraced multilingualism, cultural exchange, collaboration, multiple authorship, teaching and learning.
One hundred and one people contributed to this project. Of this group,
the majority were students from Coventry University in the UK, Central South University (CSU) in Changsha, China, as well as Western
University and the University of Alberta in Canada, with additional
contributions from Armenia. But while this list locates countries of
residence, the list of nationalities was far greater, as the Coventry University group alone included a high proportion of international students from countries as diverse as India, Bulgaria, Thailand, and Nigeria.
Big Zine began as a series of graphic posters and print works, shown as
a wall installation at Galleri KiT in Trondheim and in its final finished
form as an oversized zine publication for the exhibition at UNAIDS in
Geneva. The contributing works were drawn from an assignment that
posed the same challenge to students as the participants of the broader
<Immune Nations> project—namely, to consider how creative means
could challenge the problem of vaccine hesitancy.
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Figures 2 and 3: VacZineNations!, the Big Zine at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photos by
Rachelle Viader Knowles.

Students worked together on research for the project through online
tools, then through two face-to-face workshops in Coventry and
Changsha as part of an exchange program. The works from the Coventry–Changsha exchange program were also collated into a small zine.
The small zine project was a series of limited edition handmade publications, distributed for free at each of the exhibition venues. The contributing works were primarily developed through an assignment set
to master’s-level graphic design students at Coventry University, with
input from undergraduate students on the Coventry University journalism course. The zines made by students were accompanied by two
other zines made by artists John Hammersley (UK) and Alex Gubbins
(USA/Armenia).
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Figures 4 and 5: VacZineNations!, the small zines at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photos by
Rachelle Viader Knowles.

As a site-specific response to the architecture of the UNAIDS building
in Geneva, a further assignment was set to graphic design students in
Coventry and the exchange students from Central South to design images that could be produced in vinyl as Window Graphics. All of the
submissions were included in the Coventry–Central South small zine,
a selection was displayed in poster form in Trondheim, and works by
Lu Song, Cui Yixuan, Ziyan Peng, and Claudia Poppy were produced
as window graphics for the exhibition in Geneva.

VacZineNations!, the Window Graphics (Figures 6 and 7: left: Lu Song / right: Ziyan
Peng and Cui Yixuan) at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photos by Rachelle Viader Knowles.

With such a wide-ranging set of collaborations, it was decided that
three separate face-to-face dialogues would be undertaken. The first
dialogue was in Geneva, during the installation of the second <Immune Nations> exhibition at UNAIDS in May 2017, between the pro-
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ject initiators Knowles and Tonoyan and Patrick Mahon, one of the
other artists involved in <Immune Nations>, who also brought his students from Western University in Canada into the project; the second
was in August 2017 between Knowles and Lisa Webb, course director for the MA Graphic Design course at Coventry University; and the
third was in August 2017, between Knowles and John Hammersley, a
lecturer in graphic design at Coventry University, and one of the artist
participants who contributed a small zine to the project.
The texts that follow weave these three dialogues into one.
THE DIALOGUES

Mkrtich Tonoyan: Were you skeptical about the <Immune Nations>
project at the start?
Rachelle Viader Knowles: Yes, I was skeptical about how a group
of science/immunology people, public health people, [and] art people
would find a pathway together towards something interesting in a very
short time frame—how this was all going to turn into coherent exhibition projects. It all seemed a bit daunting.
Tonoyan: So you had the same concerns I had.
Knowles: Yes! But thinking back, the concerns shifted when we started thinking about mechanisms for getting students involved. Patrick,
you brought your group of printmaking students from Western University into the VacZineNations! project. Without putting words in their
mouths, what sorts of things did your visual arts students get out of
this, in terms of the broader resonance and thematics of the project?
How much filtered through?
Patrick Mahon: I would say quite a lot. They were interested—more
interested than I expected them to be—in the subject of vaccines,
and there was a group of Chinese students who had strong narratives
around how vaccines are thought about and used in China. Also, some
of the Canadian-born students talked about it generationally, that they
experienced their parents as more vaccine skeptical than they are.
There was a considerable amount of interesting discussion and I was
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quite surprised at how intently my students engaged with the subject
itself. I would say that the most transformative dimension of the project was that they ended up feeling that their work as artists could
engage deeply in real-world subjects, and be interesting not only to
them but also to other people. It was a huge learning moment for them.
In art schools in Canada, there’s still a pretty strong bent towards art
as an autonomous activity—art for the art world and all that sort of
thing—so I was nervous that they were going to roll their eyes and only engage with this in so far as I had assigned it. But it felt like it didn’t
take that long before they were actually taking ownership of their involvement in the project.
Knowles: It’s interesting that your concerns about the students being
skeptical of taking part in such an interdisciplinary “issues-based” project perhaps matched ours as the artists involved in <Immune Nations>. I remember being anxious at the start of this project about my
ability to “learn immunology.”
Mahon: I think that we quickly realized, as artists, what it is that we
do: we try and communicate in ways that are creative and expansive,
we try and draw attention to things that maybe the average person in
their daily life won’t take notice of, and we have certain methodologies and expertise that we use to do this. I think that’s the challenge:
not to get so anxious about what we don’t know that then we are not
trusting our own instincts as artists.
Knowles: The interdisciplinary “tension” you are getting at here is
certainly something we wanted to build into the students’ experience
of the VacZineNations! project. We invited our journalism course at
Coventry University to get involved with the graphic design students,
but in the end only four journalism students chose to participate. It was
extremely difficult to entice collaboration between the courses (graphic design and journalism), so in the end, it fell rather flat.
Tonoyan: I also tried to bring journalism students into the project with
the idea that they could gather data and media analysis on the topic
of vaccination from the Caucasus region (Armenia); that would have
been very interesting to share with the students in Canada and the UK.
But I also could not make it happen. From my point of view, our cur-
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riculum is too rigid to accommodate experimental projects like this
one and students didn’t want to do this work “extra to load.”
Mahon: I sense a theme! I also had problems getting journalism students involved at Western University. It is really apparent that if a project is not for marks, or they don’t know how they are credited for this
work, students are reticent. My visual arts students’ work was embedded into the course/module, so that helped. But if there is not a culture
of seeing beyond the defined borders of your field in terms of outputs,
a project like this may just seem weird and remote. Those who participated really enjoyed it though—particularly when we did the live
Skype tour for them from the exhibition at Galleri KiT in Norway and
they saw their works on the wall. It was a perk that their work was
having a life in the world. It wasn’t just an experimental collaborative
thing, but it was going to have results that they could be proud of. That
in itself was a big deal.
Knowles: Lisa, unlike the visual arts students that Patrick works with,
your MA Graphic Design students at Coventry University are perhaps more used to responding to “issues-based projects” and what gets
called a “live brief” in design subjects. Can I ask about your motivations for including your MA Graphic Design students in VacZineNations!?
Lisa Webb: Our students at Coventry University are a diverse international group and I could see very quickly that the topic of vaccines, as
seen from international perspectives, would be a very interesting live
brief for this group of students to work through. I was also drawn to
the zine as a hands-on format few of them had encountered. So on both
counts it presented a concise “design thinking” project opportunity. As
a teaching team, we thought this would both broaden and enrich the
students’ experience in terms of collaboratively working in groups and
across cultural and disciplinary borders. We started a Facebook group
as the locus for sharing information and articles gathered from multiple sources.
Knowles: You also went on to bring your undergraduate students into
the project in a much more ambitious way. Can you describe how the
project opened up to include a lot more people?
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Webb: Once we had the MA group working on this, we saw the opportunity to extend participation to a group of undergrads involved
with an international exchange program we run each year with Central
South University in Changsha, China. That group worked in the format of posters, which we showed first on the Coventry University
campus, then at the exhibition in Trondheim, and then the works came
together in their own discrete small zine for Geneva. Some of the
posters were also selected for the Big Zine project. We ran the exchange with CSU as a COIL (collaborative online international learning) project, which meant that students worked together online. But
in this project, there was also the face-to-face exchange aspect of the
Chinese students coming to Coventry and vice versa. This again allowed the topic to be discussed broadly and for research materials
to be shared through online systems—at least that was the plan. The
Coventry undergrad students joined the Facebook group, but of course
for the students in China that wasn’t possible. So to overcome this (as
we have done in previous years), we developed an online blog where
our students transferred materials from the Facebook group onto Tumblr. But when we went to China as part of the exchange trip, we discovered that Tumblr too has fallen out of favour in China. So it became difficult to sustain a good level of communication through those
systems, and the face-to-face discussion in the classroom became central. Some of that was realized with more mature solutions, and the
students were encouraged in the classroom sessions to consider how
their design work “speaks” in international contexts, which really enabled the students to “own” their intercultural competencies by the end
of the exchange program. They were forced to ask themselves if their
designs “work” in different contexts, leading to a much greater awareness of the designers’ responsibilities, the designers’ voice, and the
cultural influence that design can have.
Knowles: When I came back from Geneva, we did a follow-up session
with the Coventry MA Graphic Design group. We looked at images
of the exhibition and they were able to see the context in which their
work met an audience—not a context many of them were used to
working in. We also asked them to respond in writing to six questions:
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1. What did you learn/get from the project that you expected
to learn?
2. What did you learn/get from the project that you didn’t expect to learn?
3. What would you do differently if you were to do a similar
project in future?
4. What did you find most challenging about the project?
5. Is there anything that you would wish to learn more about
as a result of this project? (skills/understanding), and
6. What, if anything, did you learn about vaccines?

Webb: Yes! That was very interesting. Mainly, the student responses
centred around four key things: the details they learned about the specific scientific or social themes they focused on in their research; the
practical skills they developed in making the zines; the challenge most
of them found in collaborative working in groups; and reflection on
how they might have approached the project differently. Surprisingly,
many of these students had never had to collaborate before, so learning
the art of negotiating a solution to a design problem as a group was a
difficult thing for many of them. One student responded that “the project further proved to me how passionate I can get about social issues
and increased my interest in social impact design.” That was really exciting to hear, and a couple of other students also demonstrated their
growing awareness of the impact their design work could have.
Knowles: Do you have the impression that the students did indeed
learn more about vaccination and vaccination policy than they had expected to?
Webb: Yes. This was evidenced in interesting ways in a couple of the
student responses, such as, “I hadn’t expected to learn as much as I did
about HPV and just how many people it affects,” and most poignantly
by a student from Nigeria, “some of my assumptions about the polio
virus were proved incorrect. I had assumed that the polio virus was
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completely eradicated from Nigeria, but research showed that I was
wrong.” The cross-cultural makeup of the group meant that we were
really able to look at the topic from multiple cultural perspectives and
students started to think about vaccination from the position of their
own bodies. One student responded by saying that she “always knew
vaccines were important because back in India we take vaccines pretty
seriously and it’s a must that we take all the vaccines that are available.” Overall however, the challenge was to encourage the students to
really dig into the subject matter, and some students certainly achieved
that better than others. One student noted that “vaccine knowledge is
specialized and hard to understand” and the responses from a number
of students revealed useful reflection on the vital role design plays in
communicating health advice and policy to a non-specialist audience.
Knowles: It was interesting for me that for most of these students it
was the first time they had participated in an exhibition. It had not
occurred to me until we had the post-show chat that for graphic design students this was a new experience that also crossed a disciplinary boundary. I described to them some of the moments I witnessed
in Geneva of people interacting with their works, particularly seeing
scientists getting so excited to see work made by an art and design student on the subject they have spent their careers working on.
Webb: I was really struck that people were excited by the exhibition.
In terms of the subject of combining art with advocacy for important
topics, I think that was perhaps a really important bit of feedback for
me as an educator, and would encourage me to participate in such a
project again.
Knowles: One of the aspects of the project I have found very interesting was working with students between the boundaries of “art” and
“design” and the conventions that come with each disciplinary realm.
John, you intersected with VacZineNations! as both a design tutor at
Coventry University and as a participating artist, contributing a small
zine artwork that moves beyond those two categories into what you
have called a research aesthetic. Can you tell me about your involvement in VacZineNations!, what you made and how your contribution
developed as a piece of artistic research?
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John Hammersley: I got involved partly because I teach part-time
on the MA Graphic Design course at Coventry University, but also
because I am interested as an artist-researcher in how art-as-research
can establish what Simon Pope has described to me as contemporary
art’s research aesthetic (personal communication, May 2018). As I
understand his notion, how contemporary art communicates or performs its knowledge is increasingly informed by research and everyday practices beyond the traditional discipline concerns of art and design, but also contemporary art weaves together these different modes
of knowledge in interesting or unexpected ways. The rich mix of different participants in this project seemed like an excellent opportunity to learn for myself and to support the students. On a straightforward subject-matter level, I was able to address my rather embarrassing ignorance about vaccinations, and at the level of artistic output I
was able to see how such a complex layering of different modes of
knowledge might be presented as a project and exhibition. On a simpler practical level, however, I saw a chance to return to a mode of
making works that I had steered away from somewhat in my practiceled research but which seemed to be increasingly something of a preoccupation: written and designed dialogues that function as works of
art-as-education. This project seemed like an opportunity to work on a
brief alongside the students as part of my design teaching practice in a
way that demonstrates the artist-lecturer as co-learner. I learned some
things from the students about their perceptions of vaccinations, but,
also, I learned from my collaboration with a doctor who lives in my
town, Dr. Clare Littlejohn.
The work I made is a small zine called A dialogue on vaccination. I
started by considering what the “career” or life story of such an object—a vaccine—might be, and wrote out a protocol for a semi-structured interview. I was thinking of doing it as a performance interview,
although I know all interviews are a performance of sorts. But a friend
of mine put me in touch with Dr. Littlejohn, who had had some experience working with vaccine programs but weirdly also had an interest
in something I had never heard about before called “literature in medicine”—an example would be W.H. Auden’s poem Letter to a Wound.
So Dr. Littlejohn agreed to take part. I explained to her I was going to
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ask a series of questions, and would she be willing to try and answer as
if she were a syringe intended for vaccines? The conversation revealed
lots to me about the production, the journey or distribution, [and] the
lifespan (as in the single-use: its life’s purpose is for one use only in
the case of vaccine use) of vaccines.
Knowles: Did anything unexpected arise from your interview with the
doctor?
Hammersley: It made me realize how little thought I had actually given to the importance of vaccinations for public health, basically how
little I knew about vaccination. I was surprised to learn how in the
UK parents maybe take it for granted or perhaps even have an odd
skeptical or fearful relationship to vaccinations, but clearly that’s not
the case everywhere in the world where in many places there seems
to be a much more positive relationship. I was surprised that my dialogue with the doctor touched upon themes that led me to follow up
and learn about some more uncomfortable UK-based issues such as
the measles, mumps, rubella (MMR) scandal and the damage that one
discredited piece of fake research did to the public health of the UK for
a while. The extent of that damage was a shock to me. Even more uncomfortably, the other thing I was surprised to read about was the continuing skepticism or even hostility towards immunization programs
overseas in countries which have an Islamist dimension. And more
surprising was the discovery that some doctors in the UK still question
the science behind vaccinations.
Knowles: Final question, John, was there any impact on your teaching?
Hammersley: Working on this project, I became aware just how many
news articles about vaccinations were appearing in the national press
quite by chance during its time span. Feeding them back into the Facebook group with the students helped me to realize the value of social
media as a real-time “live” group learning tool. I think students of all
creative disciplines now have to be networked and global in how they
approach projects, and the multiple dimensions, discursive platforms,
or spaces of VacZineNations! was a great example for all who were involved.
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Knowles: Agreed. VacZineNations! crossed assumed hierarchies between student and professional work, education and art, and multiple
disciplinary lines between art, design, journalism, and health policy.
Research-based dialogical art projects such as this become a means of
teaching art and design students the critical rewards of participating
in global conversations that address the challenges that affect us all.
We set out to develop an alternative educational model and a critical
methodology for artists wishing to address pressing political and social challenges in interdisciplinary and collaborative ways. This happened for students involved with the project, but also at the exhibition
sites. I witnessed audience members attending the GLOBVAC conference and the World Health Assembly engage with the VacZineNations! projects with enthusiasm, excitement, and curiosity, working together to turn the pages of the Big Zine, examining the small zines,
and encountering the Window Graphics in surprise. This audience did
not seem to regard these works as specifically aesthetic artistic objects
for contemplation, but rather as creative catalysts for action and dialogue, provoked by the interdisciplinary engagement with their own
areas of highly specialized expertise. As Lisa indicates, conveying this
engaged audience reaction back to the MA Graphic Design students in
Coventry as part of a discussion on the exhibition was a critical moment in the students’ understanding of the impact their design work
can have in broader discourse. Patrick makes a similar point in relation to his Skype tour of the Trondheim exhibition for his visual art
students at Western. He points out that the occasion when students saw
their work at the exhibition was a key transformative moment of feedback. It seems to me that the outcomes (and the artwork) of VacZineNations! are not only the physical objects and interventions in the exhibition spaces: perhaps more significantly, they are the dialogues and
transformational exchanges that occurred afterwards, as a result of the
project’s multilayered conversations.
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Figure 8: VacZineNations!, the Window Graphics (Bunny by Claudia Poppy) at
UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Rachelle Viader Knowles.

Figures 9 and 10: Yao Bu, Vaccine Revolution, screenprint, 2017 (left), and Shelby
Hayward, Untitled, screenprint, 2017 (right). Images courtesy of the artists.

IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: VacZineNations! poster installation at Galleri KiT, Trondheim, Norway, 2017. Photo by Rachelle Viader Knowles.
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Figure 2: VacZineNations!, the Big Zine at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by
Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 3: VacZineNations!, the Big Zine at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by
Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 4: VacZineNations!, the small zines at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo
by Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 5: VacZineNations!, the small zines at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo
by Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 6: VacZineNations!, the Window Graphics (by Lu Song) at UNAIDS,
Geneva, 2017. Photo by Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 7: VacZineNations!, the Window Graphics (by Ziyan Peng and Cui Yixuan) at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 8: VacZineNations!, the Window Graphics (Bunny by Claudia Poppy)
at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Rachelle Viader Knowles.
Figure 9: Yao Bu, Vaccine Revolution, screenprint, 2017. Image courtesy of
the artist.
Figure 10: Shelby Hayward, Untitled, screenprint, 2017. Image courtesy of the
artist.
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Rachelle Viader Knowles and Mkrtich Tonoyan, VacZineNations!, Galleri KiT,
Trondheim, 2017. Small zines installation. Photo by Natalie Loveless.

Installation of the large zine with artists Rachelle Viader Knowles and Mkrtich
Tonoyan, VacZineNations!, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Roman Levchenko.
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Rachelle Viader Knowles and Mkrtich Tonoyan, VacZineNations!, UNAIDS, Geneva,
2017. Large zine installation and window elements. Photo by Mkrtich Tonoyan.

Rachelle Viader Knowles and Mkrtich Tonoyan, VacZineNations!, UNAIDS, Geneva,
2017. Large zine installation and window elements. Still image from video by Julien
Duret.
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DISCUSSING THE ANATOMY TABLE AND THE VACCINATION
PICTURE
SEAN CAULFIELD, TIMOTHY CAULFIELD, JOHAN HOLST
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Figure 1: Installation view of The Anatomy Table, UNAIDS, Geneva, Switzerland, 2017.
Photo by Annik Wetter.
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THE ANATOMY TABLE

O

ver the last ten years, brothers Sean Caulfield (artist) and
Timothy Caulfield (law professor) have collaborated on a
number of interdisciplinary projects—including Imagining
Science and Perceptions of Promise1—that have integrated creative
and academic methods in order to examine ethical and philosophical
issues in the health sciences. The Anatomy Table is, in part, a result of
a long-term and ongoing discussion between these two creative/academic researchers. At the same time, the input of a new collaborator,
Johan Holst, as well as the thematic concerns of the larger <Immune
Nations> project, brought a unique focus to The Anatomy Table: the
work attempts to create an open space of speculation and contemplation around issues related to biomedicine, while simultaneously taking
on the role of advocacy in relation to vaccines.
Thematically, The Anatomy Table addresses a perceived loss of public
trust in science, as well as misinformation surrounding science-informed interventions in health care, such as vaccination. The work
draws on a number of sources for formal and conceptual motivation,
including The Vaccination Picture (discussed in more detail below), as
well as historic and contemporary medical illustrations, images, and
knowledge. One of the key tensions the work explores is the importance of educating people about scientific/biomedical research in order to counter pseudoscience and to support trust in health care, while
at the same time acknowledging the fact that perceptions of our bodies come from multiple sources beyond science. Different cultural and
philosophical perspectives need to be respected in public policy debates around health care, but governments and health agencies must
also guard against the spread of misinformation in relation to vital
public health initiatives such as vaccination. This is a difficult balance
to strike.
The Anatomy Table was influenced and produced alongside an accompanying project, The Vaccination Picture, a publication by Timothy Caulfield, that was produced in collaboration with a number of
artists and illustrators: Cindy Baker, Blair Brennan, Sean Caulfield,
Dom Civiello, Zachary Chomysak, Patrick Mahon, Tammy Salzl, Ser-
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gio Serrano, and Jill Stanton. The book addresses a wide range of topics related to vaccination, vaccination hesitancy, and relevant issues
such as public trust, science spin, and the impact of popular culture
on science policy. The visual artists working on this project responded
to these topics through a wide range of approaches, from “traditional” illustration to more esoteric poetic drawing, in order to increase
dialogue around the complex issues related to vaccines. As the text
and images for this publication unfolded, work on The Anatomy Table
drew on this material for both formal and conceptual motivation.
Production of The Anatomy Table began by first scanning and digitally
manipulating reproductions from Andrea Vesalius’s famous 16th-century anatomical book On the Fabric of the Human Body. This reference is intended to point viewers to the complexities that emerged
as Western medicine met other cultural traditions within the difficult
history of colonialism. Alongside this historic material, The Anatomy
Table also references contemporary medical images and research provided by Johan Holst, including illustrations of viruses, as well as research material on vaccination. This blending of historic and contemporary references, as well as the mixing of empirically accurate and
imagined bodily imagery, addresses the complexities and tensions surrounding empirical/scientific representations, and more emotional and
culturally charged expressions of the body.
In the final presentation of The Anatomy Table two visual languages,
one referencing the history of medical science, and one that is deliberately nonsensical, are layered on top of one another in a series of
twelve 61 x 91 cm digital and silkscreen prints on digital paper and
transparent drafting film. This series of prints is presented on the wall
in a grid around a life-sized image on Plexiglas and drafting film of
the entire human body. The overlay of printed images on the central
figure is composed of the smaller images from the surrounding grid,
suggesting that the grid is a kind of index or map to understand the
larger body. This dialogue underscores the way science isolates (dissects) our bodies in order to study and test our complex physiology—a
method of inquiry that produces unique insight and knowledge, but
which also may limit more interconnected perspectives.
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Figures 2 and 3: Sean Caulfield, details of The Anatomy Table, silkscreen and inkjet on
drafting film, and Photo Tex, each 91 x 61 cm, 2017. Images courtesy of the artist.

CAULFIELD, CAULFIELD, AND HOLST IN CONVERSATION

Timothy Caulfield: We have had an ongoing collaboration over the
last ten years. Are there key issues from our discussions that influenced The Anatomy Table?
Sean Caulfield: Absolutely. For me your work into the rise of pseudoscience within health care systems has been a major influence for this
work, and in particular the growing tendency for non-science-based
“cures” to adopt the language of science as a means of promoting and
legitimizing alternative treatments. As you know, this is very relevant
in the realm of vaccines, as the public has been exposed to considerable misinformation about vaccination, confusing and complicating
discourse around this important public health issue. For example, the
claim by Wakefield that vaccines cause autism still persists despite all
of the quality research that has proven this to be completely false.2 Additional misinformation, such as the idea that children’s immune sys-
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tem can be overwhelmed by the current vaccine schedule, also continues to circulate despite extensive evidence indicating that this is also
false.3
T. Caulfield: Yes, the social confusion issue is important. The noise
around vaccine safety and efficacy has been loud and representations
too often wrong. We also know that once people have formed opinions
it can be extremely difficult to change their minds. This project provided an opportunity to both explore the sources of the noise and to
use a unique engagement strategy—fine arts—to provoke discussion.
Johan Holst: To me The Anatomy Table—and similar projects and approaches to communication—represent a way of expressing the complexity of vaccines and vaccination. In addition, the multidisciplinary
setting offers a different entrance to scientific knowledge and creates
an opening for new ways of informing a defined target group. It challenges the classical pro and contra discussions between anti-vaccine
activists and vaccine providers and other forces positive to vaccines.
This, “third, supplemental way” might very likely contribute to increased and better understanding between various groups and primarily to reflection between the various actors.
S. Caulfield: On a related note, when I began working on The Anatomy Table I intentionally made use of an iconic image from the history
of European medicine in order to examine the ways Western health
sciences relate to other historical, cultural, medical, and religious traditions. I know this is a complicated relationship given the difficult
and problematic history of colonialism that is interwoven with the introduction of European medical practices to non-Western cultures, as
well as the need to be respectful of diverse religious and cultural practices. I did not want to present a single viewpoint or answer to this
highly complex set of tensions, but to point to the need to have ongoing dialogue about this difficult and multifaceted issue.
T. Caulfield: Providing different perspectives is important, but, at the
same time, some ideas around vaccines are simply wrong. There is no
link between vaccination and autism. The vaccination schedule does
not overload the immune system. Providing an alternate perspective
on these scientifically sound conclusions does not help the debate. On
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the contrary, it creates the illusion that there are two—equally compelling—perspectives that need to be considered and weighed. This is
wrong. That said, we do want to explore these different perspectives.
What is at their root? How can we explore them in a respectful manner
that does not legitimize their core message? I am hopeful that the use
of complex imagery is a strategy that can work. Indeed, there is some
evidence that using different communication strategies—such as pictures and narratives—can have a constructive impact on the intention
to vaccinate. In some ways, this collaborative project builds on that
strategy.
Holst: I support everything that is being said here. But I want to underscore that I immediately liked the impression of subtility and ambiguity I got when I first started to know the <Immune Nations> project.
Not pretending to capture the “true and only image of nature,” the project is rooted in evidence, but, importantly, leaves space for reflection,
imagination, knowledge, and insights to emerge through experiencing
the works gathered together for exhibition.
S. Caulfield: A longstanding interest in my studio practice is to create
work that fluctuates between a spectrum of emotional responses for
viewers, including on the one hand having an absurd or whimsical
quality, and on the other hand conveying a sense of anxiety and dread.
This continuum is intended to parallel the polarized discourse around
biomedicine in popular culture and media, which can often present
complex issues in simplistic terms. By deliberately layering and interweaving a range of visual languages, I hope that The Anatomy Table
might suggest complexity and the need for nuanced debate. At the
same time, I also recognize the importance of clear and concise messaging when conveying health care policy to the public, particularly
around vaccines. With this in mind, I found it useful to work on two
interrelated projects as a means of navigating this tension: The Anatomy Table exploring open, poetic language; and The Vaccination Picture utilizing more concise, targeted messages.
T. Caulfield: Agreed. There is a fascinating tension between listening
to the various concerns and being clear and concise about the evidence
surrounding vaccines. But we also know—and there is a good deal
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of research on this—that simply providing more “facts” rarely has
the desired impact. On the contrary, there is some evidence that the
“more facts” strategy can backfire, causing people to become more entrenched in their views. The Vaccination Picture tries to strike a balance between being firm about the facts, while still not making “facts”
the overwhelming message. We explore sources of conspiracy theories and their impact on public opinion. We outline the factors that
erode public trust, such as concern about the involvement of industry.
We map the influence of popular culture, social media, and celebrities.
And we end with an exploration of possible ways forward.
S. Caulfield: I have been very fortunate to work on a number of collaborative, interdisciplinary initiatives that have explored the interface
of art and biomedicine—many with you! During this time, I have tried
to take on different approaches to collaboration that have included, on
one side of the spectrum, working directly with other artist/academic(s) to produce creative work, and on the other side of the spectrum,
drawing on interdisciplinary experience and knowledge in concentrated workshop environments as a means of enriching a more isolated
studio practice. For <Immune Nations>, I chose to work in the second method, partly for practical reasons relating to the long-distance
exchange that took place between international participants, but also
because this approach allows me to maintain a creative thread in the
studio between projects, while simultaneously remaining open to ideas
and motivations from different disciplinary perspectives. The danger
in this approach, however, is that I may not fully respect or utilize the
concerns of collaborators. Do either of you have any thoughts on our
process of collaboration for <Immune Nations> or The Vaccination
Picture book project?
T. Caulfield: I have also been involved in several collaborations
with artists. All have been tremendously enjoyable and productive.
And each initiative has been unique. As compared to Perceptions of
Promise, The Vaccination Picture involved less back-and-forth about
the science and the social controversies. Because this is such a highprofile topic, I got the sense that everyone was on the same page. All
of the artists seemed to have a clear idea what they wanted to tackle, and it fit incredibly well with the text I was producing. Some of
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the work—like that done by Blair Brennan’s exploration of conspiracy
theories and popular culture—caused me to dig deeper into particular
topics. Others, like Jill Stanton’s graphic images, seemed to perfectly
complement the messages I hope to convey and inspired me to use a
different narrative approach. These collaborations are fantastically rewarding. They caused me to re-examine what I wanted to say and how
I planned to say it.
Holst: I also have experience with collaborative projects, directly interacting with statisticians, epidemiologists, etc., but not with artists in
such a way as the <Immune Nations> project has offered and demanded. Thus, this has been a new and challenging, but very rewarding, experience to me.
S. Caulfield: One of the most challenging aspects of the <Immune
Nations> project for me was the fact that the final exhibition took
place in an unconventional space—the massive and gorgeous lobby
of the UNAIDS building. Exhibiting in the UNAIDS building was
a unique opportunity that enabled unprecedented engagement with
high-level public health policy experts from around the world—guests
of honour at the opening included First Lady of Namibia Monica
Geingos, Anuradha Gupta, deputy CEO of Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance;
and then Canadian Minister of Health Jane Philpott. At the same time,
working in this kind of space presented many challenges related to the
architecture of the space. To my mind, the final exhibition achieved
the right balance of activating the space so that viewers were encouraged to interact with art, but in a manner that was not completely overwhelming. These were particular challenges related to studio and curatorial practice; however, they also stand more broadly as an analogy for interdisciplinary projects that must respectfully engage a wide
spectrum of stakeholders from different disciplines and communities.
Collaborative and interdisciplinary initiatives require a lot of creative
energy from everyone to ensure they result in successful or meaningful outputs (of course, they are also very rewarding in terms of stimulating creative thinking and innovation). To my mind, it is also important to identify when transitioning out of a project in order to engage in new ideas is needed to carry creative or academic work forward. This tension underscores the importance of having a wide range
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of programs within research institutions and funding agencies in order
to support work that includes both large, ongoing interdisciplinary initiatives, and smaller, single researcher initiatives.
Holst: Agreed. As vaccine scientists, we must make our explanations
in understandable ways and argue in a trustworthy manner. The whole
journey of <Immune Nations> has increased my awareness of the importance of public communication about vaccination, and the role that
art can play. I very much hope that future funding is available to develop the important collaborative methods that we have started here.
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IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: Installation view of The Anatomy Table, UNAIDS, Geneva, Switzerland, 2017. Photo by Annik Wetter.
Figure 2: Sean Caulfield, details of The Anatomy Table, silkscreen and inkjet
on drafting film, and Photo Tex, 91 x 61 cm, 2017. Image courtesy of the
artist.
Figure 3: Sean Caulfield, details of The Anatomy Table, silkscreen and inkjet
on drafting film, and Photo Tex, 91 x 61 cm, 2017. Image courtesy of the
artist.
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For more on the claim that vaccines cause autism, see Vanessa Lam,
Steven Teutsch, and Jonathan Fielding, “Refuting a Lie That Won’t
Die: Taking the Fight for Vaccines beyond the Doctor’s Office,” Health
Affairs Blog, 28 Feb. 2019, https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/
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hblog20190226.742851/full/; and Anders Hviid, Jørgen Vinsløv
Hansen, Morten Frisch, and Mads Melbye, “Measles, Mumps, Rubella
Vaccination and Autism: A Nationwide Cohort Study,” Annals of Internal Medicine, 16 Apr. 2019, http://annals.org/aim/article/doi/10.7326/
M18-2101.↲

3.

See the following World Health Organization and Centers for Disease
Control links for more on vaccine safety: https://www.who.int/vaccine_safety/initiative/detection/immunization_misconceptions/en/index6.html; and https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/concerns/multiplevaccines-immunity.html↲
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Sean Caulfield, The Anatomy Table, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. Silkscreen and digital
printing on drafting film, plexi and Photo Tex. Photo by Yanir Shani.

Sean Caulfield, The Anatomy Table, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. Silkscreen and digital
printing on drafting film, plexi and Photo Tex. Photo by Yanir Shani.
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Sean Caulfield, Detail from The Anatomy Table, 2017. Silkscreen and Digital Printing
on Drafting Film, Plexi and Photo Tex. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Sean Caulfield, Virus #1 (Study for The Anatomy Table), 2016. Silkscreen and digital
printing on drafting film and rag paper. 61 x 45.72 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
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CONVERSATIONS ON ART-SCIENCE COLLABORATION AND
VACCINE HESITANCY
KAISU KOSKI, JOHAN HOLST
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VACCINE HESITANCY

Figure 1: Kaisu Koski, in collaboration with Johan Holst, Conversations with
Vaccine-Critical Parents, Theory of Illness #1–4, and Syringe Sequence #1–2,
2015-2017. Installation view, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Annik Wetter.

OVERVIEW OF THE COLLABORATION

T

his collaboration on vaccine hesitancy emerged as part of
artist-researcher Kaisu Koski’s existing arts-based research
project in creating educational films on different clinical topics for medical students.
When vaccine hesitancy was introduced as one of the possible topics
to tackle in the <Immune Nations> project’s first workshop in Ottawa
in August 2015, it seemed like an interesting aspect to undertake for
Koski, considering her ambivalent feelings regarding vaccines. While
she was initially unsure whether collaborating with Holst would be a
good idea given the expectation for differences of opinion, she ultimately decided that exploration of tensions between the contrasting
viewpoints would be fruitful. Koski approached Johan Holst, a leading
vaccine scientist in Norway, in the months following the workshop,
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after he distributed publications to the whole project group about the
growing challenge to society from vaccine hesitancy. Inspired by these
articles and the limited visualizations they provided, Koski suggested
that the two work together to respectfully explore the relationship between vaccine hesitancy and vaccine science.
While Holst was enthusiastic about Koski’s suggestion for collaboration, acknowledging the need for new and fresh approaches to this
issue, he also felt quite outside his comfort zone. Part of his personal motivation and aim was to communicate more effectively with
those outside the field of vaccine science and policy. The issue of
vaccine hesitancy was not new to him. As a vaccine developer for
over 30 years, Holst had experienced the politically and emotionally heated discussion around pertussis (whooping cough) in the 1980s,
as well as a number of interactions with critical parents and journalists in connection with an efficacy trial for a Norwegian vaccine
against serogroup B meningococcal disease (MenB). Most recently,
his employer, the Norwegian Institute of Public Health, had to perform a large epidemiological investigation to study if there was any increased risk of myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME)/chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) connected to the use of the MenB vaccine. (The study
showed that there was no such negative relationship between being
vaccinated and the serious rare disease.) Such incidents led to his conviction that good communication in the area of vaccine hesitancy was
crucial. Holst’s aim in the collaboration was to increase understanding of vaccine-hesitant parents’ health beliefs and how these influence
their vaccine-critical decisions.
Koski began the project by interviewing vaccine-hesitant or -critical
parents in the Netherlands and Finland. She then identified several
health beliefs in the interview data that seemed relevant to parents’
vaccine hesitancy, and developed artistic representations of these beliefs with the aim of respectfully communicating these biases. Drafts
of the resulting artworks, including diagrammatic prints and a short
documentary video, were then shared with Holst and became the basis
for a number of phone and Skype conversations between the artist and
the scientist from November 2015 to July 2016.1 By developing novel
means of exploring the urgent topic of vaccine hesitancy, this collabo-
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ration aimed to provide insights into viewpoints that are often ignored
or maligned, to better understand the beliefs of vaccine-hesitant parents, and to improve health communication.
The final work consisted of a documentary called Conversations with
Vaccine-Critical Parents; a series of four diagrammatic prints, Theory
of Illness #1-4; and a photo series, Syringe Sequence #1-2. The diagrams, which are also included in the documentary as “animations,”
portray vaccine-critical parents’ main health beliefs, borrowing from
the conventions of scientific visualizations. The photo series, in turn,
includes a range of medicinal plants grown in syringes, displayed in
the different stages of their life cycle. This series was developed as a
response to the parents’ appreciation of the “natural,” visualizing the
kinds of vaccines they would possibly perceive as beneficial and trustworthy.

Figure 2: Kaisu Koski, Theory of Illness #1 (2017), premium fine-art print, Forex mount,
40 x 60 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
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REFLECTIONS ON CONVERSATIONS WITH VACCINE-CRITICAL
PARENTS, THEORY OF ILLNESS #1–4, AND SYRINGE
SEQUENCE #1–2

What follows is a dialogue and reflection on the project’s genesis,
methods, and outcomes.
Kaisu Koski: In terms of selecting this topic, though I had experienced certain ambivalence towards vaccines myself, I had not thought
of it as my topic for <Immune Nations>. It was only at the first workshop in Ottawa, towards the end of the workshop, when it was presented as one of the possible topics we could work with, that I started to
really think about it.
Johan Holst: Wasn’t it when I sent a quite large chunk of material—articles focussing on vaccine hesitancy that really sparked your
interest—that you saw the possibility of our collaboration?
Koski: Yes, you are right! It was especially one of the diagrams in
a particular article where the “Acceptance Continuum” created special reactions in you and some of your colleagues.2 At the time, I had
just interviewed one parent who was quite radical in her beliefs, and
I thought, there’s a huge contrast here between this diagram and this
person’s beliefs. I asked myself, how would she situate herself on this
diagram? To my mind, it felt like the diagram was lacking something,
something to make it more personal, which led me to thinking that I
needed to try and revisualize the diagram in a way that she might actually be able to place herself on it. But honestly, in the first workshop,
my concern was how I could even contribute to this main project given my partial vaccine hesitancy. So that became a key factor for why I
chose this topic: Why not start with what I’m already experiencing?
Holst: I also think I tried to start in that way. I have been very concerned with the difficulty and the challenges of communicating with
vaccine-skeptical parents, since I’m a strong believer in the powerful benefits of vaccines. If you want to communicate with people who
hold different beliefs, I know you can’t just use pure logic and strong
arguments; you can’t just use your own belief. You need to understand
the other person’s belief and perception of the world. That’s what mo-
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tivated me. You, in a way, offered a sort of training dialogue. That’s
how I remember it starting; and, of course, I was fascinated by your
interpretation of the dialogue you had with the parents, and then how
you transformed it into those very powerful graphics.
I also liked the communication we had, and I think you have had that
very strong and clear drive to it. In a way—even though I was occupied with many other things—we found ways to stay in contact and
keep the project going for the two years we were actively developing the works. It was very inspiring. This is something rather unique
and multidisciplinary, a collaboration between very different skills that
made this possible and interesting.
Koski: Were you skeptical about anything in the beginning?
Holst: Yes, of course, a little bit. This kind of project is not a typical
thing that would become important in my career or that I would be
recognized for. So, I was skeptical if it was really worthwhile for me
in the start.
Koski: In terms of your career.
Holst: Yeah, a rather narrow-minded thought, but through the process
I also learned that there are so many other things that really count:
shared dialogue, contribution, and even pleasure. The project was not
only informative, it was fun!
Koski: For me, because I didn’t know you at all, I was wondering how
you would respond when you actually found out that we think quite
differently. I wondered how far our dialogue would be able to go, because with some people disagreement is the end of the story. There
were moments when, for instance, your colleagues saw the diagrams
and you said they found them disturbing. I think it was the parent’s
reflections over “Death as a Natural Part of Life” that were taken as
very provocative. And then I thought, “Okay, does this mean you don’t
want to be associated anymore with this project?”
Holst: So that was your skepticism? That I would not be able to play
ball and follow the whole project through?
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Koski: Partly, because I had initiated the project and I guess I felt responsibility for its continuation. But I also doubted myself, because
I made up the concept of first interviewing, and then translating the
findings into diagrams. It’s not like I do that all the time. It was a new
idea. Then, when the time came and I had done the interviews, I was
like, “Okay, now I need to come up with those diagrams, right?”
Holst: I think you did a good job with those, even though they are not
always scientifically accurate. My intention was not to try to “trick” or
convince people to change their belief. Our project was not about that
at all.
Koski: No, it’s not. But it’s actually quite hard to pinpoint or explain
to other people what it is about, because people assume we have a
message. It’s either “you’re for or against.” That is “war rhetorics” actually. It’s hard to explain the importance of having a dialogue somewhere in between, to meet somewhere halfway and work to mirror
each other’s opinions. For example, the film leaves things in the middle. It doesn’t take sides, but presents both sides in some way. Though
one parent started to doubt me later, after seeing the film. “Whose side
are you on?,” literally.
Holst: Oh dear, I understand.
Koski: I was shocked at first. Nobody else had said that. I had told
each parent that I would represent their message and the vaccine researcher’s message equally. But this shows how difficult it is to be on
nobody’s side, especially in a “polyphonic” film like Conversations
with Vaccine-Critical Parents. While I associate with their side because I share some of their concerns, in retrospect perhaps it was confusing for the parents that my dialogue with a vaccine researcher was
conducted in such a positive atmosphere. Making the quasi-scientific
diagrams in collaboration with you, a scientist, also presented an interesting dilemma because maybe you were hoping for the diagrams to
actually communicate something pro-vaccine to people, whereas they
actually are quite scary if you take the time to really read them. But it
was really more about the meaning of the diagrams than about changing someone’s mind. The purpose was never that I would create pro-
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or anti-vaccine diagrams. It was to visualize the health beliefs and,
through that, aim for better understanding.
I had initially thought one aspect of being able to be vaccine hesitant
would come down to one’s tolerance of ambiguity in life in general.
I thought maybe scientists wouldn’t tolerate ambiguity very well because they try to understand everything. But in the vaccine-hesitant
parents’ interviews, it appeared that while they want to live naturally
and let things take their own course, they still have a very strong need
to understand why things are happening. So they construct narratives
about the reasons for illness, for instance. And actually, who am I to
say that these narratives are not true?
Holst: It is very human and understandable to have or create an overarching logic to life or particular events. Scientists have their way of
trying to over-rationalize and explain all things, in a way to try to have
control over things happening. Another element is that scientists try to
dissect and look at just one factor at a time. “Reductionistic,” I think
this approach is called in English. Sometimes, this way to order or
control the world and your life is very understandable. But, in reality,
it’s artificial or oversimplified because a lot of things, events, and factors intermix. The reality is much, much more complex than the artificial situation when you study just one parameter at a time. You can, in
such a way, end up with a much skewed or very strange picture of reality. This is in fact a limitation in many experiments and often in the
ways a number of scientists are thinking. I see this project, <Immune
Nations>, as an implicit criticism of this approach.
Koski: Well, on a certain metaphorical level that scientific approach
is not so different from the parents who also try to make isolated decisions: “Okay, I’m taking this vaccine but not the other one,” based
on considering risks and benefits, and also thinking of themselves as
individuals that are not very actively connected to the other bodies.
(This, the issue of herd immunity, or, rather, herd protection, is something that one of the other projects in <Immune Nations>, Shadowpox,
addressed really well.) It seems that nobody has an overview of everything—of course not—so we just deal with the areas we feel we can
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handle, areas we can somehow monitor and control. But that is partly
an illusion.
Holst: Regarding the visual aspects of your diagrams, throughout the
process I have wondered about and questioned some of your stylistic decisions. We have talked about this quite a bit—actually every
time you have introduced a new diagram! For instance, in Theory of
Illness #2, the “active body” is mostly green. Then you have a grey
area marking the initiation. Can you explain why you have chosen that
colour scheme? Because for me, logically, it would be that the darkest
part would be the initiation.

Figure 3: Kaisu Koski, Theory of Illness #2 (2017), premium fine-art print, Forex mount,
40 x 60 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.

Koski: Well, firstly the initiation in this perspective is not something
bad, but an initiation in becoming a wholesome person. That’s not the
same as the battle on the right side of the diagram. But, I see what you
mean.
Holst: Then you have no eyes on the body on the right-hand side.
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Koski: But that has a reason: this body on the left side is actively
searching. The eyes are a metaphor for searching for the bacteria, and
on the right side of the diagram the blue body is happily unaware and
facing in the other direction.
Over the course of the project, we not only talked about the diagrams’
visual appearance, but also the terminology I used in them. For example, Theory of Illness #4 is about different modes of vaccine administration, and initially I didn’t know what to call these modes. I just
called them oral administration and muscle administration, and I also used topical administration for skin. You then introduced the word
“parenteral.”
Holst: Parenteral is outside the oral route: actually, from Greek; “para” meaning “next to” or “outside,” and “entero,” meaning “inside” or
“gut”—literally, “through the intestines.” So that’s through the blood,
through the muscle, or directly in your veins; all kinds of administration that are not through the oral and rectal route; or over the mucosa, that is, via the nose. For some substances, it’s not good to use the
muscle. For a number of vaccines, however, it is good. You then get
a “deposit” for the vaccine components. In the muscle, there are a lot
of immune-competent cells, like dendritic cells (which are even more
abundant in the deeper parts of our skin), and the macrophages can
then find the antigen and process it so the body can make an immune
response. While the word “parenteral” is very common in medical jargon, people who see this diagram don’t understand it. When you say
muscle administration, it’s much more straightforward and easier to
understand. One thing is that—maybe it was intentional—but the figure of the muscle administration looks ominous—maybe that is intentional?
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Figure 4: Kaisu Koski, Theory of Illness #4 (2017), premium fine-art print, Forex mount,
40 x 60 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.

Koski: Well, yes, because according to this parent’s theory something
bad is happening, and so I used the hand-drawing movement in a very
intense way, following its pathway through the body. And if you look,
the drawing shows the vaccine messing up your brain, which was part
of a few parents’ narratives. The vaccine is kind of stuck in the container of your body, because it can’t be released from a muscle, you
know. That was the reason I made it look like that.
This reminds me, in terms of our findings in the actual interview data,
that we noticed that the definition of “natural” is very important, because the parents communicated a very strong wish to live a natural
life. To raise their children “naturally.” One of the important things
that we talked about was “What if vaccines were understood as natural?”
Holst: As vaccine providers—giving lectures to students, communicating with parents, or with relatives in a coffee party—we should emphasize better some of the key principles in vaccinology. How vaccines work is actually by stimulating a very natural process. We use
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a triggering or starting signal that the body interprets as danger (from
an intruder), and then the defence mechanisms start. Also, then the
body’s (immune) memory gets built up and you are protected against
the actual disease the next time you encounter it. I think one should
emphasize the fact that vaccines actually work in a very natural way.
Following stimulation by a specific microbe, the body is triggered to
develop its natural mechanisms of protection in order to get rid of the
infection and later to avoid becoming susceptible to the actual disease.
Vaccines can truly be regarded as collaborating with humans and the
body itself. I think we—scientists—haven’t done well enough in this
area. People often have the perception that vaccines and vaccination
are unnatural and harmful. Many of these perceptions and claims are
not true. Or, at best, just a little “pin shot” of truth that has been exaggerated. We need to be better and more respectful in the way we deal
with this type of communication than we have been. Art and artists
can certainly help us with this.
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IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: Kaisu Koski, in collaboration with Johan Holst, Conversations with
Vaccine-Critical Parents, Theory of Illness #1–4, and Syringe Sequence #1–2,
2015-2017. Installation view, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Annik Wetter.
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Figure 2: Kaisu Koski, Theory of Illness #1 (2017), premium fine-art print,
Forex mount, 40 x 60 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
Figure 3: Kaisu Koski, Theory of Illness #2 (2017), premium fine-art print,
Forex mount, 40 x 60 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
Figure 4: Kaisu Koski, Theory of Illness #4 (2017), premium fine-art print,
Forex mount, 40 x 60 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
NOTES

1.

A detailed description of their process of collaboration is available in
Kaisu Koski and Johan Holst, “Exploring Vaccine Hesitancy through
an Artist-Scientist Collaboration: Visualizing Vaccine-Critical Parents’
Health Beliefs,” Journal of Bioethical Inquiry, vol. 14, no. 3, 2017,
pp. 1–16.↲

2.

The article Holst provided Koski was Noni E. MacDonald, “Vaccine
Hesitancy: Definition, Scope and Determinants,” Vaccine, vol. 33, no.
34,
2015,
pp. 4161–64,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2015.04.036.↲
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Kaisu Koski, with Johan Holst, Conversation with Vaccine-Critical Parents, 2016-17.
Single channel HD video. Image courtesy of the artist.

Kaisu Koski, with Johan Holst, Conversation with Vaccine-Critical Parents, 2016-2017.
Single channel HD video. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Kaisu Koski, with Johan Holst, Conversation with Vaccine-Critical Parents, Theory of
Illness #1-4, Syringe Sequence #1-2, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Single channel HD video,
Fine art print, forex mount, digital C-print, wood frame. Photo by Annik Wetter.

Kaisu Koski speaking at the opening Reception, Immune Nations, UNAIDS, Geneva,
2017. Photo by Mkrtich Tonoyan.
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MEMORIES AND RECORDS: THOUGHTS ON THE VACCINE
ARCHIVE
VICKI SUNG-YEON KWON, LATHIKA SRITHARAN
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MEMORIES AND RECORDS

BACKGROUND ON PROJECT

M

emories and Records: The Vaccine Archive aims to provoke thought on images and records of immunization in an
era of mass migration and cross-border activities. The project was prompted by the question, “Is it possible to achieve herd immunity in contact zones, where people from diverse geopolitical backgrounds cross borders and gather together?” With a growing number
of travellers and migrants, it is a global challenge to have systems in
which individuals in all communities can be fully vaccinated against
epidemic disease. The system of state-controlled prevention of epidemic disease could result in disjuncture between those who are safeguarded by the system and those who are not. What happens when migrant populations reside together in a community without knowing
each other’s vaccination history?
Vicki Kwon, an immigrant from the Republic of Korea to Canada,
and Lathika Sritharan, born and raised in Canada in a family of Sri
Lankan immigrants, acknowledged the challenge of immunization for
those living in Canada after migrating from their countries of origin.
Kwon and Sritharan met as the two primary research coordinators of
<Immune Nations>—Kwon as the project manager from the University of Alberta, working with Natalie Loveless and Sean Caulfield,
and Sritharan as the research coordinator of the Global Strategy Lab,
overseeing three projects led by Steven Hoffman, including <Immune
Nations>. While working for three years on the collaborative project,
Kwon and Sritharan learned about each other’s research and formed a
team. The Vaccine Archive was developed with the benefit of Kwon’s
expertise in archival research and curating exhibitions and Sritharan’s
experience researching the health of Tamil-speaking immigrants in
Canada.
For the project, Kwon and Sritharan collected two main sets of materials:
1. The first was memories and records of individuals who immigrated to or studied in Canada and their immunization records from
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their countries of birth. The collected memories are in the form of
transcribed interviews as well as artifacts and personal memorabilia related to vaccination. Some of the collected artifacts were lent
by public participants who willingly shared experiences and memories of their own or their family members’ vaccinations.
2. The second was everyday objects related to vaccination, consisting
mostly of postcards (7), postage stamps (30), press images from
newspapers (10), and advertising materials (12). The archived objects were collected from diverse geographical areas, including
Africa, Asia, Europe, and North and South America.
The Vaccine Archive in the exhibition <Immune Nations> required
multiple layers of collaboration. The Vaccine Archive invited public
participants to engage by sharing their memories and their archive materials, and by participating in the survey that was part of the project. Mounting the exhibition <Immune Nations> also required three
years of collaboration with interdisciplinary team members. The exhibition was mounted at privileged academic and political venues aimed
at high-profile audience groups––the Trondheim Academy of Fine Art
(Galleri KiT) at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
to coincide with the GLOBVAC conference, and the UNAIDS building, in Geneva, Switzerland, to coincide with the 70th World Health
Assembly.
At these sites, The Vaccine Archive displayed artifacts and prints that
offer views into the various issues surrounding global immunization
today: the credibility and practicality of paper-based immunization
records; the ethnic, cultural, gender-based, and geopolitical stereotypes embedded in the visual representations within vaccination advertisements; and systems of dissemination of vaccination in the Global South. In addition to the collected artifacts, public participation was
a key component of The Vaccine Archive. Participants of various nationalities and ethnicities sent their immunization records and memories to be displayed, and during the exhibitions, visitors were invited
to participate by filling out a vaccination card based solely on their
memory.
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CONVERSATION BETWEEN KWON AND SRITHARAN

Sritharan: When we first started <Immune Nations>, I was intrigued
by the concept of art as a political intervention. Coming from a strong
science background, art was a foreign discipline to me and I was excited at the prospect of collaborating with artists to produce impactful pieces. I was already familiar with the topic of vaccines, as a public health professional, and understood the challenges that came with
influencing policy with health research. I remember thinking that if
it was possible to influence policy through art, this could be a gamechanger.
As part of the core team who helped plan and coordinate the project
from the very beginning, I had the opportunity to see the ins and outs
of putting on an art exhibition, and the immense time it took to plan
such an art exhibition for an international audience. At the beginning,
it almost seemed impossible to imagine what this exhibit could look
like and whether it would be possible to do everything we said we
would do.
Kwon: I felt the same way! I first joined the <Immune Nations> project to assist with workshops, exhibition logistics, budget control, and
communication. When I had the first meeting with the team in January
2015, I was quite impressed with the projects that the Global Strategy
Lab was taking part in and the budget that was allocated for <Immune
Nations> by the Norway Research Council. I was confident about art
administration, but I was nervous about working with all these highprofile participants, including artists, lawyers, scientists, and global
advocacy professionals. Imagining the interdisciplinary collaboration
and the forthcoming exhibition in one of the UN headquarters fascinated me.
As soon as I received the project budget outlined by the Global Strategy Lab, I noticed that our collaborators in health policy, science, and
law knew very little about coordinating an art exhibition. The initial
budget outlined costs for workshops and publications, without anything allocated for putting up an actual art exhibition (such as production, shipping, installation, design, etc.). I immediately recognized the
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challenge of creating an art exhibition with non-art professionals—or,
rather, with a grant that did not automatically understand how to allocate budget lines for non-traditional research outputs. So, in the beginning, a possible budget shortage when it came to the installation
was the biggest concern for me. By the second year of the project,
we secured two major Canadian grants, from the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and Killam Cornerstone Grant from the University of Alberta. In any case, all that is
to note that you and I were initially not part of the art-making team.
During the first workshop, however, I developed an idea to make an
archive display with vaccine memorabilia and records of migrating
populations and was invited to run with it. Since I had just learned
about your research on the health challenges of Tamil-speaking immigrants in Toronto, I was really excited to potentially work with you on
it.
Sritharan: When you first told me about your idea for The Vaccine
Archive project, I immediately knew that I wanted to be a part of this
piece. As a child of immigrant parents, I knew the difficulties that they
faced when asked by their health care providers about the types of immunizations they had received and whether they were up to date with
their current immunizations. Not to mention that they did not carry
an immunization card with them when immigrating to Canada. South
Asian immigrants, Sri Lankan Tamils in particular, are at greater risk
of acquiring vaccine-preventable diseases, as many were displaced
during the civil war. I was very interested in seeing how the records of
individuals around the world differed from one another, and wondered
whether it was possible to capture the challenges of immunizing migrant populations in this project. I knew it was a large undertaking that
would take a lot of time and resources, but I also knew that we had a
great team consisting of individuals with different strengths. Knowing
that the exhibition was going to take place during the World Health
Assembly was also very exciting, as it had the potential to be viewed
by many influential policy makers.
Kwon: My first impression of the first workshop in Ottawa in 2015
was that the goals and procedures of creating an art exhibition were
slightly different among the science and policy participants and the
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artists. The science and policy participants were seemingly quite committed to the idea that we should create artworks strongly addressing
vaccines’ lifesaving function. Artists, in contrast, were clear that we’re
not there to simply illustrate a topic, but to research deeply and present
work creatively. I, personally, was skeptical about whether the understanding of art’s function could be mutually and completely understood by both parties. Policy makers need a clear goal to make action
plans. Artists keep the outcomes open-ended and often find the outcome via research and experimentation. The way we think and the procedures we follow are different.
For example, one of the most challenging components of the project
for me was the Survey Cards. During the second workshop, in 2016,
some folks suggested cancelling the Survey Cards because of the unreliability of the cards as a source for evaluation of the project and
because of the improbability of the people visiting UNAIDS taking
a moment to complete such a survey. Some collaborators suggested
using a machine instead to survey customer satisfaction, like the machines with buttons of smiling, neutral, and unhappy faces found in
airport washrooms, so that we could get quantified measures. Their
emphasis on drawing out quantifiable data reflected the methodologies
in social sciences and medicine, which aim to draw practical, quantifiable information from an experiment. In contrast, art aims to inspire
people to think differently, opening up a chance for the viewers to see
and think through unaccustomed perspectives, instead of having a certain answer suggested to them.
Sritharan: Well, for my part, you gave me great confidence at the beginning of the project that we were more than capable of bringing together this unique piece. You talked me through everything you were
thinking of, which really helped me understand what it was that you
wanted to convey. I was excited about the final display and the reaction to the different immunization cards found across the world, and I
think having individuals fill out their own immunization cards at the
exhibit was a great interactive aspect of the project.
Kwon: I am glad I was convincing! This was the first project in which
I participated as an artist, my background being art history and cura-
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torial studies. This new experience of being an artist was not only fascinating but also nerve-wracking. A curator conducts research, creates
a framework to put artworks together, and frames the exhibition with
thematic, historic, and intellectual discourses. As an artist, I needed to
create a work from scratch: identifying an idea, choosing the medium
and methods of execution, experimenting with techniques, and completing the final display. The decision-making amongst all possible
artistic choices was all on me.
I drew on previous experience with archive exhibitions that tended
to have poor visual impact when displayed. Instead of displaying the
original objects as they were, I thought it would be important to reproduce them artistically to strengthen the message. In order to present small-sized artifacts and interview text with a better visual impact, I had to think of all possible ways to display them in both the
white cube gallery of Galleri KiT, and in context of the glass walls and
marble floor in the atrium of UNAIDS. The challenge became easier
when I considered The Vaccine Archive as a small, curated exhibition,
placed within the bigger curated exhibition of <Immune Nations>. I
set the theoretical frame and plans, and then you and I collected and
researched the archive objects and developed the plan to scan, enlarge,
and print the objects. At that point, I reached out to Morgan Wedderspoon, an Edmonton-based printmaking artist, to work with us to create impactful reproductions of the artifacts in order to amplify the stories and stereotypes embedded in the tiny postage stamps and monochrome personal immunization cards. The final outcome was rewarding. Our project was well presented at two international exhibitions
with diverse audiences—such as health researchers and policy makers—who might not attend contemporary art exhibitions as often as art
professionals.
Sritharan: I agree. The overall goal of the project was always to put
on an art exhibition—but to know that it has stimulated positive feedback and discussion from audiences that don’t normally care about art
has been rewarding. I’m quite proud to have worked alongside all of
the project participants and to have been able to help coordinate such
a large undertaking.
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Kwon: In some ways, the opening reception of both exhibitions in
Trondheim and Geneva overshadowed the art by emphasizing the funders and VIP celebrities who attended the receptions. On the other
hand, the exhibitions would have never been so successfully exposed
to such a great number of viewers without the support of these organizations—such as the GLOBVAC Conference, the WHO, GAVI,
the Vaccine Alliance, and the Canadian federal Department of
Health—and the visit of the First Lady of Namibia. For me, this was
one of the difficulties of the exhibition, where the research-based artworks were designed to impact an audience primarily of global health
policy experts. The amount of time allocated to their speeches, and
having the opening be an official side-event of the World Health Assembly, turned the artworks and artists into a backdrop. This made me
think about how art is consumed in global events. Although the eight
art projects displayed in the exhibition were intellectual creations, not
decorative art, the way in which the opening receptions of our exhibition unfolded consumed both the art and the artists as decorative props
to global academic and political events. Of course, this is not unique to
this event, but says something about the role of art at big international
openings in general.
Sritharan: For me, I think the hardest thing about the project as a
whole, was less at the end, with the openings, but throughout the project with the difficulty of staying connected. We had many different
platforms to keep everyone connected, including a Pinterest board.
But it was still difficult at times to communicate with one another. The
in-person workshops were probably the most productive for everyone
during the three years. That is when the work was really propelled
forward. Unfortunately, I was unable to attend the workshops and exhibits themselves and this was a huge challenge for me. I was grateful
that you approached me with your idea and was interested in collaborating. You made both a great collaborator and coordinator on this
project, and on the overall project as well.
Kwon: You too, Lathika. I think the three years of collaboration intersected with a number of events in your life! Marriage, pregnancy,
motherhood […] all huge important events in your life happened to
you during our three years of collaboration.
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Sritharan: Now as a mother, this project has definitely opened my
eyes to the importance of keeping an immunization record for myself
and my son. I’ve explored new apps that allow you to do this so that
no matter where we travel, we have this record on hand.
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Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records – The Vaccine Archive, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. An archive collection and
prints on Photo Tex. Photo by Yanir Shani.

- Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records – The Vaccine Archive, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. An archive collection and
prints on Photo Tex. Photo by Vicki S. Kwon.
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Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records – The Vaccine Archive, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. An archive collection and
prints on Photo Tex. Photo by Vicki S. Kwon.

Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records – The Vaccine Archive, Galleri KiT, Trondheim, 2017. An archive collection and
prints on Photo Tex. Photo by Vicki S. Kwon.
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Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records – The Vaccine Archive, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. An archive collection and
prints on Photo Tex. Photo by Vicki S. Kwon.
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SHADOWPOX: THE ANTIBODY POLITIC – THOUGHTS AND
REFLECTIONS
ALISON HUMPHREY, CAITLIN FISHER, STEVEN J. HOFFMAN
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SHADOWPOX

Figure 1: Shadowpox player at the <Immune Nations> exhibition opening, UNAIDS,
2017. Photo by Alison Humphrey.

THE BACKSTORY

S

hadowpox: The Antibody Politic is an interactive installation,
an incarnation of the mixed-reality Shadowpox storyworld that
forms the core of a research-creation dissertation devised by
Alison Humphrey in collaboration with youth on three continents
(North America, Europe, and Africa) to coincide with the centenary of
the 1918-19 influenza pandemic. Seeking to make visible the invisible
consequences of our actions, the Shadowpox storyworld plays with
“co-immunity” as a metaphor for the power we each have to make
choices that have a destructive or constructive effect on the people and
the world around us. This immersive, mixed-reality scenario imagines
a deadly new pathogen made of shadows, and uses live-animated digital effects to projection-map viral “shadowpox” onto a player’s body.
Building on the Shadowpox concept and technology, Shadowpox: The
Antibody Politic is a full-body video game designed for gallery installation that lets the player see the invisible effects that their choice
to vaccinate, or not, has on their community. Players choose to “Get
the Vaccine” or “Risk the Virus,” then watch the results of their decision as they fight the disease, protecting or infecting the people around
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them in a high-stakes scenario based on real-world data. As players
visualize how seemingly private choices have public reverberations,
population-level health statistics are broken down into their component parts and rendered palpable. Three years later, the team created
a new, online version of the game, shifting the focal decision from
vaccination to physical distancing. Shadowpox: #StayHome Edition
(https://shadowpox.org/game/) was submitted to the United Nations
COVID-19 Response Creative Content Hub in April 2020.
What follows is a reflective conversation between Alison Humphrey,
Caitlin Fisher, and Steven J. Hoffman on the development and outcomes of the project.

Figure 2: Steven J. Hoffman, Alison Humphrey, and Caitlin Fisher in front of the
Shadowpox tent at UNAIDS, 2017. Photo by Roman Levchenko.

ON DISCIPLINARITY, TEAMWORK, METHOD, AND FUN

Steven J. Hoffman: I remember first hearing about Shadowpox at the
first <Immune Nations> workshop in Ottawa. I was just amazed by
the world that you were creating, Alison, whereby people were experiencing a pandemic on their bodies. For me, this was just after a time
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when we were dealing with Ebola in West Africa, when it seemed like
every day I was explaining outbreaks to people, whether on the radio,
to students, or friends and family. Suddenly, I hear you talking about
this amazing immersive work, which you had already developed and
were inviting others to join. I was just completely enamoured with the
project and thought it was an incredible idea. But it was also daunting,
because the world that you were building came from your background
in theatre and your work with Caitlin on augmented reality and gamification. These were all very new areas for me, a law professor with
a statistical bent. I wasn’t sure at the beginning how I was going to be
contributing.
Caitlin Fisher: For my part, the idea of working between data and art
made a lot of sense. What was a little bit of a stretch was the policy
piece. I work across a lot of disciplinary boundaries in my research,
but for some reason policy felt like a challenge.
Alison Humphrey: It was an honour to have you both decide to join
me on Shadowpox. The new frontier for me was not only the policy
side, but also the data side. Caitlin has done previous work integrating
real-world data visualization into artistic pieces, but that was a new
sphere for me. I think that’s what you hope in putting together a team
for a project like this: that everybody has got one foot in a very strong
discipline, and the other reaching out across the cliff edge!
Fisher: Once I started to think about the project as a transdisciplinary
riff on the central core of Alison’s doctoral project, I felt far more confident about considering how Shadowpox might work in new locations
and in new ways. When you came on board, Steven, and I realized
how compelling the real-world data underpinning the project was going to be, the project changed again for me, moving beyond the art
project I already loved so much with its cool embodied practice and
amazing story world. Bringing the art into conversation with the global public health data, it began to make a real intervention into academic form, communicating research.
Hoffman: I think it’s very clear that Alison is our fearless leader and
that this project is part of a broader research world that she’s creating.
Once we stumbled on this idea of using real-world data for this par-
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ticular manifestation of that world, it meant that I actually had something very tangible to contribute. It gave me—an artistic outsider—a
role that I could play in this effort, and also it suddenly meant we were
combining our different backgrounds together to make something that
in the end, I think, became more than the sum of its parts. Already at
the first workshop in Ottawa in August 2015, I remember thinking that
the kinds of work that both of you were describing was different from
what I typically come in contact with when visiting the traditional museum. And from the outset of our collaboration together, I knew that I
was working with good people, and that we’d figure it out.
Fisher: Thank you for that. I feel that too. And felt it from the beginning, though there were certainly some moments of anxiety for me
too!
Humphrey: I remember being concerned in that first meeting about
goal orientation. Some people were saying, “We have to have a clear
message. What’s the goal here? What’s the policy that we want to
change?” But others were saying, “No, no, no. We can’t be that instrumental.” That didn’t surprise me at all—involving artists in a policyinfluencing project is always going to be a bit like herding cats. But
more importantly, I think a lot of us prefer the role of speaking truth
to power, like the AIDS activist art in the Reagan era. It’s more heroic
to side with the underdog. So when there’s a chance you’ll find yourself seen as speaking truth from power, you pause. Some vaccine resistance or denialism sees itself as the underdog speaking truth to power.
Vaccine hesitancy is very different from denialism, but it too can come
from a feeling of not being listened to by power. So, if you’re going
to engage in this issue you have to be very thoughtful about your politics. I thought Kaisu Koski’s film Conversations with Vaccine-Critical Parents was powerful that way, starting with the wording of its title. Shadowpox looks at power from a different angle: the individual’s
power to choose, and the effect that choice has on people around them
who have no say in their decision.
Hoffman: I do feel quite proud that our piece did have a very clear
message. It might be received differently by different people, but it
succeeds in letting people experience a disease outbreak on their body,
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differentiated according to whether they choose to get vaccinated or
not, and which country they say they are coming from. I’m actually
quite proud that we were able to figure out an experience that’s artistically coherent, scientifically valid, and expressive of our normative
views around the challenges and importance of vaccination.
Fisher: I loved the idea of putting people in that position, the way
Shadowpox fits you into a much larger narrative and challenges you
to see your place in the context of community—inhabiting an artistic
but also reality-based simulation that encourages you to make choices,
consider implications, and maybe feel at least some small sense of
consequence. There is a particular power to an embodied experience.
I loved your foundational premise, Alison, that choosing whether or
not to vaccinate is a heroic threshold. It begs us to look at the practice
historically, and also as a set of future technologies. It’s a brilliant narrative frame. When you ask people to step into that story, literally, to
imagine themselves as either heroic or willing to risk others, and then
to position their body in space and act […] I think the game harnessed
the power of embodiment really successfully.
Hoffman: One of the challenges that Sean, Natalie, and I had as coleads of the broader <Immune Nations> project at the beginning was
thinking about different forms of artistic work. Yet I feel that in this
piece, we bridged very different modalities and it worked well.
Fisher: I did come at it with that little bit of trepidation at people’s formations being really different, even within artistic disciplines, maybe
especially with digital work. If you come through storytelling or theory or even film, rather than visual art, there is a different history, and
both the making of art and its communities of reception are typically
very different. There are different things at stake. You have a different formation. And I think I’d still say that for many if you’re trying
to create experiences that persuade or inform—what we were really
challenged to do here as a group—it’s considered to be very banal, artistically speaking.
Humphrey: You get a similar conflict in theatre. Some people argue
that when the audience can grasp everything, they get too comfortable,
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and it’s your job as an artist to make them uncomfortable. Art theatre
may teach, but it’s not edutainment.
Hoffman: Yet we’re all researchers, so when we came to this project
as researchers it probably did not make sense to think of undertaking
this work primarily for aesthetic purposes. Or at least that doesn’t really make sense in the world that I come from, which is law and social
science. But there are other domains in my world that might be more
analogous, like legal practice. Some people’s research is primarily to
inform practice, understanding what the law is, rather than what I focus on, which is more about what the law could be. There is a bit of an
analogy there of alternative expectations of research as practice, which
is interesting but so different.
Fisher: It was really interesting to find that tension, and also whether
research-creation is mostly an expressive act—learning through
process—or to what extent the research aspect is concretized in the
product itself. For me, it’s always been concretized in the product, not
simply in the process. But I think this is a moment of tension, too.
Hoffman: I think the hardest part of our project was finding the time
to interact with one another and have those touch points to make sure
we were making progress. In the day-to-day craziness of academic
life, it’s so easy to lose momentum for important-but-not-urgent projects. Yet, at the same time, it also shows the need for time and maturation of ideas. We definitely benefited from that time, but we also
benefited from having hard deadlines.
Humphrey: For me, one of the hardest challenges on the project was
how to make a Shadowpox incarnation that fit the venue, and made
space for this new team to work together on it. With my wider Shadowpox doctoral work, I began by working with groups of drama students in a number of different countries. I was originally imagining
we’d just take the video of that and show it in the exhibition. I have
no experience in gallery work. I did a studio art minor in undergrad,
and worked in graphic design to support myself as a theatre practitioner, but I’ve never taken work into gallery spaces. So that whole world
was slightly intimidating for me. Hence my first plan: “Here, show my
video.” But it was intriguing putting my theatre hat aside, looking at a
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projected special effects technology which was developed for a stage
setting, and asking, “How could we make this interactive for a gallerygoer? And what kind of piece could use all of our expertises in an integral way, instead of just tacking on new team members without giving
them elbow room?”
Fisher: I’ve actually done a number of installations, and yet I hesitated because, as a supervisor, I’ve made a conscious, feminist manoeuvre never to mess with anyone’s project, never to co-author in that
sense. So while I actually have quite a bit of expertise with installation work, I really felt, especially at the beginning, that I had to keep
my mouth shut. I think the hardest thing for me was negotiating how
it would work to collaborate on this “supervisor/supervisee” aspect of
the project. It was very hard finding the right way in, one that wouldn’t
be philosophically against what I’ve always tried to do.
Humphrey: It is fascinating. I’ve been reading articles in medical
journals for the first time ever, and the fact that you regularly have
fourteen authors on an article just blows my mind. Having said that, a
theatre production can have a hundred people working on it, and the
credits in the program are three pages long!
Fisher: It’s a disciplinary thing. I’m shifting on it now, but I think
when I first encountered it, I also thought it was an incredibly gendered thing. When we first started to get students from computer science and engineering into the lab, I realized with horror that they
didn’t own their own intellectual property. And of course, in Canadian
universities we own our intellectual property. So it was a unique thing
to say, “No, anything you build—you leave the architecture—but if
you build something, that is absolutely yours, and you are the person
who takes it and publishes it and does it.” That was such a draw for
people.
This collaboration was challenging along that dimension, but I’ve
learned quite a bit, I think, and I’m shifting as a consequence of this
project and our work together. It’s made me reconsider the publishing
model where everybody is on everything all of the time, and realize
it’s not always a predatory practice. Or at least it does not necessarily
have to be.
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Hoffman: The hardest and most rewarding thing aspect of this project
for me might also have been learning the different languages that we
speak when describing our research, and what we do with our professional lives. This was a totally new world for me. I also knew that
there were some sensitivities around the legitimization of different disciplines as contributing to knowledge creation and society. One thing
I knew from the start was that if I say something wrong, or if I say
something in a slightly different way, it could actually offend people.
Fortunately, that wasn’t the case with either of you. There was such
generosity of spirit. As a result, learning that language became really
rewarding. That’s what is motivating my interest in continuing these
kinds of collaborations. It was an opportunity, with that generosity of
spirit, to be able to delve into something I would never otherwise have
been able to experience. For me, that was really hard, and also really
rewarding.
Fisher: I think that it is actually politically important that we had fun
on this project. In a culture where everything has to be overworked
and horrible and hard—and that’s the moment where things are supposed to be most appreciated—I think it is critical to recognize the
value of fun, and generosity of spirit, and good times. Productive joy
elevates our work.
Hoffman: In some cases, I feel like this project has been an experience of privilege. We all report learning so much, enjoying ourselves,
experimenting, and doing things that we love to do. Sometimes I feel
a bit guilty: Is research and work allowed to be this fulfilling? Is this
what it’s supposed to be? We’ve been able to articulate personal learning in far clearer terms than we have thus far been able to articulate
the knowledge we have generated for society.
Fisher: I don’t think the benefits are strictly personal. At all. It’s not
just that people have this summer-camp moment of working together. Rather, multiyear collaborations like this with slow timelines and
a chance to reorient our personal work create conditions of trust and
possibility that have wider implications. I think these things have an
incredible multiplier effect. Absolutely they’re fun, but you also generate communities of thinkers who are then poised to work in new
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ways. This is incredibly important if we’re talking about the internationalization and impact of our work, but also its potential to depart
from existing models. I think there’s so much there that is a huge public benefit. I do think that we can have these selfish moments of, “Oh
my God, this was so fun.” But I feel really strongly that this is good
for knowledge production generally.
Hoffman: Definitely. Although it is then a bit ironic that the outputs
that are likely to be most valued by our academic leaders are not the
outputs that we’re identifying today as the outputs that will have the
greatest impact on society.
Fisher: I just wrote a Canada Foundation for Innovation grant that
went in, and the only thing they allow for deliverables are peer-reviewed journal articles, which is typically not my genre. None of the
apps, none of the installations—none of that stuff counts for some of
these major granting organizations. I went rogue and I started putting
in new categories of work. We’ll see if there’s pushback.
Humphrey: One of the questions we’re exploring in this entire initiative is, why bring art into it in the first place? And to address your
question about fun, I think one of the reasons art gets invited to the
party is that often, though not always, art brings pleasure. It reaches a
wider audience because people are drawn to it as opposed to feeling
like it’s an obligation. When that doesn’t work is when it’s “chocolatecovered broccoli.” People can smell when you’re trying to give them
medicine in a spoonful of sugar. But it’s one interesting core question
with this initiative: what can art bring to public health that’s not just
pouring chocolate on broccoli?
Going back to what Steven was saying about learning another language: when I first started researching vaccination, I sent an email to
be circulated in the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
describing my work and asking who might meet to give me advice. I
used the term “microphage.” Moments after I hit send, I realized that
should have been “macrophage.” I cringed, imagining all these scientists laughing at me. I was buying into the popular stereotype of science-as-impenetrable-cult, full of elites who look down their noses at
the masses outside the gates. But I was wrong. I got three wonderful
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meetings out of that email, and every scientist I’ve met through this
project has been warm and generous and good humoured. This is a
cross-cultural exchange.
Hoffman: Art also has access to different spaces that, for example,
science might not have access to. And art serves different roles in society than other things that I would have more familiarity with. How
cool is it that the First Lady of Namibia was playing Shadowpox, and
experiencing an epidemic on her body? I would never have been able
to engage her in a conversation had it not been for the <Immune Nations> exhibition.
Fisher: I’m also thinking of people who will not have experienced
Shadowpox, weren’t at the exhibit, probably are not going to read the
backgrounder on it, but will see pictures of the First Lady and see one
quotation pulled from The Lancet, and will draw on that alone to think
about how our piece functioned to present these ideas. The publicity
piece of this is something I’m in awe of—and terrible at. I’m also still
thinking about the effect of the physical space of the UNAIDS building—the physical intertext—as well as the impact of these high-profile visitors on the way that projects like this are taken up.
Humphrey: Certainly, for me, the other participant who really sticks
in my mind from that opening reception was a six-year-old boy who
walked into the tent and started playing. Some of the buttons were
too high for him to reach, but he was really engaged with it. I’m curious what he took away from it. But the age span between him and
the First Lady—trying to make something that both of those folks can
enjoy—was a good challenge, because you’re not going to get a sixyear-old reading a peer-reviewed article.
Hoffman: Methodologically, I think this experience reinforced why
I only want to work with nice people. When doing research, there’s
too many smart people for us to be worried about working with the
ones who are not nice–particularly knowing that research does not always unfold as planned, and that unexpected events will occur, and
that flexibility is a necessary ingredient for truly innovative research. I
think a huge enabler of this project was that everyone, and particularly
you two, were generous and flexible and accommodating and willing
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to embrace the unexpected. In fact, Caitlin, at various times I got the
sense that you enjoyed encountering problems! It seemed that a key
part of your artistic practice was dealing with problems. I remember
you once saying, “Okay, if we have lots of light in the UNAIDS building that interferes with the technology, we’ll just build a tent!” That
seemed like fun for you. That was so refreshing.
Fisher: Yeah, I’m the great plan B person! I think it’s very hard when
there aren’t constraints to just say, “Oh, well, let’s all talk together
across our various expertise.” An organizing principle like an important exhibition actually creates panic that is really, really useful to mobilize these conversations. Adrenaline, maybe—maybe not actual panic. That’s a theatre thing, right?
Humphrey: Yup. Opening night is not something you bump. For
me, one thing I’ve learned methodologically, especially bridging these
“two cultures” of art and science, is trying to hold two kinds of truth
at the same time. The more I’ve learned about vaccine hesitancy, the
clearer it becomes that a major problem comes from incompatible definitions of “truth.” There’s medicine’s positivist, evidence-based concept of objective reality, and then there’s the subjective reality of how
people feel, and the vicious circle of fears about whether the people
asking them to trust vaccines are themselves trustworthy. Those two
kinds of truth often talk past each other, and straw-man the other side.
When you’re writing a play, if you don’t give each side the strongest
possible articulation of their logical and emotional stance, the conflict
won’t resonate and the drama won’t work. You let down your audience
if you say a choice is easy when they know it’s tough.
Hoffman: Similarly, for me, engaging in this project has deepened my
longstanding interest in methodology and causal inference. Basically,
understanding what causes what, and the methods and ways in which
we create knowledge around what causes what, and for whom and
how. I guess it makes sense—I am a methodologist by background. I
did a lot of graduate coursework in the area and a lot of my work is
methodologically intense, but not in as diverse a way as what we did
in this project. So this really challenged me to think through how to
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generate generalizable knowledge through, for example, research-creation. It’s piqued my interest to explore epistemology further.

Figure 3: Shadowpox player at the <Immune Nations> exhibition opening, UNAIDS,
2017. Photo by Alison Humphrey.

Figure 4: First Lady of Namibia Monica Geingos plays Shadowpox at the <Immune
Nations> opening, UNAIDS, 2017. Video still by Julien Duret.
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IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: Shadowpox player at the <Immune Nations> exhibition opening,
UNAIDS, 2017. Photo by Alison Humphrey.
Figure 2: Steven J. Hoffman, Alison Humphrey, and Caitlin Fisher in front of
the Shadowpox tent at UNAIDS, 2017. Photo by Roman Levchenko
Figure 3: Shadowpox player at the <Immune Nations> exhibition opening,
UNAIDS, 2017. Photo by Alison Humphrey.
Figure 4: First Lady of Namibia Monica Geingos plays Shadowpox at the
<Immune Nations> opening, UNAIDS, 2017. Still image from video by
Julien Duret.
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Shadowpox player at the <Immune Nations> exhibition opening, UNAIDS, Geneva,
2017. Photo by Alison Humphrey.

Alison Humphrey at the opening reception, Shadowpox, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017.
Motion-tracked interactive projections. Photo by Roman Levchenko.
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Alison Humphrey, Caitlin Fisher, Lalaine Ulit-Destajo & Steven Hoffman, Shadowpox,
UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Motion-tracked interactive projections. Photo by Annik Wetter.

Alison Humphrey, Caitlin Fisher, Lalaine Ulit-Destajo & Steven Hoffman, Shadowpox,
UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Motion-tracked interactive projections. Photo by Annik Wetter.
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UPSTREAM THE COLD CHAIN

T

he <Immune Nations> exhibition brochure describes Upstream the Cold Chain thusly:

“Following a group of young scientists / healthcare professionals from their practical health work in the Global South to a
conference on Global Vaccination in Norway and Switzerland,
this single channel video gathers local narratives on vaccine
access—specifically the experience of navigating the temperature-controlled supply chains that are needed for vaccines to
remain effective—juxtaposing footage from the Global South
with so-called ‘first world’ footage in order to consider the
‘cold chain’ both practically and allegorically.” (9)

Indeed, rather than focussing on the logistics and statistics of the cold
chain, this project juxtaposes those aspects with a more evocative, poetic approach.1
To accomplish the project, it was initially important to establish contacts with individuals living in or connected to end-user communities.
Invitations were sent to representatives from the Ministry of Health
in Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso, a contact received from the Norwegian epidemiologist Johan Holst. Another invitation was sent to health
professionals in Niassa Province, in the northern part of Mozambique,
through an organization called Villagereach, which specializes in coldchain improvements with a focus on reaching out to last-mile communities.
The first confirmed collaborator was a physician in Niassa Province,
Dr. Ramos Mboane. After receiving this confirmation, contacts in
Burkina Faso were asked to nominate a female participant so that
the project could be gender-balanced. They eventually proposed
Ms. Thérèse Sinaré from the Department of Vaccines at the Ministry
of Health. She was contacted and accepted the invitation to take part
in Upstream the Cold Chain.
Recognizing the competence of these end-user communities is key to
thinking through the cold chain, both in terms of practical know-how
and in rhetorically or allegorically balancing a predominantly white,
top-down, north-south, hopeful-hopeless international structure. Since
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the project required travels both to Burkina Faso and Mozambique
for filming and working with cold-chain operators, Dr. Mboane and
Ms. Sinaré planned both visits and workshops, including their own
journeys to the conference in Norway and Switzerland. In both cases,
travel visas for partners to travel to Europe turned out to be our first
major challenge.
WORKING WITH CLAY

A

t the same time, in the opposite direction, a visa was organized for me at the Burkina Faso Permanent Mission to the
UN in New York City, and I travelled to Ouagadougou.
There, we organized an artistic workshop for ten local health professionals who work with vaccines.Everyone found a space to lie down
on their backs on the floor. Then, each participant was given a bricksized piece of fresh clay. Lying on our backs, the weight of clay on our
bellies, the only rules for the next 30 minutes were to not look at the
clay, just feel it with our hands, and so give it a form, all while staying
concentrated and trying not to talk or observe each other. Of course,
this was a bit of a surprise as an exercise, coming from a “consultant,”
but everyone obliged me, and at the end of the 30 minutes—a very
long time for such a strange activity—I asked them to set the clay
aside, still without looking at it, and then to join me again at the meeting table.
The next instruction was return to the clay, see it for the first time, and
after looking at it for two minutes, give it a title. The title could be a
sentence, one word—anything. We wrote the titles down by the clay
and then returned to the meeting table. Next, we looked at each other’s pieces of clay, giving each work an additional title of our own. We
continued like this until everyone had given titles to all the pieces of
clay, and then we met again at the table. The final, and perhaps most
challenging, task was to return to our own clay, read all the titles, and
then use them to compose a poem. Everyone took this job quite seriously, sitting individually and putting their texts together in less than
an hour.
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After lunch, having gotten into the rhythm of what must have seemed
to be a strange kind of work, everyone was curious about the next step.
This was when I brought out my video camera and asked each person to perform their poem before the group and then read the poem to
camera. Although everyone had agreed to be filmed in advance, doing
it in this way surprised and delighted many of the participants. Indeed,
if I’d explained all the steps beforehand, the exercises would not only have lost a lot of their spontaneity, but also would probably have
brought up a lot of resistance. Feeling our way forward, with hands
and then eyes and then brains and voices, created a very different outcome.
IMPROVISING SCENARIOS

O

n the next day, we engaged in a more advanced exercise. In
sessions of 40 minutes each, we created imaginary situations
that targeted issues and challenges relating to the operation
of the cold chain. In the first ten minutes, two participants sat in front
of the group. One explained a specific challenge relating to the cold
chain, simple or complex, while the other person tried to understand
the issue and ask questions about it. Then, after ten minutes, the listener led the speaker in a 20-minute imaginary scenario. The only rules
of this exercise were that they not directly mention the issue they’d
just been discussing (while somehow still dealing with the topic at
hand) and that they both remain in the imaginary scenario for the
whole 20 minutes.
For example, one might ask the other, “Is it OK that I walk with you?”
“Yes, come along,” the other might reply. “Where are we heading?”
the first might ask, and the reply might be that they are going back to
the village. It was the listener’s job to keep the speaker challenged and
engaged, so if the latter had trouble imagining what came next, the listener might say, “Look, there is an animal coming this way. It seems
to be carrying something! Look, it has a letter around the neck. Let
me see…Oh, I forgot my glasses, can you please read it? What does it
say?” And so the other would thus be invited to take up the challenge,
reading, “Go across the river and take the smaller path to the village.
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We are having other guests, so wait and watch from the hill until you
get more information.”
Twenty minutes can seem a long time in such a situation. At the end,
each participant took a moment to talk about the scenario, and then
one person in the audience provided an aesthetic response, not clapping but offering some other gesture or some more elaborate reiteration of one of the elements we had all just observed. These sessions
continued the whole day. Filming them allowed for another kind of
insight—more imaginative than analytic—into the challenges of cold
chains and into the people who operate and maintain them. Spending
time and communicating in this manner with the end users of cold
chains is uncommon; as I detail further in the next section, it is a way
of recognizing their local competencies and their dignity as human beings.
Following the visit to Ouagadougou, I returned to Norway, where I
met up with Dr. Mboane. Over the next few days, Dr. Mboane worked
with me to edit the first version of Upstream the Cold Chain, based on
footage taken in Ouagadougou.
Some months later, I myself arrived in Niassa Province in the north of
Mozambique after a one-day stopover in Maputo. Dr. Mboane picked
me up, and as a member of his staff and another fellow doctor happened to be on the same plane, we all rode together. I was introduced
to the director of the hospital, given a room in a nearby hotel, and then
given a tour to meet some of the cold-chain operators and see their
facilities, cold rooms, storage space, vehicles, and the like. The next
morning, I was introduced to the whole staff, and I explained to them,
through a translator, what I was working on and what I planned to do.
The day before, I had gone to fetch the clay, with the help of the translator, in a village outside town. Two young girls dug the fresh clay
straight out of a nearby creek.
The workshop went much as it did in Burkina Faso. This time, we
did the first part outdoors. Having a tight schedule, I returned after
less than a week, editing the video at a local video-editing office in
Maputo, which we located with the help of a taxi driver. We worked
overnight to edit the video with subtitles.
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A few days later, I travelled to Geneva to install and premiere the full
video at the UNAIDS building and meet up, once again, with not only my colleagues on the project but also with Ms. Sinaré. After introducing her to the team, I screened the current version of Upstream the
Cold Chain for her, which included her, her colleagues, and the group
in Mozambique, in order to give her the chance to veto any content or
suggest any changes before the work was installed in the exhibition.
Happy with the final version, Ms. Sinaré and I discussed how we
might introduce the work the next day at the special preview of the
exhibition for dignitaries and heads of state. We decided to use the poem she had composed during the first workshop; she read the text in
French, while I read an English translation:
La main
The Hand
Toi, qui m’aide dans tout ce que je fais,
You, who help me with all things
à porter le masque sur la tête
To carry the mask on my head
Pourquoi es-tu toujours cinq, mais pas plus et pas moins?
Why are you always five, but not more, or less?
Parce que la main forme un ensemble indispensable
Dans tous les gestes.
Because the hand constitutes an ensemble, indispensable
in all gestures.
La main, toi qui ressemble à la paume des pieds
et conserve tout, comme une caisse conserve l’argent,
tu es formidable. Je te dis merci, merci,
The hand, you who look like the sole of the feet
and conserve everything, like a cash register keeps money,
you’re amazing. I thank you; thank you.
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car sans toi, les mains, ma mère ne pourrait pas me porter au dos et
ne m’emmenerait pas à la
vaccination, pour que je recoive mes doses de vaccins.
Because without you, hands, my mother could not carry me on her
back and would not bring me for vaccination, so I could receive my
doses of vaccine.
Oh, la main, je t’ adore.
Oh, my hands, I adore you.
Proud and without hesitation, she read the poem aloud with the full
attention of the many attendees at the opening. Speaking in French,
a black woman from a third-world country, not a formal dignitary
but a low-paid, hard-working public health employee, a single mother
dressed in Burkina Faso finery for the occasion, she represented her
community, her country, and the poetic and practical hardships of
motherhood and vaccination. It was an important moment, rewarding
us all with a sense of integrity and of meaningful work well done.

Figure 1: Thèrése Sinaré reads her poem at UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Video still by Julien
Duret.

Important here was the presence of someone from an end-user community to be represented in an international context where decisions
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are being made. This kind of access can carry a strong symbolic
charge, particularly when these communities do not normally have any
access whatsoever to what is happening “upstream.” That said, like
any project that engages with relations between those who are “upstream” and “downstream” in terms of power and privilege, Upstream
the Cold Chain is obviously entangled in a wide range of challenges.
Both Dr. Mboane and Ms. Sinaré made useful comments about the
project in the aftermath. Dr. Mboane commented on how great it was
to get connected with other researchers working in the field of cold
chain when he was in Trondheim. Learning of their successes and
failures and of how they overcame difficulties through collaboration
and community mobilization offered important insights for his work.
Similarly, Ms. Sinaré found the project valuable as a multidisciplinary
team of intellectuals working in various sectors who sacrifice their
time and energy to help further the dream of a world without disease.
Her only regret on that front was that she joined the overall project
very near the end, so did not have time to contribute more fully.
As for improving the project, Ms. Sinaré pointed out that it would
be best to involve more different and varied African countries in the
process and include more political leaders. Dr. Mboane, too, strongly suggested that local artists in the countries in question be involved
from the initial stage of the project.
Indeed, he mentioned in this context that they were planning on using
some of the strategies used in <Immune Nations> for their upcoming,
very first, cholera vaccine mass campaign in Niassa, explaining that
the experience in Trondheim made him more than confident that art
can be a strong tool for change.
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Figure 2: Jesper Alvaer, Upstream the Cold Chain, Burkina Faso and Mozambique,
2017, 8 min.
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NOTES

1.
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Editor’s Note: See Sahar et al., “Overview of Key Legal, Political, and
Social Challenges Facing Global Vaccination Efforts” and Humphrey,
“Imagining Co-Immunity in Shadowpox: The Antibody Politic” in this
volume for more on the cold chain.↲
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Installation view with artist and collaborators Jesper Alvær, Johan Holst, and Thérèse
Sinaré, Upstream the Cold Chain, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Roman Levchenko.

Jesper Alvaer, Upstream the Cold Chain, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. 8 minutes single
channel video. Photo by Annik Wetter.
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Thé rè se Sinaré at the opening reception, Immune Nations, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017.
Photo by Roman Levchenko.

Installation view, Jesper Alvaer, Upstream the Cold Chain, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. 8
minutes single channel video. Photo by Patrick Mahon.
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OVERVIEW OF KEY LEGAL, POLITICAL, AND SOCIAL
CHALLENGES FACING GLOBAL VACCINATION EFFORTS
NICOLA SAHAR, OLIVIA LEE, STEVEN J. HOFFMAN, LATHIKA SRITHARAN
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INTRODUCTION

H

ailed as one of the greatest public health achievements of the
20th century (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Ten Great Public Health Achievements), childhood vaccinations have prevented more than 100 million cases of serious disease
from 1924 to 2012 (Gostin). Despite the proven safety and effectiveness of vaccines, they are not utilized as widely as they should be.
Most recently, uptake concerns have garnered renewed media interest
in response to the 2019 measles outbreaks in the United States—764
individual cases reported in 23 states from January 1 to May 3, 2019
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Measles Cases and Outbreaks). This is the greatest number of measles cases reported in the
US since the elimination of the virus in 2000 (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Measles Cases and Outbreaks).
There are numerous legal, political, and social factors that contribute
to the limited uptake of vaccinations worldwide. This article provides
a high-level overview of key challenges facing global vaccination uptake, utilizing the “5A Framework” of (1) Availability, (2) Accessibility, (3) Affordability, (4) Appropriateness, and (5) Acceptability to systematically organize the issues (Jackson). Availability is affected by
the costliness of research and counterfeit vaccines. Accessibility is affected by distribution not being proportionate to need and poor infrastructure in many areas of the world. Affordability is affected by international intellectual property protections and costs of manufacturing and distribution. Appropriateness is affected by the way vaccine
effectiveness varies and presents risks for immunocompromised populations. Finally, acceptability is affected by controversies regarding
risks and benefits and cultural objections.
AVAILABILITY

A

vailability questions the existence of vaccines in an accessible location and inadequate supply (Jackson). Vaccine availability is influenced by vaccine development (i.e., funding
for certain diseases and clinical challenges in research) and by vaccine
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distribution (i.e., management of health systems, monitoring, and supervision). Both vaccine development and production have significantly increased since the early 2000s. Major challenges to vaccine
availability include barriers to developing cost-effective vaccines,
such as immunological complications, market factors, and high research costs.
Vaccines represent one of the fastest growing sectors of industry, having almost tripled since 2000, and were valued at over US$24 billion
in global revenue in 2013 (Kaddar). This trend will most likely continue, as the global market for vaccines is projected to reach US$100
billion by 2025 (Kaddar). Most of this expansion is due to the development of newer, more costly vaccines, accounting for more than half of
the total value of vaccine sales worldwide (Maurice and Davey). Furthermore, demand for existing vaccines has grown in response to wellfunded global initiatives pushing to eradicate polio and reduce the burden of measles and tetanus (Maurice and Davey). Finally, the availability of vaccines can differ between high- and low- or middle-income countries both in terms of the combination of vaccines licensed
and vaccine types (Smith et al.).
Despite growth in the global vaccine market, many challenges to producing cost-effective vaccines remain. For example, a variety of immunological complications have caused considerable barriers to the
vaccine development process. Among them are a deficiency in the
availability of the antibodies that confer protection against specific infections, significant immunological differences between animal test
models and humans, and the possibility of less responsive immune
systems in the real world (Oyston and Robinson). Vaccines against
viruses with high mutation rates and multiple variants, such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), may not be effective in destroying the microbe as resistant viral variants rapidly evolve (Zhou et al.).
These immunological complications can discourage research and development endeavours.
Vaccine research and development has also proven to be extremely
costly, estimated at about US$1-2 billion per vaccine (Watson and de
Goër). This high cost is mostly due to the high failure rate, as only 1
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in 5,000-10,000 vaccine formulations will receive approval from government regulatory agencies like the US Food and Drug Administration and Health Canada (Oyston and Robinson; Light et al.). While the
high failure rate itself acts as a barrier to research and development,
additional market factors deepen costs. Pharmaceutical companies, for
instance, have little economic incentive to develop vaccines for common infections faced by poorer populations in developing countries,
especially for tropical diseases such as hookworm infections and Chagas disease (Oyston and Robinson). This is because most medical research and development is incentivized by patents, which typically
give the patent-holder a 20-year government-enforced monopoly on
the sale of resulting products that allows them to charge high prices,
recoup their research investments, and earn profit before other vaccine
producers enter that market. Even costs associated with the production
of generic vaccines are markedly different from those of the comparable market of generic medicines, as clinical testing must be repeated
before the production of generic vaccines, but not medicines (Ridley
et al.). The impact of cost on vaccine availability can be demonstrated
by a 2016 study from the United States, which found that lower vaccine prices were associated with higher probabilities of vaccine shortages (Ridley et al.). Availability and affordability are both challenged
by the fact that there has been an overall decrease in the number of
vaccine companies investing in research and development, from 14 in
the 1990s to 4 in 2016 (Watson and de Goër).
If a vaccine manufacturer is willing to undertake the costs associated
with vaccine production, there remain other availability concerns,
such as the time between discovery and distribution, and the need for
region-specific research. Pfizer, one of the largest biopharmaceutical
companies, reported that each new vaccine generally requires its own
exclusive manufacturing site, which can take roughly 5 years to build,
with an added 2 years before distribution (Ridley et al.). Research targeted to developing countries is needed, not just for vaccines that are
only required in developing countries, but also for vaccines already researched and implemented in developed countries, as clinical efficacy
data from developed countries is likely not representative of results in
developing countries. Research has shown that the trivalent polio vac-
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cine has a per-dose efficacy of over 50% in Europe and North America, but only 21% in India (Serazin et al.). These needs in developing
countries are further challenged by limited medical research and regulatory capacity, which make it difficult to conduct rigorous and ethical
clinical trials (Oyston and Robinson).
Those who are perhaps seeking to take advantage of these availability
concerns have created a growing problem: the proliferation of counterfeit vaccines, particularly in developing countries. This includes instances where unauthorized versions of a vaccine are sold illegally
by non-patent-holders (thereby undercutting legitimate companies’ incentives for developing vaccines) and, more importantly, where fake
or substandard products are passed-off as genuine, thereby denying
immunological protection, potentially causing harm, and in turn decreasing the acceptability of vaccines overall. Counterfeit vaccines
can create dangerous global health crises ; a prime instance was the
1995 Nigerian meningitis epidemic, where 50,000 people were administered fake vaccines, resulting in 2,500 deaths (World Health Organization, General Information on Counterfeit Medicines).
ACCESSIBILITY

W

hile vaccine availability is about the existence of a vaccine
for a population, accessibility refers to the ease and convenience of obtaining and using it (Jackson). Vaccine distribution systems vary from country to country, especially between developed and developing countries. Disparities in accessibility are also
widespread between countries, both with respect to the types of vaccines used as well as with how and by whom they are delivered. Additional important challenges include phobias of conventional injections, as well as the challenge of cold-storing vaccines in remote areas
of many developing countries (also known as the cold chain).1 Vaccines are also not always effectively distributed to those who are in
most need. The World Health Organization (WHO) has projected improving global vaccine distribution could save an additional 1.5 million lives each year (World Health Organization, World Immunization
Week 2016).
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Government involvement with vaccine distribution is different in each
country. In most developed countries, distribution of a specific vaccine
formulation depends on licensure of the vaccine, which can either occur directly in the country of use given sufficiently developed regulatory authorities, or in the manufacturing country, in which case the
country of use will review and approve it (Smith et al.). For developing countries that may not have adequate licensing/regulatory authorities, vaccines are often obtained by United Nations agencies and
their partners, such as Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance (Gavi), who ensure
that the vaccine meets WHO pre-qualification standards (Smith et al.).
However, there remains inadequate access to essential vaccines (Oyston and Robinson). The WHO estimates that nearly 1 in every 5 children worldwide lacks a routine immunization that could prevent diseases such as diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus. Furthermore, while
160 vaccine introductions have been made in 99 countries between
2010 and 2015, global vaccination coverage has only increased by
a mere 1% (Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization).
Manufacturing capacities insufficient to satisfy global vaccine demand
and the absence of specific purchasing and supply agreements for new
vaccines leave novel products inaccessible to many people in developing countries for at least another 20 to 30 years (Smith et al.).
Barriers to vaccine accessibility in developing countries include relatively weaker health systems, overloaded infrastructure, limited logistical support systems, and insufficient understanding about the importance of vaccines (Maurice and Davey). In developed countries, vaccines are usually accessible via primary-care physicians, pharmacists,
or community health clinics who either order them directly from a distributor or are supplied by a local public health agency (Smith et al.;
Hattingh et al.). Developed countries are usually better able to provide
vaccine access to at-risk groups through social insurance and/or subsidization, resulting in more comprehensive vaccination coverage. Frequently, there are routine vaccine programs for both children and adolescents (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center
for Health Statistics). Unlike most medicines, it is particularly important to achieve high vaccine uptake rates for the purpose of herd immunity, the phenomenon by which non-immune persons are awarded
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some form of protection from a disease as a result of a large proportion
of the population being vaccinated against that disease (Fine et al.).
This effect indirectly controls and mitigates disease outbreaks, as vaccinated individuals will act as barriers to the spread of disease, resulting in the gradual elimination of the disease from a population after a
high uptake threshold is achieved (Merrill; Somerville et al.). Achieving herd immunity is of particular importance for the many people
who cannot get vaccinated themselves, including those who are pregnant, immunodeficient, or allergic to vaccines, and for those who lack
access to vaccines for reasons such as poverty (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Who Should Not Get Vaccinated).
While there are challenges to vaccine accessibility at the systems level, there are also delivery challenges at the individual level. The pain
and anxiety commonly associated with needle injections act as significant uptake barriers, as they are often a source of distress for children,
their parents, and even those administering the injections (Taddio et
al.). If not addressed early on, studies have shown that this pain can
lead to much pre-procedural anxiety (Taddio et al.). In fact, up to 25%
of adults report a fear of needles—most of which develop in childhood—and 10% of the population avoids needles and needle-related
procedures as a result (Taddio et al.). Novel vaccine delivery systems
are being developed in the hopes of bolstering vaccine distribution and
uptake. Potential delivery substitutes that can address these issues include aerosol formulations that are sprayed through the nose (such as
those already available for the influenza vaccine), as well as adhesive
patches, drops under the tongue, and oral pills, all of which are being
investigated (Maurice and Davey). These alternatives show additional
promise as they are likely to not require specialized cold-chain storage, in turn increasing their cost effectiveness (Birkhoff et al.).
Paradoxically, a significant problem facing vaccine distribution in developed countries is overstock in supply. Overstocking of vaccines increases cold-storage costs and generates waste, both of which are further exacerbated when volume flow increases, as it has since 2000
(World Health Organization, “Vaccination”). The cold chain is a
method of storing and transporting vaccines whereby vaccines are
kept between 2° and 8°C, which is costly and logistically challenging
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to maintain, particularly in difficult to access areas (World Health Organization, “Controlled Temperature Chain”). While new vaccines are
often in single- or two-dose packages, they also cost more per dosage
and require up to five times more cold-chain space per dose when
compared with the traditional Expanded Program on Immunization
(EPI) vaccines that come in 10 and 20-dose vials (World Health Organization, “Vaccination”). Some countries are forced to postpone the
introduction of certain vaccines because they do not have the capacity to store them (World Health Organization, “Vaccination”). Alternatives to cold-chain storage are being investigated to address these concerns, such as the controlled temperature chain method, which allows
specified vaccines to be transported at temperatures up to 40°C for
a number of days (World Health Organization, “Controlled Temperature Chain”). Research studying the implementation of this technique
for the meningitis A vaccine has shown low vaccine waste as well as
high satisfaction and desire for increased implementation among vaccinators (Zipursky et al.). While promising, the controlled temperature
chain remains in the early stages of implementation, and research is
required to determine its viability and benefits for different vaccines.
Given the large disparities in access between developed and developing countries, as well as the lack of market incentives for companies
to develop vaccines against diseases that primarily affect marginalized
populations, it is important to consider whether global society is effectively distributing limited vaccine resources to those most in need.
Various theoretical, ethical, and mathematical models have been created with the goal of ethically distributing vaccines for specific diseases under the egalitarian principle of equity, which prioritizes vaccination of the most vulnerable sectors of the population (e.g., children,
homeless, low socioeconomic status) (Buccieri and Gaetz; Moodley
et al.). However, these equitable models often conflict with more utilitarian approaches, wherein the goal is to maximize the total benefit
to society, such as vaccinating easy-to-reach populations and frontline
health care workers (Moodley et al.). These questions are particularly
important for novel vaccine distribution during pandemics when limited supply and high need force difficult choices.
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AFFORDABILITY

A

ffordability in the context of vaccines primarily involves
questions of cost—both to investors and funding agencies,
who decide which diseases warrant the most research, as
well as to consumers, who decide how much they are willing to pay
for protection against diseases and who often depend on third-party
coverage to pay for the life-saving technology. Yet the word “affordable” has different meanings in different settings and has often been
used as a convenient defence for inaction when it comes to funding the
distribution of vaccines in developing countries (Heymann). While
some middle-income countries have accepted the challenge of providing medicines from their own national government budgets, others—some of which have the resources to purchase these medications—have pointed to vaccine unaffordability as a defence and justification to wait for financial assistance from international development agencies (Heymann). As such, defining “affordability” in the
context of vaccine distribution is challenging, as no simple solution
can be found in different pricing for different markets in response to a
flexible application of intellectual property and trade agreements
(Heymann). As with most vaccine-related challenges, the issue is both
nuanced and complex, and has many normative and ethical considerations, such as determining who should be paying for vaccines. Regardless, profits unfortunately depend on consumers’ ability to pay high
prices, which is not possible for diseases that primarily affect the
world’s poorest people.
At ground level, the cost of vaccination per fully immunized child
varies according to the delivery strategy, the cost of key inputs such
as personnel and transportation, and the scale of the program (Levin et
al.). In addition, cost variation reflects several contextual factors, such
as national income, public health infrastructure, health system policies, and the resources available (Levin et al.). For developing countries that qualify for support from Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, bulk
purchasing of vaccines allows for long-term agreements that ensures
a smooth and constant flow of high-quality vaccines and necessary
supplies at affordable prices (Smith et al.). Another notable organiza-
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tion is UNICEF, which provided 2.7 billion vaccine doses in 2014 for
US$1.5 billion, corresponding to a 97% average price reduction (Hill
et al.).
The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine serves as a good example
for how costs and associated challenges vary across countries and income economies. This vaccine, important for preventing cervical cancer and recommended by WHO, costs more than US$100 per dose
in the United States, or US$300 for the three-dose series (Levin et
al.). In developing countries, Gavi has been able to obtain significant
discounts from major manufactures, with one distributor even offering the quadrivalent HPV vaccine at US$5 per dose for use in eligible countries (Levin et al.; Butler). Furthermore, Gavi’s pledging
conference in January 2015 raised over US$4.3 billion, which, when
accompanied with the lower pricing, promises progress in achieving
more affordable vaccines to people in developing countries (Nguyen
et al.). Nonetheless, countries that apply for vaccine support through
Gavi have to commit to a co-financing policy, whereby each country’s
income determines the proportion of co-financing the country must
commit (Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance). While this stipulation may be
challenging for some countries to satisfy, the policy remains beneficial, as it requires the country to play an active role in financing
its vaccination programs, thus improving sustainability as countries’
economies grow and governments transition out of Gavi funding
(Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance). Despite being ineligible for Gavi’s discounted prices, low- and middle-income countries in Latin America
can still purchase the HPV vaccine for only US$10 to $15 per dose
through the Revolving Fund of the Pan American Health Organization
(Levin et al.). For such vaccines, there has been significant progress
towards achieving affordability in developing countries; however,
there is much work to be done to ensure that this is the case for all
people and for all needed vaccines.
In relation to affordability, there have been several international intellectual property (IP) policy challenges associated with developing
and manufacturing vaccines and their impact on public health. The Indonesian government’s stance on the avian flu well illustrates the intricacies and challenges involved in creating IP that has the potential for
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global, and not merely state, benefit. In the mid-2000s, Indonesia was
most affected by the evolving avian influenza virus and was asked by
the international community to supply samples of the avian influenza virus for free to university researchers and pharmaceutical companies as per WHO’s recommendation. The Indonesian government,
however, was reluctant to freely supply these samples in fear that they
would be used to develop patented vaccines targeted for use in developed countries, and in the process, become unaffordable to developing
countries such as itself (Gerhardsen).
Affordability is far less of a concern in developed countries, where
governments often subsidize or completely pay for certain vaccinations, especially those aimed at children. The United States, for example, has passed the Vaccination Assistance Act, which aims to support childhood vaccination, and introduced the Vaccines for Children
Program, which provides additional support (Hinman et al.). However, most adult vaccines are obtained through the private sector. More
comprehensively, the provincial governments of Canada each offer
publicly funded immunization schedules for children, as well as vaccinations against specific diseases for adults, although the schedules
and qualifying diseases vary across provinces (Public Health Agency
of Canada, “Immunization Schedules”).
APPROPRIATENESS

T

he question of appropriateness concerns the correctness of the
service provided for the prevention of a disease (Jackson). In
terms of vaccines, screening and assessment tools can be utilized to ensure that the target population for a particular vaccine will
result in the most effective protection and the most cost-efficient use
of resources. Determining the appropriateness of vaccines as a preventive measure involves an analysis of benefits, costs, and potential
harms. Additional challenges also arise when considering vaccinating
children versus vaccinating adolescents.
To determine the appropriateness of vaccines, we observe that vaccines constitute the intervention performed, and that the intended out-
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come is of preventing a specific disease. In these terms, it seems that
vaccines are indeed effective at preventing their target diseases: estimates suggest that childhood vaccinations prevented more than 100
million cases of serious disease between 1924 and 2012 (Gostin). On
an individual level, virtually all persons who receive a vaccine will react to the formulation and develop antibodies, resulting in long-term,
and most likely lifelong, vaccine-induced immunity to the target disease (Atkinson et al.). On a population level, immunization schedules
are crucial for containing and controlling potential infectious diseases,
preventing them from escalating into serious public health risks. In
this capacity, they are highly cost-effective, as the diseases they prevent pose significant costs to individuals, health systems, and society
in the form of increased health care burdens (e.g., visits to health care
providers, hospitalization), premature deaths, and overall loss of productivity due to sickness (Public Health Agency of Canada, Benefits of
Immunization). It is thus much more beneficial, both to the individual
and for society as a whole, to implement an immunization schedule
than to treat cases of the disease that may have arisen without such a
program (Public Health Agency of Canada, Benefits of Immunization).
However, it is important to note that not all research shows equally
strong support. A systematic review analyzing the efficacy of influenza vaccines found them to be only moderately effective, with the highest relative efficacy noted in children (Osterholm et al.).
Vaccines are generally regarded as highly appropriate with respect to
safety, but they may result in minor side effects, which can include reactions at the injection site, mild fevers, headaches, and muscle and
joint pain (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Vaccines).
Vaccinations may also pose additional risks to certain vulnerable populations, such as the immune-compromised, who may not be able to
mount a sufficient immune response to the vaccination (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Who Should Not Get Vaccinated;
Shepherd and Grabenstein). In the immune-compromised, a live vaccine (i.e., one that includes a live attenuated virus) could cause complications, including infections. This can be avoided, for the most
part, by administering inactive DNA or component vaccines to these
select populations, although the effectiveness of these alternatives
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varies (Shepherd and Grabenstein; World Health Organization, “WHO
| DNA Vaccines”; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Who
Should Not Get Vaccinated). For the majority of the population, it is
clear that the benefits of vaccines far outweigh the risk.
Safety, effectiveness, and age at immunization are all considered when
developing vaccine schedules and guidelines for appropriateness
(Smith). While most vaccines are offered during early childhood, rates
of vaccine delivery to adolescents have recently been measured as
substantially lower than for young people—below the Healthy People
2010 goals (Ford et al.). Vaccines that target young people between 9
and 25 years of age are met with unique considerations, including variation in parent-child relationships, cognitive development, autonomy,
time spent in school, legal status, and the likelihood of having insurance (Ford et al.). As a result, traditional strategies to increase vaccination rates among young children may not effectively reach all adolescent groups (Ford et al.). These considerations are important to keep in
mind when determining the appropriateness of immunization schedules to specific target groups, be it young children or young adults.
Perceptions of appropriateness have a large role in informing acceptability. Some have speculated that one of the barriers to the support of
vaccines is that they are administered to healthy individuals and provide disease protection in the long term with no immediate or tangible
benefit to recipients. Additionally, thanks to the effectiveness of vaccines, citizens have the privilege of forgetting the physiological, economic, and social impacts of the diseases that vaccines prevent (Taylor, Miller, Farrington, et al.). Lower rates of vaccine-preventable disease in developed countries may offer a false sense that vaccines are
not an appropriate or necessary measure. The nature of vaccines as a
preventative measure that works in healthy individuals is an inherent
benefit; unfortunately, misperceptions of this quality set vaccines up
for mistrust and decreased support.
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ACCEPTABILITY

A

cceptability is the degree to which vaccines are congruent
with cultural beliefs, values, and worldview, from the perspective of the recipient (Jackson). This can also be applied
to relevant stakeholders including the public, the government, and associated organizations. For the most part, governments of both developing and developed countries have recognized the importance and
value of vaccinations, and have sought to develop and sustain national
immunization programs. Associated organizations, including the
WHO and Gavi, have similarly supported vaccinations and have
sought to advocate and supply them to developing countries. The public, however, has been divided. In developed countries, vaccines have
been a hotly debated topic in the public sphere, with both pro- and anti-vaccination advocates expressing polarized views on the benefits
and risks of vaccinations.2 In addition to concerns about health risks,
vaccine acceptability concerns can arise from religious, philosophical,
or personal beliefs, as well as from misinformation about risks and
diseases, mistrust of healthcare professionals and government, and
fear of the pharmaceutical industry (Offit and Moser; Siddiqui et al.).
Vaccine use and related acceptability concerns are shaped by social,
economic, political, and religious contexts, which differ between developing and developed countries. To understand acceptability, it is
important to consider how vaccines play different roles in different
countries. In many developed countries, vaccines are one part of a
comprehensive preventative strategy to combat disease, serving to
complement regular check-ups, screening for at-risk populations, and
medical care when disease occurs. This presents the possibility of alternative vaccine schedules and contributes to lower perceived risks of
vaccine-preventable diseases. Developed countries can take advantage
of existing infrastructure, such as the internet and other media, to organize and publicize opposition to vaccines. So, while the existence of
acceptability concerns is common to developing and developed countries, the anti-vaccine movement is primarily associated with developed countries. In contrast, developing countries often have relatively weaker health systems in which vaccines represent an important
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measure against infectious disease, and sometimes the only available
measure. Reduced health care accessibility and infrastructure make
the acceptability concerns of developed countries less prevalent. Instead, prevailing cultural and societal issues raise unique acceptability challenges in developing countries. Briefly, these additional obstacles can stem from poverty, illiteracy, religious influence, taboos, and
superstition (Pang). These contextual factors can cause health illiteracy and misinformation, leaving people both unaware of the importance of vaccines and afraid of their use. Prevailing false perceptions
include the belief that vaccines are curative, not preventative, which
leads to the conclusion that healthy children do not need to be vaccinated (Pang). Religious influence and tradition can also propel fears,
as some may believe that disease is deliberately created by the supernatural, leading to the idea that immunization against disease will
anger these entities. Others fear that vaccinating children will lead
them to become too dependent on Western medicine and reduce their
fertility as they grow older (Pang). Similar to the anti-vaccine movement in developed countries, many parents in developing countries remain insufficiently educated about vaccines and hold various concerns
about their safety, both of which can unfortunately affect their decision
to vaccinate (Wakefield et al.). Historically, as with the example of the
British colonization of India, some opposed vaccine programs as an
intrusion of the colonial state (Streefland). Parents in both developing
and developed countries, either out of mistrust of the government officials, health workers, or pharmaceutical countries, may also perceive
mass vaccinations as unsafe under the belief that they have been deliberately contaminated. These issues pertaining to trusting the supplier or provider can affect uptake, as it has been found that American
anti-vaccination advocates often do not trust their government (Grabmeier).
In light of a series of vaccine controversies in the mainstream media,
it may be the case that the anti-vaccine movement is gaining popularity. The movement was largely fuelled by the retracted Lancet
study that reported a correlation between the measles, mumps, rubella
(MMR) vaccine and autism, based on fraudulent data (Wakefield et
al.). Despite the large ensuing body of evidence failing to find any
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such correlation, claims of causation persisted where none were warranted, and anti-vaccine hysteria spread rapidly in part due to media
sensationalization of the original Lancet study (Taylor, Miller, Farrington, et al.; Taylor, Miller, Lingam, et al.; Honda et al.; Institute
of Medicine (US) Immunization Safety Review Committee; Madsen
et al.). Several other similar hypotheses have since been perpetuated
by “anti-vaxxers,” with one of the more notorious asserting a correlation between the mercury-based thimerosal component of vaccines
and autism (Kennedy). The movement has also garnered widespread
attention, support, and advocacy from celebrities and public figures
with the ability to significantly influence public attitudes and opinions
against vaccines (Kennedy). Currently, the anti-vaccination movement
is predominantly internet-based, with websites that promote a general
distrust of science and that rely on strong emotional appeals for their
arguments (Ernst and Jacobs). These sites even include “how-to”
guides for obtaining vaccination exemptions easily, contributing to the
increase of philosophical and personal belief exemption utilization in
the United States (Ernst and Jacobs). These websites seem to have tangible effects on the decision-making of parents who choose not to vaccinate their children. For example, it was found that parents of children who received exemptions for school vaccinations were more likely than parents of vaccinated children to obtain information from the
internet and have providers who offer complementary or alternative
health care (Omer et al.).
Of course, the anti-vaccine movement’s activities pose significant
public health risks. Vaccines work best through herd immunity,3 which
occurs when the vast majority of the population is vaccinated against
a certain disease (National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases). Interestingly, some anti-vaccine promoters acknowledge the
validity of herd immunity as protecting communities from vaccinepreventable diseases, but instead of strengthening and supporting this
phenomenon by vaccinating, they suggest taking advantage of herd
immunity’s benefits while simultaneously undermining its effectiveness (Offit and Moser). That is, some anti-vaccine promoters say that
you don’t need to risk vaccine-related adverse events when you can
profit from herd immunity to protect you from disease instead (Offit
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and Moser). This and other mentalities in the anti-vaccine movement
are flawed because when vaccination rates decrease—as we have seen
occurring with the rise of the anti-vaccination movement—the likelihood of an outbreak increases, and this can have devastating effects
for entire communities.
The unsubstantiated perceptions and beliefs held by the anti-vaccine
movement about the dangers of vaccinations have contributed to vaccine hesitancy—the reluctance or refusal to vaccinate when vaccinations are available (World Health Organization, Ten Threats to Global Health). Those who are vaccine hesitant may not refuse vaccines
entirely; individuals in this group may accept the role of vaccines but
experience a reluctance to embrace the established approach to vaccination. They may agree to receive some vaccines, while refusing
others; delay the recommended vaccination schedule; or feel unsure
about vaccinating themselves and their children (Larson et al.). Aside
from the influence of the anti-vaccination movement, there are many
additional factors that may contribute to vaccine hesitancy, which include unfamiliarity with vaccine-preventable diseases, the lack of trust
in public health agencies and corporations, fear of adverse health outcomes, and the compulsory nature of vaccines (Salmon et al.).
Instead of refusing vaccines, some vaccine-hesitant parents choose to
delay vaccination of their children or follow a novel vaccine schedule
proposed by individual physicians, as opposed to those developed by
expert committees (Omer et al.). Most novel schedules involve administering vaccines over a longer period than that recommended by the
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
the American Academy of Family Physicians, and similar organizations in other countries (Omer et al.; Offit and Moser). Some alternative schedules recommend delaying some vaccines and avoiding others altogether (Dempsey et al.). Although the individual consequences
of delayed vaccination schedules have not been studied in detail, it is
well known that under-immunization presents serious risks of vaccinepreventable diseases (Dempsey et al.). Vaccine delays are of particular concern as the risk of vaccine-preventable diseases are not constant
throughout childhood, with younger children at an increased risk for
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illness and death related to infectious disease (Song). Novel vaccine
schedules that recommend administering vaccinations over a longer
period of time may also exacerbate health inequalities, as parents of
higher socioeconomic status may be more capable of making the extra
medical visits required by the alternative schedule (Omer et al.). Furthermore, the distaste that is sometimes seen among anti-vaccine advocates against science generates skepticism and disapproval of health
care professionals and the scientific process in general, which itself
can be harmful.
Beyond the anti-vaccine movement and those who are vaccine-hesitant, there are more substantive objections to vaccines; these include
objections on religious, cultural, ethical, and moral grounds. Although
all 50 American states recommend that children be vaccinated before
attending school, various exemptions are also allowed (Song). Religious exemptions are permitted in all states except for Mississippi and
West Virginia, and roughly 20 states also grant exemptions for philosophical reasons (Song). Refusal can also be based on ethical objections to state laws that mandate vaccinations, on the grounds that they
violate personal autonomy (Sadaf et al.).
The ethical dilemma for individuals who choose not to vaccinate
themselves or their children is whether an individual’s right to personal autonomy overrides the unrealized health benefits to the entire vulnerable population (Amin et al.). While this ethical dilemma is difficult to resolve, one can begin by analyzing the scenario through the
utilitarian principle of “producing the maximal balance of benefits
over harm or other costs” (Amin et al.). Given that we can view unvaccinated persons as a “harm” to the community at large (Diekema
and Marcuse), any individuals failing to vaccinate themselves and/or
their children put everyone else at risk. In other words, the total harm
that an individual failing to vaccinate will create—whether via initiating or propagating an outbreak or increasing burdens on the health
care system—will likely be greater than the benefit that the individual will receive by retaining autonomy. This line of reasoning presents
strong ethical grounds for enacting and enforcing mandatory vaccination laws. Of course, the same ethical dilemma could be considered
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under other principles—like libertarian ones—leading to possibly different conclusions.
As a result of the various objections previously mentioned, non-medical exemptions (NME), such as religious and philosophical beliefs,
have recently been on the rise in many American states (Olive et al.).
The most common reason given by parents seeking exemptions from
school vaccination requirements is a concern that the vaccine will
cause their children harm (Diekema). Studies have shown that geographical NME clusters are associated with high socioeconomic status, lower population density, lower average family size, lower percentage of racial or ethnic minorities, and higher median household
income (Atwell et al.). The process for acquiring an NME varies in
rigour by state, with some requiring as little as a signature on a preprinted form (Gostin). State exemption processes significantly influence vaccination rates and incidences of vaccine-preventable illness.
In fact, in 2012, researchers reported NME rates 2.3 times higher in
states with easy administrative policies as compared to those with
more difficult policies (Gostin).
Ultimately, many factors filter into and reinforce societal and cultural
attitudes towards vaccinations, thereby affecting acceptability. It
seems that a lack of effective communication between health care
providers and parents regarding the types of vaccines administered,
the importance of vaccines, and the possible adverse effects are facilitating many of these misconceptions (Asiimwe et al.).
CONCLUSION

T

his overview has outlined some of the key legal, political, and
social issues related to vaccination efforts worldwide. Although vaccination uptake has increased substantially over the
last hundred years, it is clear that there is still more work to be done.
Global vaccination uptake not only requires the support of many
stakeholders, it needs funding, research and development, storage facilities, partnerships, proper delivery systems, and public support.
Harnessing the promise of vaccines depends on their availability, ac-
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cessibility, affordability, appropriateness, and acceptability. Without
these requirements, the goal of universal vaccination will be difficult
to achieve.
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NOTES

1.
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Editor’s note: Jesper Alvaer’s work for the <Immune Nations> exhibition addresses the challenge of cold-storing vaccines in remote areas of
developing countries. See Alvaer, “Upstreaming the Cold Chain,” this
volume. Hou and Mahon also mention the cold chain in their dialogue,
“Reflecting on the Genesis and Realization of Design for a Dissemunization Station,” in this volume.↲
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2.

Editor’s note: On this, see Kaisu Koski and Johan Holst’s contribution
to this volume. See also Koski, K., and J. Holst, “Interdisciplinary Dialogue on Vaccine Hesitancy: Developing Trust and Shifting Stereotypes,” Journal of Clinical Research & Bioethics, vol. 9, no. 1, 2018,
doi: 10.4172/2155-9627.1000320; and Koski, K., and J. Holst, “Exploring Vaccine Hesitancy through an Artist-Scientist Collaboration: Visualizing Vaccine-Critical Parents’ Health Beliefs,” Journal of Bioethical
Inquiry, vol. 14, no. 3, 2017, pp. 411–26, http://rdcu.be/u213.↲

3.

Editor’s note: Herd immunity is addressed by Shadowpox, one of the
works in <Immune Nations> and discussed by collaborators Alison
Humphrey, Caitlin Fisher, and Steven Hoffman in “Shadowpox: The
Antibody Politic – Thoughts and Reflections,” in the Reports and Dialogues section of this volume.↲
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THE ANTIBODY POLITIC

“… imagine the action of a vaccine not just in terms of
how it affects a single body, but also in terms of how it
affects the collective body of a community…”
—Eula Biss, On Immunity: An Inoculation
“If the semiotic axis around which every social institution is constituted lies in the boundary between self and
other—between us and them—what constitutes both its
interpretive key and effective outcome better than the
principle of immunity?”
—Roberto Esposito, Immunitas: The Protection and
Negation of Life

A

virus is invisible. While Robert Koch published the first
light-microscope drawings and photographs of bacteria in
1877, viruses—over 100 times smaller than bacteria—were
not visualized until the 1930s advent of the electron microscope. Nor
can we see immunity to a virus, except as abstract absence: I’ll never
know that my October flu shot saved me a week of misery in March. I
bear no sign to others that I’ve even chosen to be vaccinated, in contrast to bygone days when smallpox inoculation left a distinctive scar
(Figure 1) that served as a domestic passport in times of quarantine
(Bliss 20), a “government-certified ticket of immunity […] stamped
indelibly on the body […] a well-defined sign [that] cannot be forged”
(Willrich 227).
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Figure 1: Foldout colour plate showing vaccination scars. Wellcome Collection.,
Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0). https://wellcomecollection.org/works/hyjxgxax

But of all these invisibilities, perhaps the most significant is the impact
that our own vaccination choices have on those around us. If I forego
that flu shot, there’s a vanishingly small chance—but still a
chance—that I might catch the virus, pass it along unawares, and become indirectly responsible for a fatal illness in a nursing home, or for
the death of a toddler (Howells). I will almost never see that my decision affected anyone other than myself.
Gilles Deleuze argues that, “In art, and in painting as in music, it is
not a matter of reproducing or inventing forms, but of capturing forces
[…] The task of painting is defined as the attempt to render visible
forces that are not themselves visible” (56). Shadowpox: The Antibody
Politic is a game-based interactive installation that renders visible the
forces that our immunization decisions exert not just on our personal
health but on the health of others. Part fact, part science fantasy, this
full-body video game combines real-world statistical data with mo-
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tion-tracking, live-animated digital effects to imagine a vaccine-preventable disease composed of viral shadows.
The interactive “shadowpox” virus is projected not only on the digital
avatar that mirrors the player’s movements on-screen, but also on the
player’s own body, and on the members of the 100-strong animated
population of which that avatar is a part. As the player fights the disease, moving their hands to expel the pox from their body, they discover that each handful of virus they shed has the potential to infect
their 99 neighbours. The odds of infecting these animated sprites are
based on real-life statistics, and the player’s score mounts with each
victim. The goal of this mixed-reality immersion is to intensify emotional and physical affect, and heighten the gallery visitor’s sense of
connection and consequence.
At the end of the game, a coded web link leads players online to meet
their unique “Infection Collection” or “Protection Collection.” Here,
the abstract statistic of their score is translated into a series of 99 individual trading cards sporting quirky pictogram and text portraits. Under this macroscope, seemingly private choices are revealed to have
public reverberations, while population-level health statistics are broken down into their component parts: five-score individual yet interconnected human stories. The affective arc of the game traces a connection from the personal to the political and back again.
Shadowpox: The Antibody Politic was created for <Immune Nations>,
described on its website as “a speculative exhibition about the constructive role that art can play in global political discourse around lifesaving vaccines.” I was a last-minute addition to the three-year interdisciplinary project at its inaugural workshop in August 2015, weeks
before beginning my PhD at York University. It proved a serendipitous chance to collaborate on an incarnation of the science fiction storyworld Shadowpox, the core of my research-creation dissertation, cocreated with youth on three continents to mark the centenary of the
1918-19 influenza pandemic.
As the first chapter in this wider Shadowpox storyworld, The Antibody
Politic was created by a team including York University’s Immersive
Storytelling Lab director Caitlin Fisher and Global Strategy Lab di-
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rector Steven Hoffman; technical director and creative coder Lalaine
Ulit-Destajo; epidemiologist Susan Rogers Van Katwyk; and website
programmer Sean Sollé.
The first part of this essay describes the game as it was exhibited
in Trondheim, Norway, in March 2017, and Geneva, Switzerland, in
May 2017. The second part investigates the theory and development
process behind it, particularly my own realization that my initial design choices reflected a common misunderstanding: that our vaccination decisions are purely individual and private. The process of designing the game led me to identify the purpose of the Shadowpox storyworld: to expand our civic imagination. In the game as in the wider
fiction, community immunity becomes a metaphor for the power we
each have to make choices that will have a destructive or constructive
effect on the people and the world around us.
A TRIVALENT VACCINATION GAME

I

magine you are standing in the soaring, glass-walled lobby of the
UNAIDS building in Geneva. Before you is a square, light-grey
tent (the sunlight streaming through those soaring glass walls is
not ideal for infrared tracking). Even before you step inside, you see
rear-projected on the tent walls a punning, recombinant title animation
that teases the three phases of the game (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Alison Humphrey, Pox On Me, Pox On ’Em, Poxémon, 2017. Title animation
stills. Image courtesy of the artist.

This is how you play:
PHASE 1: POX ON ME—THE INDIVIDUAL’S CHOICE

In which fear and courage incarnate, as the pathogen is projected onto the player’s own body.
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You enter the playing area and stand facing one screen, with your back
to another. A Microsoft Kinect sensor above the front screen detects
your movements, giving you control over a real-time animated avatar.
Two opposing projectors shine this avatar onto the front screen, and in
reverse, onto your own body (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Shadowpox player at the <Immune Nations> exhibition opening, UNAIDS,
2017. Photo by Alison Humphrey.

The Kinect bounces infrared light off the player, tracking the position
of key skeleton joints (Figure 4). Technical director Lalaine UlitDestajo’s 2000+ lines of openFrameworks code (Figure 5) draws circles and rectangles around those points to build a simple avatar (Figure 6). The avatar’s gestures are recalculated 120 times per second, so
fast that the player feels like they are looking at themselves in a blackand-white pictogram mirror (Figure 7).
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Figure 4: Lalaine Ulit-Destajo, Maggie the Mannequin, and Alison Humphrey
calibrating projector with Kinect skeleton tracking, 2016. Photo by Wesley Moir.

Figure 5: Coding in openFrameworks for real-time avatar animation, 2016. Photo by
Lalaine Ulit-Destajo.
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Figure 6: Half-finished pictogram avatar with torso and joints, 2016. Photo by Lalaine
Ulit-Destajo.

Figure 7: Final pictogram avatar in action among 99 neighbours, 2017. Photo by Alison
Humphrey.
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The visual language of the game is inspired by the design and spirit
of ISOTYPE, the International System of Typographic Picture Education developed by Austrian sociologist Otto Neurath between the
world wars. Vossoughian explains that ISOTYPE’s elementary infographic language (Figs. 8a, 8b) was designed to “make statistical data legible and accessible to non-specialized mass audiences,” and to
encourage people to “think of themselves and the world around them
in terms of patterns, relationships and systems of organization” (79).
Neurath’s earliest exhibit, at the 1925 Vienna Hygiene Exhibition, featured a diagram demonstrating that “the smaller the income-level of a
group of people, the higher the likelihood that tuberculosis will sicken
and kill” (Vossoughian 79). Shadowpox: The Antibody Politic is similarly designed to enable players to think of their own actions as part of
a wider pattern of community relationships.

Figure 8a. Otto Neurath, Great War 1914-18, Published in a traveling, folding
presentation portfolio for the Mundanaeum in London, 1930s. Image courtesy of Otto
and Marie Neurath Isotype Collection, University of Reading.
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Figure 8b. Otto Neurath, Tuberculosis spreads in the household, 1938. Chart from the
‘Fighting Tuberculosis’ exhibition produced for The National Tuberculosis Association in
the USA. Image courtesy of Otto and Marie Neurath Isotype Collection, University of
Reading.
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The Shadowpox game begins with two choices that determine how
your actions will affect the world around you. An arrow-cursor appears over your avatar’s right hand. You gesture at a map to choose
which of 193 countries your avatar hails from. The game shows you
the “shadowpox vaccination rate” in that country, derived from real-world statistics (see next section, below). Your second choice is
whether to “Get the Vaccine” or “Risk the Virus” (Figure 9). Depending on your choice, your country’s vaccination rate climbs or falls by
1%.

Figure 9: Alison Humphrey, Vaccine/Virus choice screen with vaccination rate, 2017.
Photo by Alison Humphrey.

If you choose to risk the virus, the game informs you that you have
caught the disease, and that in the process of fighting it, you risk passing it along to others. Your “infection score” tracks the number of people who catch the virus from you. On the other hand, if you choose
the vaccine, the game explains that you now have the chance to practice fighting a weakened form of the disease without the risk of infect-
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ing others. Your “protection score” is the number of people you would
have infected, had you been fighting the actual disease rather than rehearsing with the vaccine. After a brief explanation of how to fight the
disease by moving your hands to push the small, round, shadowy pox
off your body (Figure 10), the game begins.

Figure 10: Alison Humphrey, Shadowpox game instructions signage, 2017. Image
courtesy of the artist.
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PHASE 2: POX ON ’EM—THE COMMUNITY IMPACT

In which risk and the individual immunization decision are cast in a
wider light, as the player sees the power they have to protect or infect
99 others around them.
Underlying the game is a real-world population-level statistical model,
a powerful reminder that countries have different levels of resilience in
dealing with vaccine-preventable disease. The model was created by
epidemiologist Susan Rogers Van Katwyk and Steven Hoffman, scientific director of the Canadian Institutes of Health Research Institute
of Population and Public Health. As you fight the disease, throwing
pox off your body, some of the virus will come in contact with one of
the 99 other people around you. The odds of your neighbour becoming infected depend on your choice of country at the beginning of the
game—not simply on its shadowpox vaccination rate, but a more complex calculation that reflects structural inequalities between nations.1
Rogers Van Katwyk explains,
“Each country’s fictional maximum severity score—how severe
a shadowpox outbreak could be at 0% vaccination—was calculated starting by ranking every country against each other
by education, wealth and health, based on real-world statistics for:
• Average Years of Education for Women,
• Gross Domestic Product per capita (purchasing power parity),
and
• Health Expenditure as a percentage of GDP.
We used a simple equation to combine these three factors into
a score, and subtracted from 100% to create the maximum
severity score. So, for example, the worst possible outbreak in
Afghanistan is 95% while the worst possible outbreak in New
Zealand is 78.6%. We also calculated a starting vaccination
rate, the starting point from which people’s decisions increase
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or decrease the vaccination rate. To make this a semi-realistic
illustration, we borrowed the measles vaccination rates from
1997, and divided them in half. (The 1997 rates for measles
vaccination reflect several decades of public health efforts, so
we imagined a novel disease like shadowpox would not yet
have reached such high levels of coverage.)”

Figure 11: Susan Rogers Van Katwyk, Shadowpox statistical model spreadsheet,
2017.

Each player who chooses not to vaccinate will reduce the rate by 1%.
These changes mirror the real world by persisting throughout the exhibition. For example, when First Lady of Namibia Monica Geingos
chose her home country (Figure 12), the shadowpox vaccination rate
was 55%. Since she chose to vaccinate herself, the rate rose to 56%,
and the next person to play for Namibia would start with that number.
Each increase in the vaccination rate causes a decrease in the severity score. So, for example, when Canada’s Minister of Health Jane
Philpott played the game, she raised her country’s shadowpox vac-
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cination rate by 1%, thereby decreasing Canada’s severity score by
0.957 and making her community less susceptible to infection.

Figure 12: First Lady of Namibia Monica Geingos plays Shadowpox at the <Immune
Nations> opening, May 23, 2017. Photo by Steven Hoffman.

Rogers Van Katwyk adds, “We decided that the vaccination threshold
for shadowpox herd immunity was 80%”—for polio it’s 80 to 85%,
for measles 95%—“so any increases in vaccination rate above 80%
won’t make a change in disease severity.” The final ingredient in the
statistical recipe was the case fatality rate. When I asked Hoffman to
suggest a reasonable rate for shadowpox, he answered, “Ebola was an
average of 50%. Smallpox was 30%. Depends on how dramatic you
want to be!” While I was concerned not to over-dramatize, as a dramatist I know it’s possible to under-dramatize as well. Players have more
fun when their actions have high stakes.
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Figure 13: Alison Humphrey, Healthy, sick and dead neighbours, 2017. The healthy and
sick figures are stills from animated loops by Geoffrey Cramm; the dead figure is a
pictogram by Leremy Gan.

In the end, we settled on a fixed case fatality rate of 20%, drawing
again on real-world statistics from measles, whose rate is 0.2% in the
United States, but up to 25% in some developing countries. I thought
perhaps we should make this a variable too, but Rogers Van Katwyk
explained that there was no need to vary the case fatality rate given
that the severity rate already varied by country. As a statistics neophyte, I remained confused despite her explanations (and still slightly
concerned about overdramatizing), but I went with the fixed rate out
of respect for her expertise. Cross-disciplinary collaboration requires
a willingness to ask what feel like stupid questions, and when good
answers still go over one’s head, it requires respect for and trust in others’ expertise. This kind of trust in experts is a crux of vaccine confidence, as well—its erosion can lead to hesitancy, denialism, and, in
extreme cases, conspiracy theories.
PHASE 3: POXÉMON—FACES IN THE CROWD

In which the player’s final score is unpacked into an online “Infection
Collection” or “Protection Collection,” a community composed of
unique individuals.
At the end of the game, you are given a final score representing the
number of people you infected, and the number of these who died (or
the number you protected from those fates, if you chose the vaccine).
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This score is translated into a three-letter code, which you write on a
card to complete its web link: “shadowpox.org/__ __ __.”
When you visit the Poxémon website, abstract statistics transform into
singular humans. Whereas in the game, the people in your community
are without names or any other distinguishing features, once you venture online, this identical population blooms into individuality. Slovic
and Slovic attest to the difficulty of making human drama out of data:
“Even the most mathematically gifted human beings are psychologically limited when it comes to attaching feeling to numerical information” (7).
Your online “Infection Collection” or “Protection Collection” riffs on
the Pokémon trading card series, each virtual card depicting a single
individual whose life you have touched—for better or worse—giving
them a name, a “nano-story” written by Caitlin Fisher, and a unique
pictogram designed by Leremy Gan. (See shadowpox.org/ZZZ for the
full set of 99 cards.)

Figure 14: Caitlin Fisher (text) and Leremy Gan (pictogram), Poxémon card: Ima, 2017.
Image courtesy of the artists.
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Ofri points out one strength public health can borrow from the arts,
while explaining the Journal of Public Health’s decision to name a
new column Chekhov’s Corner, after a famous Russian playwright and
doctor:
“Public health, after all, deals with populations; it eschews the
individual except as it forms one of a group. The creative arts,
however, deal almost exclusively with individuals. Literature,
in particular, always has a protagonist, and the protagonist is
never ‘Irish alcoholics with pancreatitis,’ or ‘female prisoners
receiving hepatitis B vaccination’ […] A protagonist is an individual.” (205)

Indeed, many non-scientists feel uneasy with the overtones of the term
“herd immunity,” the proportion of a community that must be immunized to protect against the spread of an infectious disease. The phrase
“community immunity” is beginning to replace it (I would suggest
“co-immunity” as a snappier substitution), and the rhyme points to the
fact that the root word of both “immunity” and “community” is the
Latin munus, meaning a duty or service performed for the group—and
also, as in the word “munificent,” a gift.
From the individual (Pox on Me) to the community (Pox on ’Em) and
back to the individual (Poxémon), Shadowpox: The Antibody Politic
uses game-play to make visible the public consequences of our private
choices. This perspective came late in the development of the piece,
however. The next section explores the why behind the what: the theory behind the game’s design evolution.
As my doctoral research employs a research-creation methodology, I
have a general as well as a vaccine-specific motive for thinking about
the relationship between knowledge, politics, and aesthetics. Chapman and Sawchuk underline the difference between art as “creative
presentation” of a predetermined message, and art as a process of inquiry (“creation-as-research”); the latter “places value on the relational qualities instigated through making and highlights how unexpected
and even unknowable its outcomes can be” (50). By listening to others and reflecting on the worldviews informing my design choices as
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I went, I discovered a major personal blind spot with regard to vaccination choice, which eventually enlarged the frame of the work, and
prompted some useful humility and empathy as I sought ways to help
players reflect on their own role in a wider game.
SCIENCE AND SENSIBILITY

T

he <Immune Nations> website (www.immunenations.com)
asserts that “Art/creative research has the potential to play an
important role in helping to foster a more nuanced discourse
around vaccines by articulating elusive or emotionally charged issues.” That’s a carefully worded mission statement. It would be easy
to assume when part of the public hesitates to accept an evidencebased scientific consensus—like climate change, or the safety and efficacy of vaccines—that the problem is simply a lack of facts. If that
were true, artists would be reduced to the role of decorators on a
straightforward education outreach effort. But as researchers increasingly call out the dangers of the “knowledge deficit model” (Kitta and
Goldberg; Sobo et al.), it is becoming clear that artistic researchers
have more to contribute than attractive infographics.
Alain Badiou outlines four frameworks that have been used to imagine
the educational relationship between the arts and philosophy (for
which we can read “science”). Didacticism, romanticism, and classicism are the first three schemata (5). In the didactic schema, art is seen
as a “false truth,” but one that can still lend “the transitory force of
semblance or of charm to a truth that is prescribed from outside” (2)
(an echo of Hegel’s belief that “art is what cheers and animates the
dull and withered dryness of the idea” [viii]). Badiou’s label “didactic”
springs from this schema’s assertion that “the good essence of art is
conveyed in its public [i.e., educational] effect, and not in the artwork
itself” (2). By contrast, in the second schema, the romantic, “art alone
is capable of truth […] it is the real body of truth.” Instead of acting as
an enticing vehicle for a philosophical truth, “Art delivers us from the
subjective barrenness of the concept” altogether. It is not seen as the
garnish—“it is incarnation” (3).
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Between the didactic and romantic schemata Badiou identifies a third,
the classical, in which art is seen as “innocent of all truth. In other
words, it is inscribed in the imaginary” (4). Here art is ruled not by
realism, but by “‘verisimilitude’ or ‘likelihood’” in contrast with the
“classical definition of philosophy: ‘The unlikely truth’” (4). There is
a parallel here with how our feelings and thoughts influence our beliefs about vaccination. The idea that injecting inactivated pathogens
can improve health, rather than make us sick, is not just disgusting—it
is counterintuitive. Some science is stranger than fiction. By contrast,
with so many genuine episodes of corporate malfeasance and government cover-up in popular memory, it makes intuitive sense to believe
urban legends of vaccine skullduggery. Such artful stories, though
they may be unsupported by solid evidence, have “verisimilitude.” It
is sometimes easier to suspend our disbelief for a “likely” story than
for “unlikely” science.
Badiou concludes by positing a fourth schema in which “art itself
is a truth procedure” that generates “immanent” and “singular”
truths—truths “internal to the artistic effect of works of art,” and “given nowhere else than in art” (9). In this schema, “Art is pedagogical
for the simple reason that it produces truths and because ‘education’
(save in its oppressive or perverted expressions) has never meant anything but this: to arrange the forms of knowledge in such a way that
some truth may come to pierce a hole in them” (9). This is a breathtakingly poetic image, even without digging into Badiou’s very particular definitions of the troublesome terms “truth procedure,” “knowledge,” and “truth.” What Badiou means here by “education” is not the
didactic, where art is a vehicle for a message given from outside—for
example, by science. Rather, art is “the thinking of the thought that it
itself is” (14).
As mentioned above, the mixed-reality game of Shadowpox: The Antibody Politic is part of a larger project that forms the core of my research-creation doctoral thesis.2 Shadowpox is an online science fiction storyworld being co-created with young artists on three continents. The first laboratory took place in June 2016 in London, and the
project spread to North America, Europe, and Africa for the centenary
of the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic.
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Lalaine Ulit-Destajo created the first generation of the shadowpox
code in 2016, in preparation for a week-long workshop with nine
graduating third-year actors at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art
(RADA). Drawing data from the Kinect motion sensor into the open
source C++ toolkit openFrameworks, the code generated living, viral
shadows that budded, grew, and spread as they were projected across
the actor’s body (Figure 15). The actor could “grab” the pox and drag
them off their body, fighting the disease to keep it from engulfing them
in shadow.

Figure 15: Video stills from RADA Shadowpox workshop, 2016. Photo by Simon Eves.

Our fictional scenario for the workshop was that the actors were volunteers in a phase I trial of a new vaccine candidate (dubbed toropox,
in honour of cowpox, the original and eponymous vaccine), being tested at the height of a shadowpox epidemic. Our dramatic touchstone
was the fact that anyone who decides to become immunized—whether
with a vaccine candidate in a cutting-edge trial, or with a long-established vaccine in a local clinic—is not just protecting themselves.
Through co-immunity, they are also committing an act of heroism to
benefit a wider community.
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The group of actors spent the beginning of the week getting up to
speed on the biology and the sociology of immunization, exploring
the fears that contribute to vaccine hesitancy (Figure 16), and hearing
from epidemiologist Conall Watson of the neighbouring London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine about his participation in
the recent successful Ebola vaccine trial in Guinea. For the next few
days, each actor devised their own character backstory, and was interviewed on camera in-character, speaking about a loved one who
had been touched by the disease, and the sequence of events that had
led them to volunteer for the trial. We administered the shadowpox
vaccine and recorded the results. Finally, we interviewed each actor
out-of-character, exploring their thoughts on the dyads of light/shadow, individual/collective, and fear/courage in their own creative work.
They mused on the metaphor of vaccination as rehearsal: the artist’s
advance preparation for the live performance.

Figure 16: RADA workshop. Left to right: Jamael Westman, Skye Hallam, Alison
Humphrey, Polly Misch, Simon Eves, Fehinti Balogun, Natasha Cowley, Sayre Fox,
Abraham Popoola (not pictured: Tom Martin, Maisie Robinson), 2016. Photo by Lalaine
Ulit-Destajo.

All of this was recorded on video in London in June 2016. However, in
Geneva in August 2016, during the second <Immune Nations> workshop, Caitlin Fisher, Steven Hoffman, and I spent hours discussing
how Shadowpox could best sit within the <Immune Nations> exhibition the following spring. We sought a way to give the gallery visitor
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a more participatory experience than watching actors on a screen. We
wanted them to share the visceral sensation of fighting a disease made
of shadows, spreading across their own skin. We hoped that an installation-based Shadowpox game would offer an intensity of physical and
emotional affect that would heighten the gallery visitor’s sense of connection not just to the piece but to the community context of their own
future vaccination decisions.
As I returned to Toronto and worked on designing a Shadowpox 2.0
in video game form, I kept returning to Bogost’s concept of procedural rhetoric, “the practice of authoring arguments through processes” (“Rhetoric of Video Games” 125). Bogost quotes Murray’s definition of procedural authorship: “writing the rules for the interactor’s
involvement, that is, the conditions under which things will happen in
response to the participant’s actions” (122). As an artistic creation, a
game’s world is the sum total of artistic choices that include “if/then”
rules of in-game physics, biology, and social behaviour, just as much
as colour palette and soundtrack composition. Computer programming
uses rule-based “if/then” procedures that govern how actions trigger
consequences. For example, in the kids’ game “The Floor Is Lava,” if
you touch the floor, then you’re dead. In Pac-Man, if the player guides
Pac-Man over a power pellet, then he can eat a ghost to earn bonus
points. These invented rules, in games or science fiction, become what
I call “the local laws of gravity.” Bogost believes that “videogames
are particularly useful tools for visualizing the logics that make up a
worldview (following Gramsci), [or] the ideological distortions in political situations (following Žižek)” (Persuasive Games 74–75). In designing this new Shadowpox game, some logics and distortions in my
own thinking came into view.
My original interaction design concept had imagined the vaccine as
a fight rehearsal, with characters and shadowpox sharing the performance space like a matador sharing the ring with a bull. Actors would
create their own dance/fight choreography, “interacting with the deadly shadowpox as it flocks like starlings or sunfish across stage surfaces
and skin,” as my 2015 doctoral proposal put it. In practice, this largescale design proved unworkable for the RADA workshop, due to the
short range of the Kinect sensor. I learned from Graham Wakefield
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of the Alice Lab for Computational Worldmaking that both devices
should ideally be in the same location, at the same distance from the
subject, using a similar throw. Since the Kinect’s throw ratio is roughly 1:1 (where width of image equals distance from surface), its maximum range of four metres from the subject means the projector could
create a playing space of only four metres wide.
As a result of this technical limitation, I changed the frame of the disease interaction design from room-scale to body-scale. Inspired by the
image of viral budding (Figure 17), I started with the concept that
shadowpox infection was transmitted by one person’s shadow falling
across another’s, where it incubated in the shadowed side of the new
host’s body, then eventually “budded” out of this “dark side of the
moon” to migrate into the lighted side.

Figure 17: R. Dourmashkin (Wellcome Images), HIV particles budding from the surface
of a T cell, 2004.
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This concept imagined the actor’s hands as the antigen-binding sites
of a Y-shaped antibody (Figure 18). By grabbing the virus particles,
they could neutralize them by dragging them off the body to die.

Figure 18: National Human Genome Research Institute, Antibody and antigens,
n.d.Public domain.
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Ulit-Destajo coded a procedure whereby, when the Kinect sensed the
actor’s hand closing over a group of pox, the pox could be moved. If
the actor moved them off the body, the pox would begin a visible death
sequence: breaking, curling, shrivelling, and falling to the ground. We
worked hard to make this effect compelling—me by sourcing vector
art of curling animal horns (Figure 19) in a nod to the name toropox,
and her by putting a sine wave on their y-position and a cosine wave
on their x-position to give them a nice arc as they spun, shrank, and
fell to the bottom of the frame.

Figure 19: KatarinaF and Andrijamil, Horn vector art, n.d. Shutterstock.

Ulit-Destajo also wrestled with the best way to trigger that change.
We initially discussed drawing an outline around the avatar, so that
when the pox crossed this frontier, its death would begin. However,
that proved easier said than coded. As described above, the live-animated avatar was a collection of circles, rectangles, and Bézier curves
calculated on the fly, and drawing an outline around it was so computationally taxing that it slowed gameplay. She eventually crafted a
workaround based on proximity-to-centre of the avatar’s spine (Figure
20). When any pox moved away from that midpoint by a distance of
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more than 0.75 times the spine’s length, it was considered to have left
the body, and its demise began (Figs. 21, 22).

Figure 20: openFrameworks code calculating when a pox’s death is triggered, 2016.
Photo by Lalaine Ulit-Destajo.

Figure 21: Lalaine Ulit-Destajo, Kinect skeleton-tracking: radius beyond which a pox’s
death is triggered, 2017. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 22: Actor Maisie Robinson in RADA workshop, 2016. Photo by Simon Eves.

When I proudly described this procedural representation of “fighting a
virus” to Natasha Crowcroft, a sci-fi aficionado, then chief of applied
immunization research at Public Health Ontario, and one of the project’s first scientific advisors, her response put the first tilt on my perspective. After first admiring the visual concept, she said simply, “But
I would be concerned about infection control.” That comment struck
deep and stayed with me for months. In all my focus on the figure, I
had ignored the ground. This is what makes a communicable disease
different from, say, diabetes or cancer: the affected individual, as they
fight a virus, can inadvertently infect others.
The second opportunity to look at my design from a new angle came
in October 2016 when I visited Debajehmujig Storytellers, a theatre
company based on Wiikwemkoong Unceded Territory in northern Ontario, to discuss a possible Shadowpox workshop. Bruce Naokwegijig, then artistic director of outreach and education, encouraged me to
revisit the original room-scale design idea, in order to accommodate
multiple actors in the scene and explore the fundamentally relational
nature of contagion.
Naokwegijig’s and Crowcroft’s comments led to a realization that my
first interaction design had incarnated the economic concept of exter-
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nalities, defined as a cost or consequence of some economic activity
which affects a third party, without this cost being acknowledged or
factored into the equation. I was paralleling what Reich terms the ideology of individualist parenting, which she argues “prioritizes individual choice for one’s own children over community obligation, [and]
ignores how some families with fewer resources have fewer options,
but face increased risk of illness” (12). Our society’s focus on the individual is equally reflected in policy efforts to increase vaccination
uptake, which Kitta and Goldberg argue “suffer from methodological
individualism, which emphasizes the individual as the agent for behavioral change,” ignoring the upstream structural factors, “belief formation, risk and risk communication, fear, legend, and folklore” that
determine those behaviours (1–2).
The Shadowpox effects quite literally embodied the idea that anything
outside the outline of the actor’s own individual body did not matter.
When a pox got far enough from the actor’s centre, it died. The game
seemed to presume that no one else was affected, or if they were, they
were so far from the centre of attention as to be out of sight and mind.
Turning a blind eye to externalities in this way was, in Bogost’s terms,
an “ideological distortion” coded into our game’s procedural rhetoric.
Esposito keys the principle of immunity to the “boundary between self
and other—between us and them” (151). In stopping my imagination
at that border, I had re-enacted the process that most of us use when
we make immunization decisions: we think only about how a vaccine might protect or, in extremely rare cases, harm us as individuals. I had left the community who surround me—family, friends, colleagues, and strangers—completely out of the picture. I had forgotten
that when I choose to “get the vaccine” or “risk the virus,” I take all of
them along with me in that choice.
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Figure 23: Alison Humphrey, “My 99 and I…” sticker designs for #ArtSciImmunize
symposium at Jackman Humanities Institute, University of Toronto, April 13, 2017.
Image courtesy of the artist.

Shadowpox: The Antibody Politic found its focus the instant those 99
other figures were added into the frame. At that moment, fighting the
disease was no longer a solo activity conducted in a vacuum, but the
amassing of an “Infection Collection” of one’s fellow humans. Even
the vaccine choice sparks a communal what-if: your “Protection Collection” is all the people you would have infected in the alternate universe where your fight rehearsal was showtime with the actual virus,
though this concept was harder to visualize. How do you show things
not happening?
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The team found a solution to that conundrum three years later with
Shadowpox: #StayHome Edition (shadowpox.org/game). In this online reinvention of The Antibody Politic, coded in JavaScript and submitted to the United Nations COVID-19 Response Creative Content
Hub in April 2020, the player’s avatar is infected but asymptomatic,
and inclined to wander. If you don’t actively work to stay home, there
is a 50% chance you will infect any of the 99 neighbours who encounter you or cross the viral trail of shadowpox you leave as you
walk. Each infected neighbour has a 20% chance, not of death, but of
needing hospital care, bringing to mind the pandemic-era concept of
“flattening the curve” so as not to overwhelm the healthcare system.
The team was also keen to add exponential growth into the visualization this time around: if you go out and infect even one of your 99
neighbours, they can pass the virus along to others, who can pass it
along in turn, and all those infections are added to your total score.
Hoffman suggested that if the player’s initial choice is between going
out and staying home, the winning score should be zero: “No one else
gets infected. It’s boring—like staying at home—but that’s the point.”
On the flip side, Sollé proposed that if the initial choice were between
two worlds—one where everybody but you is physically distancing,
and one where nobody is—the latter world could give players a vivid
model of how multiple individual choices can add up to collective
chaos.
CITIZEN SCIENCE FICTION

T

he Shadowpox project (shadowpox.org) has continued to
evolve, its mixed-reality technology now powering both a participatory storytelling method I’m calling “action refraction,”
and a pedagogical framework called a “courseplay” developed in collaborative workshops with Debajehmujig Storytellers and the
Desmond Tutu HIV Foundation Youth Centre in Cape Town.
In his eulogy for Nelson Mandela, Barack Obama said, “There is a
word in South Africa—ubuntu, a word that captures Mandela’s greatest gift: His recognition that we are all bound together in ways that
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are invisible to the eye; that there is a oneness to humanity; that we
achieve ourselves by sharing ourselves with others, and caring for
those around us.” Shadowpox is intended to be one example of the
“constructive role that art can play in global political discourse around
life-saving vaccines” (<Immune Nations>): the use of visual, narrative and procedural rhetoric to make visible the ways we are all connected, and the impact we have on one another.
Community immunity can only be achieved, not by a single hero, but
by the dragon-slaying courage of hundreds of thousands. Perhaps this
“citizen science fiction” can offer young people more ways to imagine the unseen, to inspire reflection and debate in the audience of their
peers, and to generate new insights into one of the thorniest political dilemmas of public health: voluntary participation in the collective
good.
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NOTES

1.

Editor’s note: For more on how structural inequalities between developing and developed countries are reflected in vaccine availability, distribution, and uptake, see Sahar et al., “Overview of Key Legal, Political, and Social Challenges Facing Global Vaccination Efforts,” this volume.↲

2.

Working title: “The Shadowpox Storyworld as Citizen Science Fiction:
Building Co-Immunity through Participatory Mixed-Reality
Storytelling” (Cinema and Media Arts, York University).↲
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“I am not in any way a political scientist. I can only refract whatever I take in and communicate that to people. I don’t know if we can inspire political change […]
[but] we can get people to think more politically.”
—Shehzaad Jiwani, “Race, Punk, and Rock & Roll,”
TVO, The Agenda

I

nfectious diseases and vaccinations to protect against them are
routinely discussed at global summits of heads of government and
senior ministers. For example, at a meeting of G7 finance ministers in London in June 2009, the ministers agreed to grant $1 billion to
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pharmaceutical companies developing vaccines for diseases that primarily affect developing countries (“G7 Finance Ministers Approve
Vaccine Proposal”). At the 2010 G8 Summit in Canada, the assembled
heads of government agreed to the $5 billion Muskoka Initiative on
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health and restated their support for polio eradication (Group of Eight). At the 2012 meeting of the World
Health Assembly, ministers of health from 194 countries endorsed a
Global Vaccine Action Plan, described as “a roadmap to prevent millions of deaths by 2020 through more equitable access to vaccines
for people in all communities” (World Health Organization). Finally,
tackling antimicrobial resistance and infectious diseases, along with
health system strengthening, were featured at the G20 summit in 2017
(McLeod et al.). These examples speak to the fact that much of what
is done by way of global health and global vaccination is the result of
decisions taken at major summits of global policy makers, not technical meetings of health experts, including those meetings at which ministers of health are not the principal players.
What influences decisions at global summits? This is a question that
has been explored at length by others, even spawning a small subfield
of “summitologists” who focus intensely on these meetings (see Larionova and Kirton). My broad interest is in exploring the opportunities
and modalities through which these decisions can be better informed
by powerful evidence not always presented or better challenged by important voices not usually heard. Specifically, in this article, I assess
the potential constructive role that art can play as political intervention
into global health policy-making processes. I focus on art because of
its long history as a challenger and instrument of political power, as
well as its success in empowering disadvantaged or vulnerable populations who are too often left out of policy decision making. Also,
practically, there is reason to believe that art may be particularly influential at global summits. With today’s security environment, only
a small number of people gain entry to these meetings, and advisors,
advocates, and scientists get shut out of most summits. However, there
is often a cultural component to major meetings that lets artists get
through the security gates.
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Do these artists have a realistic opportunity to inform or challenge the
decisions of summiteers? If so, at what stage and in what way? Those
are the questions I seek to answer. But rather than look retrospectively at one or more cases of the making of global health policy, I rely on public policy theory to look prospectively at future meetings.
Mine is an exercise in trying to imagine creative interventions in global health policy making. Building on earlier efforts to introduce the
use of artistic works to influence health policy (and, in particular, inspired by the role of artists’ collective efforts in the AIDS movement
that forced change in HIV/AIDS policy), this article seeks to shed light
on the question of whether art, broadly defined, can influence decision making about vaccines at global summits. Drawing on what we
know about global summits and research on policy making, the argument that I make here is that yes, art can be influential. In short, the
potential influence of art on global vaccination policy making is unlikely to be direct and will depend on the type of summit; and not all
art and art exhibits will be influential. Rather, to the extent that artistic works express emotion and evoke an emotional response, under the
right conditions they can exercise indirect but potentially powerful influence on policy decisions about global vaccination, particularly if, as
was the case for HIV/AIDS, broad-based social movements are willing and able to make normative claims and advance emotional claims
for policy change.
To develop this general argument this article has two main sections.
The first section examines the three constituent elements of the general claim: namely, that art (e.g., kinds of art and art exhibitions) can
have influence (e.g., directly on negotiators vs. indirectly on governments) on decisions taken at global summits (i.e., general vs. more
technical). The second section draws on policy theory to make a series
of linked claims: first, global health policy making is inherently political; second, the influence of different types of general ideas are more
influential than mere empirical evidence; third, social movements play
a critical role in global health policy making; and finally, emotions
play an important role in policy making and artistic works can be a
conduit for introducing potentially powerful emotions into global vaccination policy making. The conclusion summarizes the argument and
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points to the limits of vaccination—as opposed to a specific communicable disease—as a rallying point for a social movement interested
in forcing policy change. Simply put—and echoing the opening quote
from Canadian indie rock musician Shehzaad Jiwani—music, and by
extension art more generally, may well influence policy and politics.
However, the influence is not usually going to be direct and instrumental via health summits or any other policy-making venue.
I—LINKING ART, INFLUENCE, AND GLOBAL HEALTH SUMMITS
“Art”

The proposition that art—say, for example, an art installation—could
influence negotiations at an international health summit requires careful attention to the three key terms in the claim: “art,” “influence,” and
“global health summit.”
It is not possible or desirable in this article to define what “art” is and
what it is not. What is more, in what follows I am focussing mainly
on visual art, not performance art or other forms of artistic expression.
Instead, I want to suggest a (preliminary and highly provisional) typology that divides artistic works into three categories linked to the question of policy influence, specifically policy influence on global health
and vaccination policy. This typology is meant only to facilitate analysis of the potential of artistic works to be influential on global health
policy making. Of course, this stance assumes that art can or should
intervene in the political or in policy making in a direct way, conceiving of art as a tool to influence policy and social change. Many would
disagree with this understanding of art. Again, I cannot address this issue here, aside from simply observing that artistic works have been so
used in the past and will continue to be deployed as agents of political
change.
The first category is what one might call “contemplative” art, art
meant to raise issues and questions about, for example, vaccines and
vaccination, and encourage us to think about them in potentially new
and different ways. The artistic work may elicit different intellectual
and emotional reactions from different people, but the general goal is
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to make vaccines more rather than less complex and challenge some
of our individual and collective assumptions about vaccination.
The second category is what I have labelled broadly “promotional”
art that seeks to make a relatively simple statement about the world,
in this case, affirming that vaccines and vaccination are a good thing.
While posters and other graphic art commissioned by governments often play this role, we should nevertheless allow for the possibility that
an artist might take the merits of vaccines as given. That is to say that
it is quite possible that an artist is interested in the enormous potential of vaccines to save lives. Alternatively, the focus might be on the
challenges associated with deploying them effectively (e.g., technical
challenges associated with the need to keep some vaccines cold; vaccine hesitancy if not outright opposition to vaccines, etc.). In either
case, the underlying message is that vaccination is a good thing. For
example, many if not all of the pieces that were part of the vaccination-related exhibition <Immune Nations> would fall into this category (<Immune Nations>).
Type

Common/
likely?

Direct Influence on
Negotiators

Indirect Influence on
Negotiators

Contemplative Yes

Low

Low to moderate

Promotional

No

Low

Moderate to high
(general summits)

Prescriptive

No

Moderate

Moderate
(technical summits)

Figure 1: Categories of Policy-Related Art

The third and final category might be called “prescriptive” art that
makes the case for relatively specific vaccine-related policy and program choices. This category is meant to capture what I expect to be
relatively uncommon artistic works that are fully integrated into world
of global health policy and engage with very specific issues and choices associated with, for example, vaccination policy (e.g., intellectual property issues associated with the production of low-cost generic vaccines; the criteria for how to fairly allocate scarce resources to
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specific vaccines in particular countries; raising awareness of vaccinecontrollable diseases like measles or polio). As indicated in Figure 1,
it is likely that the vast majority of artistic works that seek to address
vaccines and vaccination will fall into the first category of what I have
called contemplative art. Much less likely will be works that are primarily promotional or prescriptive.
“Influence”

In very general terms, an art exhibit can have influence on global vaccine-related policy making directly or indirectly. As outlined in Figure 2, one could imagine a situation where an art exhibit, strategically located on the margins of a global health summit, could have an
influence on the negotiations. This channel of influence assumes, not
implausibly, that governmental or civil society negotiators would experience the art exhibit and that this would influence the conduct and
outcome of the negotiations. However, it is much more likely that the
potential influence of an art exhibit would be indirect; that is, the influence would derive from the fact that the exhibit is experienced by a
wider group of people beyond the actual negotiators. Members of the
global vaccination policy network who experience the exhibit could
then be motivated to push for certain policy choices in their interactions with national governments (or, for that matter, NGOs with access to the negotiations). An overlapping vector of influence would be
when people who identify as part of a vaccine-related social movement (e.g., Malaria No More) are inspired by the art exhibit to redouble their efforts to put vaccines on the policy agenda and/or push
for specific policy and program change. Alternatively, there are precedents for global health-related social movements using art to advance
their advocacy efforts. A very good example of this might be the Keith
Haring painting included in Figure 3 and used, among others, by AIDS
ACTION NOW! in a 1996 poster campaign calling for a national
AIDS strategy in Canada. Another example would be the art created
by the Canadian art group General Idea (Bordowitz). Since General
Idea, there have been a number of poster campaigns by various AIDS/
HIV groups to raise awareness of the disease and/or confront allegedly unfair or ineffective government policies (Taylor).
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Figure 2: Direct and Indirect Influence of Art on Global Vaccination Policy.

Figure 3: Keith Haring, Ignorance = Fear / Silence = Death, offset lithograph, 61.1 ×
109.4 cm, 1989 © Keith Haring Foundation.
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Of course, this indirect influence can also occur when members of the
general public experience the art exhibit and are motivated to push
for policy and program change. The more general point is that an art
exhibit could be a tool of agenda setting designed to raise the profile of vaccine-related issues and, hopefully, influence government and
participating NGOs who would, in turn, instruct their negotiators at a
global health summit. The very idea of the indirect influence of art on
global vaccination raises the question of time and access—specifically
how long an art exhibit (or a specific piece of art) needs to be available to be seen by the public. Simply put, if the influence of a piece of
art is to be indirect, it is critical that members of the public and more
specifically of vaccine-related social movements and policy networks
have the time and ability to actually engage with the art. In this sense,
a one-time exhibit, on the margins of a global health summit, might
allow for the possibility of direct influence on negotiators, but would
do little to allow for indirect influence (see Figure 4). While the exhibit may have some ongoing influence via an exhibit catalogue or an
online presentation or discussion, this influence is likely to be more
muted since the interaction with the exhibit is mediated and less likely
to elicit the deep interaction that happens with a live exhibit.
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Figure 4: Nature of the Exhibit and Potential Policy Influence
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Global Health Summits

When considering the potential influence of art exhibits on global
health summits, it is critical to observe that there is considerable variation in their nature, and, by extension, their policy influence. For
our purposes it is useful to distinguish between two kinds of summits. On the one hand, there are what we might call “general” summits: meetings involving heads of government (e.g., G7/G20 summits;
APEC meetings) or health ministers (e.g., World Health Assembly; G7
Health Ministers). In these meetings, often involving presidents and
prime ministers, health in general and vaccination in particular are two
subjects among many. Moreover, there is a challenging process to get
a given issue on the agenda. In contrast, there are more “technical”
summits or meetings where the primary focus is some aspect of vaccination, or at least infectious diseases for which vaccines are a key tool.
Examples here might include pledge meetings for the Global Fund to
Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria or the World Health Assembly.
At these meetings, the issue is not so much the relative place of vaccines and vaccination but instead more detailed questions about vaccination policy and programs.
Linking Art, Influence and Summits

Generally speaking, it seems to me that contemplative art is not likely
to be particularly influential, at least in the short or even the medium
term, simply because it does not convey a particularly clear or directive message. While this kind of art is about getting us to think differently about vaccines and vaccination, the result is a somewhat muffled
or muddied message that is less likely to be influential, except insofar
as it puts vaccines “on the map.” Conversely, in the longer term, it is
possible that the most powerful art is not clear or directive but rather
forces us to think, contemplate, and see things differently. Moreover,
in some cases, it may be that the long term can be measured in months
or just a few short years.
On the matter of direct influence, as outlined in Figure 5, there are a
series of possible scenarios for influence giving rise to a set of propositions:
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• The direct influence of an art exhibition on policy making at a general summit involving heads of government or health ministers is
likely to be low, given the simple fact that they are unlikely to
see the exhibit and, in the case of G7, APEC, and other summits
involving heads of government, the outcomes and decisions are
largely decided well in advance of the actual summit.
• At a more technical summit involving government (and possible
NGO) representatives making policy and program decisions about
vaccination, the influence of contemplative and prescriptive art
will be low to moderate, and much will depend on the fit between
the issues raised by the art exhibit and the actual policy and program issues under discussion (i.e., no or limited fit = limited influence).
• At a technical summit on, say vaccination, the influence of promotional art will be very low simply because the participants do not,
by definition, need to be convinced of the merits of vaccines, for
that is why they are getting together.
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Figure 5: Categories of Policy-Related Art and Likelihood of Direct vs. Indirect Influence

The indirect influence of art on (global vaccination) policy is also going to be modest. At a technical summit, the influence of most types
of art will be very low except in the rare case of highly prescriptive
art (i.e., do this, now!). At a general summit of heads of government
or even health ministers, the positions they take will, at least to some
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extent, be the culmination of a domestic (and global) political process
where the various actors seek to set the agenda and, in the case that
concerns me here, try to put vaccine-related issues on the agenda with
a specific set of ideas for action. In theory, a well-publicized art exhibition or even an individual artwork could be influential if it galvanizes public opinion in a particular direction. In this scenario, promotional art could be influential because the first task is to establish the
relative importance of vaccination for heads of government who have
a myriad of other issues to discuss and a very crowded agenda. However, precisely because of this crowded agenda, the chances of success
are therefore much lower.
To summarize the argument thus far, the influence of art on global vaccination policy will be highly variable depending on the type of art
(contemplative, promotional, or prescriptive) and the type of summit
(general or technical). Moreover, this influence or potential for influence can be both direct—on the participants at the summit—or indirect—via the general public. On balance, it would appear that, based
on this analysis, the influence of art on global vaccination policy will
generally be quite modest with perhaps two exceptions. First, contemplative art designed to get us to look at issues differently might have
an impact at more technical, health-only global summits. Second, promotional art making the case for quite specific policies or programs
might have some modest, indirect influence at general summits involving heads of state and heads of government if the art has been accessible to multiple publics in a number of influential countries over
a moderate period of time (or if the online presence of the exhibit has
had some enduring effect). However, as presented so far, the global
policy-making process is rather linear and straightforward. Decades of
research demonstrate that this is not, in fact, the case. Work on theories of policy change and on social movements open up the possibility
of a more nuanced discussion of how art might influence global vaccination policy.
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II—LESSONS FROM POLICY THEORY

H

ow does public policy get decided? Why do governments
choose some policies and not others? What explains the policy choices made by governments acting alone or in concert
with other states on the global stage? Both scholars and policy practitioners have debated questions like these, and many more besides, for
decades. One of the results is a body of political science and international relations theory that offers a variety of different explanations for
different kinds of decisions (for an introduction, see Cairney, Understanding Public Policy; Howlett et al.). Generally speaking, the goal
of such theorizing is to offer explanations for policy change or the lack
thereof. Drawing selectively on this research, in this section of the article I will argue, first, that policy making is not a technical matter
alone, and that politics are key to policy and must be incorporated into
the explanatory model (Kingdon; French). This most certainly applies
in the case of global health policy. Second, I will argue that in political
decision making, what matters most is often less a case of proper empirical or scientific evidence, but, rather, varying sets of powerful
ideas (K. Smith). Third, the vector for ideas is often social movements.
In public health, the case of HIV/AIDS is a powerful indication of this
basic fact. In that case, what happened in the early years of the response to HIV cannot be understood without at least some reference
to the powerful agenda setting and policy role of ACT UP and other
organizations. Finally, I will argue that the key to social movements
and their policy influence may be that they are not afraid to engage
with policy issues on an emotional level (Orsini and Kelly; Goodwin
et al.). And it is this last element—emotion—that creates an opening
for art to be influential. Simply put, art both expresses emotions and
can elicit a strong emotional response from those who engage with it.
For this reason, artistic works about global vaccination policy could
potentially have a powerful agenda-setting role.
On the Primacy of Politics in Policy Making

The last decade has seen a resurgence of interest in the role of scientific evidence in policy making. An enormous literature has developed
that tries to understand how, when, and why scientific evidence is and
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is not influential in policy processes (Oliver et al.; Parkhurst; Cairney,
Politics of Evidence-Based Policy Making). However, no matter how
efficient or effective, there are limits to what can be accomplished by
way of knowledge transfer for policy, which is to say getting the relevant scientific evidence in the hands of those who shape and make
decisions about policy, in this case global health policy. For one thing,
too often the focus on getting scientific evidence to so-called policy
makers assumes that the issue is a knowledge deficit or what Weiss has
called the “enlightenment” hypothesis. On this argument, policy makers often do not know the relevant science, and if they did, they would
decide differently and act on the basis of science rather than “politics”
or “ideology.” This claim is based on the erroneous assumption that
policy making is an exercise in bounded rationality (Cairney, Politics
of Evidence-Based Policy Making). In fact, policy making is inherently and appropriately a political process, and political decision making
involves evidence, yes, but it also must grapple with a number of other
considerations besides (Pielke Jr.; French).
One model of the policy-making process that gives pride of place to
the role of something called “politics” is the so-called multiple streams
model developed by John W. Kingdon. Based on a careful analysis of
policy making at the national level in the United States, Kingdon’s explanation of agenda setting and policy making focused on three categories of independent (and interdependent) variables that interact to
produce “windows of opportunity” for agenda setting. These problem,
policy, and political streams flow independently along different channels and operate more or less independently of one another until, at
a specific point in time, a policy window opens. Only then do the
streams cross. The creation of a policy window is the result of the influence of “policy entrepreneurs” and the powerful effect of unrelated focussing events (e.g., crises, accidents) or institutionalized events
(e.g., elections, budgets). The utility and applicability of Kingdon’s
model has been much debated (Béland; John; Zahariadis; Jones et al.).
Nevertheless, the framework has been successfully used to explain
agenda setting and policy change in a number of countries and policy
sectors, including public health (Mamudu et al.; Guldbrandsson and
Fossum).
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For our purposes, what matters is the fundamental observation that
something called politics is a primary influence on policy making, including global health policy. This opens up the possibility that in this
and other policy fields, the outcome is not the result of simple gathering and application of the best available scientific evidence. Tracing
the precise influence of politics on policy making is an essential part
of explaining policy change.
On the Primacy of Ideas

If politics matters to policy making, then how? Part of the answer lies
in the power of a small number of simple ideas to galvanize and animate the policy-making process. In her analysis of UK policies for tobacco control and health inequality, Katherine Smith shows how public policy is driven less by scientific evidence and much more by research-based ideas. To do so, she surveys the political science literature on the role of ideas in policy making and then draws on an extensive body of qualitative evidence (i.e., 141 interviews and an extensive analysis of documents) to look more closely at the role of evidence and ideas in her two case studies. In the case of tobacco, she
argues that rather than a simple evidence model, policy change is best
explained with reference to how the tobacco control coalition successfully deployed a series of policy frames that helped expand support for
specific policy and program initiatives. In point of fact, tobacco control measures were introduced before the research evidence was available. Having made the case for the primacy of ideas (rather than evidence), the three subsequent chapters develop a second core argument
of the book—namely, that the relationship between research and policy is a “continual exchange and translation of ideas” (K. Smith 75).
She elaborates this to suggest that there are four types of ideas: institutionalized, critical, charismatic, and chameleonic.
In her schema, institutionalized ideas are those that have become “unchallengeable” and embedded in policy and discourse. They enjoy the
status of “facts” and are widely accepted within the policy network.
In global vaccination policy circles, an example of an institutionalized
idea might be the merits of vaccination itself or, more specifically, the
idea that where possible it is desirable to completely eradicate a dis-
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ease and do for polio and guinea worm what we have done with smallpox.
In contrast, Smith also underscores the importance of what she calls
critical and, much more rare, charismatic ideas. These ideas challenge
the status quo in different ways and seek to usurp or at least undermine
institutionalized ideas. She argues that critical ideas are often dismissed by most actors as irrational, are not evident in the mainstream
media, and are unlikely to lead to significant change. In global vaccination policy, a critical idea might be the notion that we should not,
in fact, allocate limited resources to eradicating a few diseases and instead reallocate these funds to fighting more prevalent communicable
diseases (Taylor et al.). Conversely, a charismatic idea might be the
notion that vaccine hesitancy (as distinct from outright denial of the
benefits of vaccines or exaggeration of the risks) is a reasonable response by some parents who are understandably concerned about the
effects of multiple vaccinations on their children (Larson et al.).
This is not the place to canvas the range of ideas that animate global
health policy and the specific roles they play. However, for the moment, it is important to acknowledge the potential power of some core
ideas. How some ideas become institutionalized and others remain in
the realm of critical or charismatic ideas is a complex process. But one
thing is clearly understood: in global health, and indeed in many other
policy fields, social movements have been a critical vehicle for bringing new ideas to the fore and challenging if not destabilizing established policy networks.
On the Primacy of Social Movements

So how do ideas have an impact on policy making? Specifically, how
might key ideas around vaccination become influential in the making of global vaccination policy? Without a doubt, national governments remain the most influential actors involved in the making of the
global approach to using vaccines to combat infectious disease. The
Westphalian system, while challenged, is by no means dead. Thus, it
is reasonable to expect that states will be one of the main vectors for
maintaining institutionalized ideas. Yet in public health, private foundations—the Rockefeller Foundation in the 20th century, the Gates and
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Bloomberg foundations in the 21st century—are also powerful policy
players both by virtue of the amounts of money they spend but also
through their ability to command the attention of policy makers (or, in
the case of Bloomberg, become a policy maker).
However, as is the case in other policy domains, notably environmental and social policy, social movements have also become critically
important players in public health at all levels, but particularly in the
domain of global public health. Again, space does not permit a full account of the policy role of social movements (see Castells; M. Smith).
However, it is clear that local, national, and global social movements
increasingly have a powerful impact on public health policy in general
and vaccine policy in particular. The best example of this is, of course,
the global HIV/AIDS movement (Boyd; Gould). This and other “embodied social movements” focussing on health concerns (Brown et al.)
have become important players in their own right when it comes to the
development, and in some cases, the implementation of health policy
at all levels.
The Role of Emotion and Emotion as a Vector for the Influence of Art

The policy impact of social movements rests in part on their ability to
galvanize public opinion by encouraging strong, emotional reactions
to critical issues. The whole point of some social movement protest
is to encourage a strong emotional engagement, often one based on
anger (if not outright rage). Other social movements encourage other
forms of emotional engagement, focussing in some cases on compassion (e.g., for the less fortunate; or in the case of the animal rights
movement, for pets and other domesticated animals), in other cases
guilt, and in still other cases hope. Many seek to elicit multiple types
of emotional engagement from a wide range of people.
This engagement with emotion has been, traditionally, what distinguishes social movements from other, more sober and rational policy
actors who tend to privilege scientific or legal arguments and do not,
at least on the surface, appear to be engaging in emotional appeals.
However, there are reasons to question the conventional dichotomy
between, on the one hand, the calm, rational, ordered policy discussion of insiders and traditional interest groups and, on the other hand,
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the emotional engagement of some individuals and some social movements. As Orsini and Kelly put it, “There is ample support for challenging the imagined distinction between a world of art and emotion
from the worlds of politics and tangible action. But this only holds if
we accept that emotion and politics are discrete concerns” (22–23).
They and others seek to challenge the separation of reason from emotion and the claim that art and radical activism are motivated by irrational emotional responses (Orsini and Kelly; see also Gould; Goodwin et al.). On this view there is merit in focussing on “the productive
tensions that might emerge when we merge the artistic with the political” (Orsini and Kelly 26).
Similarly, those who focus on the so-called policy makers are increasingly being enjoined to engage with the practical reality that policy
making is not, and has never been, a totally cool, ordered, and rational
process (as much as the proponents of evidence-based policy might
want it to be so). As Cairney et al. put it,
“policy makers do not have the ability to consider all evidence
relevant to policy problems. Instead, they employ two shortcuts: “rational,” by pursuing clear goals and prioritizing certain
kinds and sources of information, and “irrational,” by drawing
on emotions, gut feelings, deeply held beliefs, and habits to
make decisions quickly.” (Cairney et al., emphasis added)

In other words, decisions about public policy, and, in the case that concerns us, global health policy, are the result of a process in which those
with the power to influence, if not actually make, more and less binding policy choices do so on the basis of things other than the evidence.
Policy making, then, is a process that often requires a normative if not
an emotional engagement with the issues at hand.
It is precisely this normative and sometimes emotional dimension of
policy making that creates an opening for artistic works of all kinds
to be influential, or at least have the potential to be influential. To the
extent that an art exhibit, a piece of music, a novel, or a play elicits an
emotional reaction from those who engage with it, this same reaction
creates the possibility of galvanizing individual and/or mass opinion
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in support of policy change. In the specific case of global health, and
more specifically vaccination policy, the simple fact that millions of
children around the world are unable to gain access to the vaccinations
they need to prevent illness is a reality that, amplified and strengthened by a given artwork, could generate a strong emotional response
of frustration if not anger.
This influence can, once again, be direct or indirect. If this art were,
for example, part of an art exhibit on the margins of a general international health summit, it is possible to imagine it encouraging heads
of government or ministers of health (either directly or via their close
advisors) to focus all the more on vaccines and vaccination and possibly allocate more resources than they might have otherwise. Conversely, and arguably more likely, an art exhibit that was open to the
public over a long period of time and perhaps in more than one location could, under the right circumstances, galvanize public opinion
and in turn generate pressure on national governments to take action.
Whether and to what extent this would have a real effect on global vaccination policy is harder to discern. Much would depend on
whether mass publics in more than one country were touched by the
artwork and how the resulting public pressure was managed by governments.
OF ART AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

T

he provisional conclusion that this framework advances is that
art, broadly defined, can influence decision making about vaccines and vaccination at global summits. That said, the influence of art on global vaccination policy will be highly variable depending on the type of art (contemplative, promotional, or prescriptive) and the type of summit (general or technical). What is more, policy making is not, and has never been, a particularly rational process;
it is, instead, a political process. And in some kinds of politics, including health policy, what matters is less scientific evidence per se and
much more ideas, social movements, and emotion. In general, to the
extent that an artistic work can engender an emotional response from
those who engage with it, the more likely that that work will have
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some influence on policy. However, it is rare that this influence will
be direct (e.g., at a summit) and is more likely to be indirect via public
opinion which, as we all know, can be quite volatile and subject to
change quite quickly based on small (and in some cases quite irrational) incidents or events.
However, and this is a critical issue, it is highly unlikely that support
for vaccines and vaccination are something around which a positive
social movement is going to be created or for which an emotional engagement can be generated. Of course, there is a loosely organized
movement of people who are resolutely opposed to vaccination based
on discredited claims that vaccines cause autism and have other major
negative health effects.1 A larger and much less organized group of
citizens in several countries are unsure about specific aspects of vaccination—for example, the vaccination schedule for children (Macdonald). These are, to some extent, emotional responses, but ones rooted
in a negative, or at least a skeptical view of vaccination.
The claim being made here is that the more positive view of vaccines
is unlikely to be the basis of a social movement. Vaccines are a tool
to protect people from infectious diseases and, in some cases, to eradicate diseases altogether. For the vast majority of people, largely unconcerned about vaccination, they are a useful but uncontroversial part
of the health care system. For the strong majority who understand the
role and effectiveness of vaccines, they are not a matter for concern
and do not elicit a strong emotional response. Conversely, the diseases
that vaccines are meant to prevent are more likely to generate an emotional response. Thus, what is likely, and, indeed, is the case, are social
movements organized around specific vaccine-preventable diseases.
Earlier references were made to ACT UP, the movement created to
foster action on HIV/AIDS.2 Today, there are several more, including
social movements aimed at addressing the challenges of dengue fever
and malaria (Turner and Robinson). The pain and suffering and death
associated with these and other diseases are more likely to be at the
heart of a social movement. The tools to address those diseases, including but by no means limited to vaccines, are less likely to foster
the energy and commitment required for a social movement to be sustainable and successful.
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What then of the role of art, and by extension artists, in influencing
global vaccination policy? This role is likely going to be modest.
While direct influence on world leaders at a global summit is too much
to expect of an individual work of art, there is a role for artistic creation in the making of global health policy if linked to larger social
movements.
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1.

Editor’s note: For more on this issue, see the dialogue between Sean
Caulfield, Timothy Caulfield, and Johan Holst, “Discussing The Anatomy Table and The Vaccination Picture,” in this volume.↲

2.

Editor’s note: See also Hoffman et al., “The Role of Art in Political Advocacy on HIV/AIDS,” in this volume.↲
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V

acZineNations! is a collaborative and participatory art project, developed with artists, students, and designers from the
UK, Armenia, Canada, and China. It was devised as a contribution to <Immune Nations> with my long-time collaborator, Armenian artist Mkrtich Tonoyan. The project outcomes included three artworks, Big Zine, a series of small zines, and Window Graphics, and
two academic papers. In this essay, I’d like to excavate the methodological approach in the project. I want to do this in part because, like
others on the project,1 my participation in <Immune Nations> coincided with my doctoral work, which was undertaken in part via prac-
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tice while also maintaining my position as Associate Head (International) of the School of Art and Design, Coventry University, UK.
VacZineNations! presented an opportunity to apply some of the insights of my thesis and further test the adaptability of the translocal
and dialogue-based methodological framework and methods that the
doctoral research set out to articulate.
The first section of this paper is adapted from the “Methodological
Approach” chapter of my thesis. The second section is adapted from
the “Translocality” chapter, addressing the ideas, methods, and position of translocality in art. The final section reworks the findings of my
thesis to reflect on how the characteristics of translocal dialogue-based
art were present in the process and outcomes of VacZineNations!
THE ARTIST/ACADEMIC

I

n 2014, during a summer school that I attended around the midway point of the PhD, I was asked a seemingly simple question:
What is your practice? As a practice-led researcher developing
their methodological framework, this pivotal question prompted a reconsideration of what I do: the activities I undertake, the methods I
employ, the outputs I produce, the position I take, the identity I claim,
and the zones of culture/knowledge/society to which I contribute.
Katie MacLeod’s study of artistic researchers was valuable in the
process of formulating a response to the question and, by doing so, reformulating my understanding of my methodological approach.
MacLeod identifies three loose, overlapping, and interwoven categories for the artistic researcher. She defines Type A as a researcher
undertaking research to reinvigorate or shift their practice through an
approach that may offer new knowledge to their field; Type B as an
“artist/teacher/researcher” working in academia and seeking to apply
a deeper theorization and methodological engagement to their practice; and Type C as a researcher engaged with a “revealing” of their
practice through a back and forth stabilizing/destabilizing process of
art-making and writing (MacLeod 1–2). Each of MacLeod’s three
types felt relevant to my approach. However, as an artist/teacher/researcher employed full-time by higher education institutions over the
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last 15 years, I most strongly identify with Type B, and the definition
captures the inter-informative experience and methodological focus
of the artist/teacher/researcher. However, I expand the list of roles to
include academic leadership, reflecting on the importance this role
continues to play in my practice and professional life. MacLeod’s
work helped me articulate the methodology of my research practice,
a variant of MacLeod’s Type B appropriate to my experience: artist
+ (teacher/researcher/leader) = artist/academic. In describing the
methodology of my research approach as “practice-led,” therefore, my
practice is not the practice of an artist as I would once have envisioned
it, but rather the practice of the contemporary university-based artist/
academic: the professional undertakings of an artist integrated with
the interlinked activities of teaching, research, and academic leadership, where each may be approached through creative and practice-led
means.
In VacZineNations! each layering of the artist/academic methodology
is apparent. Tonoyan and I engaged with the project as practitioners,
drawing on our respective backgrounds in socially engaged creative
practices, and also as educators, working with students and artist/
teacher colleagues through our networks of institutional connections.
My academic leadership role and responsibilities towards internationalization at Coventry University led to the key decision to embed
VacZineNations! into the curriculum for our students in BA and MA
Graphic Design, through an online international learning and exchange project with Central South University in China and the inclusion of visual arts students from Western University and the University of Alberta in Canada.
THE TRANSLOCAL ARTIST

V

acZineNations! and the broader <Immune Nations> project
were international in their breadth and reach. Artists and designers located in four countries (and a greater number of nationalities) came together to work on the three component projects of
VacZineNations!; the outcomes were produced in China, the UK, Armenia, and Canada, and exhibited in the UK, Norway, and Switzer-
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land. Our working practice engaged both face-to-face and mediated
forms of communications (such as email and Skype) to devise and
produce the works together and at a distance. The use of such blended
modes of communication and approach may seem an obvious solution
to the practicalities of a geographically dispersed project, but as my
doctoral research revealed, in participatory art, the face-to-face mandate of socially engaged practices in contemporary art and practices
in media art that engage communications technologies are often segregated.
Rudolf Frieling, curator of media arts at the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, provides evidence of the problem in what he calls a
“gap” between socially engaged practices in contemporary art, and
practices that actively engage with the interconnected conditions of
networked society and the impacts of globalization (32). I position my
research within this supposed gap with the aim to reveal the characteristics of this distinct zone of art practice, and to articulate the reasons
why artists might work this way. The research investigates how dialogue-based social practices in art, extended and augmented by mediated communications, enable an expanded social practice in dialogue
with geographer Tim Cresswell’s ideas of the (geo) “politics of mobility” (On the Move; “Towards a Politics of Mobility”), the forces that
affect and control the conditions of human movement.
As previously mentioned, my primary collaborator through both the
PhD research and VacZineNations! was Armenian artist Mkrtich
Tonoyan, whose mobility is conditioned by virtue of his citizenship,
his economic situation, and his role within an extended family. Armenians need visas to travel to most countries, and Tonoyan’s circumstances lie in stark contrast to my own. As a dual citizen of the
UK and Canada, I experience a freedom of mobility unequalled by
the majority of the world’s citizens. However, as demonstrated by the
UK Government’s decision to leave the European Union, and global
travel restrictions in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, such freedoms are contingent and fragile. Cresswell’s terminology of the “kinetic elite” and the “kinetic underclass” are useful to consider here
(On the Move 255). Pre-COVID, Tonoyan and I both travelled extensively; we have worked together in nine countries since commencing
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our collaboration, including three workshops as part of <Immune Nations>, in Canada (2015), Switzerland (2016), and Norway (2017).
While we both share the social and cultural capital of movement, the
forces of geopolitics shape our individual experiences: the reasons for
our movement, the routes we take, the velocity and rhythm of our journeys, the level of friction our movements produce, and the overall experience of travel. While I travelled to the <Immune Nations> destinations with the ease of visa-free movement and direct flights, Tonoyan’s travel was rarely smooth, burdened by the lengthy and costly
process of visa applications, and indirect routes. Tonoyan has reflected
on this situation as one that causes harm to his sense of professional
self, as such frictioned mobility in relation to others translates into situations of professional unreliability (Tonoyan in Knowles 114). Perhaps most poignantly (and particularly so in light of the Covid-19 pandemic and the impact of social and spatial inequalities), integral to the
politics of mobility is the embedded question of its inverse—must we
move? Tonoyan’s international career as a contemporary artist necessitates the status of economic migrant, spending months each year in
North America, Asia, or Europe undertaking opportunities for career
development unavailable to artists within Armenia, where no formal
arts funding exists, where infrastructure for contemporary art is limited, and with minimal visibility in the global contemporary art world.
Negotiating geopolitical disparity, economic imbalance, and issues of
mobility and cultural difference are the basis of the dialogue that informs our collaborative working relationship and the content of our
dialogue-based practice, committed to social engagement and projects
that are global in scope.
The most productive approach for addressing the problem my thesis
set out to investigate emerged through encounters with the concept of
translocality. Understood most simply as connections between specific locations, translocality began to gain traction in academic discourse
in the 1990s within the context of furthering a theoretical discourse
of grounded, situated, or place-based transnationalism. Translocality
has been defined as a cross-disciplinary (or post-disciplinary) research
perspective most associated with the disciplines of geography, anthropology, history, area studies, cultural studies, and development studies
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(Greiner and Sakdapolrak 1). Geographers Katherine Brickell and Ayona Datta argue for a multi-scalar understanding of translocality beyond the discourse of national borders and international migrations,
enabling the term to be deployed as an expression of “simultaneous
situatedness across different locales,” with emphasis on communications and connectivity, no matter the proximity (4). It is Brickell and
Datta’s reading of translocality that my research employs, and in particular the evocative phrase “simultaneous situatedness.” Their multi-scalar understanding of translocality enables translocal methods to
be applied to connections and communication across the world, across
town, or across the hallway, acknowledging that interconnectivities
across boundaries are as likely to occur close to home in an urban encounter as they are across international borders.
“Translocal” is a term that has been applied in communications research to address simultaneous situatedness in networked communications and the space of the internet itself (Leppänen et al. 1081). It also operates as a highly apt descriptor of artist networks, projects, and
practices that aim to bridge across locations and between people, and
in this regard it is an apt descriptor for <Immune Nations>. An earlier example is The Syndicate Network, a platform for media culture
and art that in 1997 spanned 31 countries across the West, former East,
and adjoining Europe. Andreas Broeckmann, director of V2 in Rotterdam during the years The Syndicate Network was developed, provides
this interpretation of the term: “Translocal means you are dealing with
individual local situations but they are distributed within a larger geographical and cultural system. The global is locally embedded.” I
would add that in the translocal perspective the opposite holds equally
true: the local is also globally embedded, with the global understood
as the entirety of all local-local connectivity. Broeckmann goes on to
describe The Syndicate Network as an “informal network” and an “intercom” for people in the media art community in Europe and beyond.
“At the same time,” he continues, “this intercommunication effects a
re-mapping of cultural and mental territories that transcend the political, religious and territorial separations which we regard as a temporary nuisance, rather than as the last word on this imagined continent/
container” (Broeckmann). Similarly, art historian Ewa Wojtowicz pro-
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poses the online listserv and net art community Nettime as an example
of a translocal artistic community, and a constituent element in these
early years of network culture towards a project of art world decentralization. Like Broeckmann, Wojtowicz presents translocality as a postcolonial and resistant position that transposes geographic location to
form new locales in the dispersed geographies of the internet (Wojtowicz). The aims that emerge from these writings of Broeckmann and
Wojtowicz, examining the nascent years of network culture, suggest
acts of cultural resistance towards disrupting the dominant narrative
of free-market globalization. These projects present counternarratives
that productively engage situatedness, connectivity, and a critical engagement with mobility towards re-mappings and alternative imaginings of global formations of communities. Inspired by these debates,
we now see ourselves as artist/researchers working in and towards
a translocal art world that is globally interconnected but operates as
a counternarrative to the international art world, the label associated
with the global commercial art market exemplified by art fairs, biennales, dealers, and auction houses.
Our commitment to translocal artistic practice responds to what
Joaquin Barriendos Rodríguez proposes as the task of the translocal
artist: the creation and distribution of critical and reflective articulations of multiplicity and global difference (352). For the kinetically
elite artists and cultural workers with mobility-enabling passports,
access to travel budgets, and the requisite social/professional networks—a set of conditions that certainly reflects my own situation
situation in so-called normal times—global mobility has become the
marker of success, and for some artists, a medium of creative practice
in itself. Indeed, for artists who associate with the term “artist-nomad,”
mobility has become the preferred position for production. Art historian James Meyer unpacks the term into two differing approaches: the
“lyrical nomad” characterized by a personalized, poetic, and subjective drift through the details of everyday travel-life, in contrast with
the “critical nomad” who, Meyer contends, frames the nomadic drift
in historical contexts, institutional critique, and frameworks of movement. Notwithstanding these critical distinctions and the uncertainty
of how global movement may be disrupted longer term by Covid-19
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and related economic downturns, we understand from Meyer that the
practice of the artist-nomad is at root engaged with the act of travel
(10). While Rodríguez presents the position of a translocal artist as a
critical engagement with the politics of geography and representation,
Meyer’s definition of the artist-nomad even in its critical approach,
is located in the physical mobility of the body of the artist. As Miwon Kwon identifies, a state of constant travel has emerged as an indicator—if not the key marker—of art-career success (46). From the
limited sphere of the global or cosmopolitan art-world circuit and the
position of the mobile artist, it can be easy to forget that most of the
world’s geography remains in the art-world margins, and for most of
the world’s population movement remains restricted anyway, whether
by nationality or by economics. The identity and cultural capital afforded to the itinerant international artist-nomad (and the academicstar traveller could also be included here), is only available to the kinetically elite with the credentials to move and/or the personal/cultural
circumstances to support movement beyond positions of marginality.
Translocality, as a counternarrative, positions connectivity, dialogue,
the struggle to understand language and cultural difference, and engagement with the conditions and situations on the ground as essential
and integral ingredients. It is a position that acknowledges that mobility is restricted or frictioned—or undertaken without choice as the
result of economic migrancy—for much of the global population, and
stands in opposition to the homogenization and globalization of culture. Wojtowicz’s reference to situatedness—noted earlier—is important, as once again we see the inherent double meaning of situation:
between geographic locale, and point of view with reference to feminist standpoint theory and situated knowledge. To position oneself as
a translocal artist is to place oneself in networks of formation and situated points of view, and the flow of communication inherent in dialogues: between self and other, between communities, between perspectives, between local and global concerns, between the social and
the technical, and between the geographic and the cultural.
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THE TRANSLOCAL APPROACH TO DIALOGUE-BASED ART IN
VACZINENATIONS!

M

y thinking on the translocal informed my approach to
VacZineNations!, as did the interlinked and inter-informative characteristics that I proposed in my PhD research. In
what follows, I outline the qualities that each characteristic facilitates,
and how each characteristic is found in VacZineNations!
1. Dialogues across difference reflects an expanded definition of dialogue-based art that includes both face-to-face and mediated dialogues, and dialogue as a method of research. This characteristic works towards the production of spaces for a shared exchange
of meaning across cultural and spatial difference and geopolitical/
economic disparity, or a process that may lead to this. Local and
global can be understood in relation to self and other (and self and
self), a back-and-forth process of understanding the place of oneself in relation to broader or other contexts. Negotiating geopolitical disparity, cultural difference, and differing attitudes to the
topic of vaccination were the basis of dialogues that informed our
approach to VacZineNations!, through collaboration with Tonoyan and with colleagues and students in the UK, Canada, China, and Armenia. These working relationships, often undertaken
across geographic distance, rely on an ability to transition smoothly across multiple communicative modes. As VacZineNations! developed collaboratively, it reflected a multimodal approach to dialogue, responsive to the networked conditions of 21st-century communications.
2. A focus on the local in the context of global positions that considers the conditions on the ground in the specific place/s, in dialogue with translocal and global contexts, networks, and systems.
This characteristic develops thematics and modes of production
responsive to the particular and specific issues of local contexts.
Ideas of translocality encourage a consideration of individual locations not as separate places, but rather as nodes in social and technical networks that operate across a spectrum from personal, familial, and social links, to the forces of globalization that intercon-
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nect systems. Most pertinent to the development of this characteristic is the proposition of translocality as a condition of “simultaneous situatedness” that acknowledges threads of connection between places near and far. VacZineNations! focussed on the local
in the context of the global by encouraging participating students
and artists to consider the inequalities of how and why the practice
and policy of vaccination differs between geographic locations.
The global is therefore understood as a condition that emerges
from the density of translocal, local-to-local interactions across social and technical networks and systems.
3. Circulations, movements, transfers, networks, and flows reflect a critical awareness of the politics of mobility and fixity and a
concern centred on the forces that control and constrain the flow of
human movement. The notions of kinetic elite and kinetic underclass are key points of consideration regarding the conditions that
mark the political dimension of mobility, and my critical awareness has emerged through my collaboration with Tonoyan, witnessing his near-constant struggle with the bureaucracy and anxiety of travel. Just as the politics of mobility fosters awareness of
the constraints of human movement, so the attendant politics of
human health acknowledges disparity of access to medical care
globally. In VacZineNations! circulation, movements, transfers,
networks, and flows were evident in the modes of production, such
as the posters produced by students in graphic design at Coventry University in the UK and Central South University in China,
who undertook the project together as part of an exchange program hosted by Central South in Changsha, Hunan Province. They
were also evident in outcomes such as the form of our small zines
project, as lightweight, easily transportable publications. These
physical characteristics convey what was perhaps the most important outcome of the VacZineNations! project—namely, the critical awareness that many participants in the project increased their
knowledge of vaccination as a contribution to health and well-being and their understanding of the inequities that restrict access to
vaccinations for much of the world’s population.
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4. A context-driven approach provides flexibility towards enabling
responses to professional and institutional requirements and can
also be understood as the space of critical reflexivity in relation
to the situation of the artist/researcher and the underlying contexts
of practice. The pressing issues of VacZineNations! were shaped
in response to the invitation to participate in the broader <Immune
Nations> project, itself operating in the context of its funding requirements. I approached the project as an “artist/academic” working in the contexts of academic leadership, research, and teaching, and the particular pressures that apply to my context—for example, the requirement to engage in UK REF-able research outcomes.2 Working across contexts runs the risk of failing to address
the requirements of each agenda appropriately, but also the possibility to resist and reframe agendas through a critical and reflexive
engagement with the contexts of practice. I characterize the context-driven approach as the meta-space for critical evaluation of
the constraints and conditions that shape a given project, and the
development of critical-creative responses such as this publication.
5. A made in situ process with connections to communities
emerges from a dialogue between artists and specific locales with
an exploration of themes and modes of production devised through
dialogue and local encounters. This approach places the prefabrication of the international artist in tension with the situated production and meaning making of the translocal artist. Situatedness
is approached through its double meaning as both locale and point
of view, which are themselves unfixed and changeable. Thus, in
such situated dialogue, viewed from the perspective of translocality, place (or situ) is understood as always located in ongoing and
dynamic interrelations with other locales, as constituent nodes in
an interconnected global world. VacZineNations! featured multiple sites of production in the UK, China, Canada, and Armenia,
but this characteristic is most notable in its situatedness between
art and health communities. To use the <Immune Nations> exhibition in Trondheim as an example, the opening reception (March
13, 2017) brought together two very different communities: students and staff from the Trondheim Art Academy, and internation-
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al delegates from GLOBVAC, the annual Global Health and Vaccination Research conference, who attended the reception as their
opening night event. Therefore, in this example, it was the meaning of the work that was made in situ through the site of its reception and the specificity of its audience.
6. Collaborative, participatory, and distributed approaches to
authorship reflect a dialogue-based process of meaning making.
This characteristic proposes consideration of collaborative dialogue-based practice between co-artists as they negotiate multiple
and broadened perspectives, with the potential to detect and ameliorate the blind spots of singular or monologic perspectives. We
approached VacZineNations! with consideration of the ethical implications of working in collaboration with others, both in terms
of the governance of research ethics and the substantive issue of
research integrity. VacZineNations! is acknowledged as a dialogue
formed through collaborative engagement with others and the intellectual and creative labour of many. While efforts may be made
to acknowledge participation and co-authorship, it nevertheless remains the case that collaboration is rarely equal, both in terms of
contributions to the work, or the cultural, economic, or educational capital extracted from it. This is perhaps particularly relevant to
complex messy projects such as VacZineNations! that aim to disrupt the hierarchy of professional and educational contexts.
7. Multilinguality, a constant aspect of the global context (and the
national context in Canada), emerged as a characteristic in VacZineNations! with the process of identifying solutions in the complexities and challenges of communications in multilingual situations, understood as integral to the work of the translocal artist.
Situations of this kind were multiple in VacZineNations!—the student exchange between Coventry University and South Central
University in China being just one example. What emerged
through VacZineNations! was an observation and understanding
that multilinguality facilitates and represents not just communicative exchange across languages but also exchange across registers,
methods, modes, contexts, and places, such as the difference in approach between students of visual arts and graphic design. Multi-
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linguality in practice resists the singular narrative of homogenous
globalization and the rigid boundaries of discipline. By aiming towards a position that embraces heterogeneity, the practice of multilinguality works to disrupt situations of cultural hegemony and the
dominance of one cultural or disciplinary worldview over another.
The risk inherent in adopting a multilingual approach is that spaces
of multiplicity may extend beyond the intercultural competencies
of participants and instead create frustrating (or boring) spaces of
misunderstanding and exclusion. Literally, participants may be left
out of the conversation. Therefore, in the work of the translocal
artist, the multilingual characteristic operates most successfully in
tandem with approaches that navigate the challenges of cultural
difference through dialogue. Multilinguality, however, conveys a
sense that such dialogue is more than a mere communicative exchange of linguistic information, representing instead meaningful
interpersonal interactions and interdisciplinary encounters.
8. Multi-scalar and multi-temporal approaches to dialogue can
be identified separately, but the connected nature of the spatial
and the temporal has led to my understanding that multi-scalar
and multi-temporal approaches to dialogue are most productively
discussed through their interrelation. Each of the VacZineNations!
projects revealed an approach that remained open to expansion
and contraction. In considering dialogue as a time-based process
of spanning the space between self and other, the multi-scalar
approach encompassed multimodal communications between the
VacZineNations! participants, artists, designers, educators, and
students. These two interrelated characteristics of multi-scalar and
multi-temporal approaches to dialogue are characteristics that contribute to a translocal practice position resistant to a singular and
homogeneous narrative of globalization that places geographic locations along a unified timeline of progress. In VacZineNations!,
scale was approached flexibly as a dialogue between local and
global, with the micro understood through macro perspectives and
vice versa. The multi-scalar dimension enabled the project to encompass multiple different works that span across the intimate in-
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terpersonal to the complexity of the global, with time and space
understood as culturally determined concepts.
9. Risk, improvisation, and liveness reveal an approach that reflects
the precarity of uncertain outcomes intrinsic to liveness and improvisation, and the risk of working in multiple contexts. I see
risk, improvisation, and liveness as integral elements in the work
of the translocal artist and in particular in the interaction and negotiation between artists and other stakeholders. As artists and participants in <Immune Nations>, we embarked on a project with
no clear sense of where the project would lead, and skeptical of
the possibilities for artists, health policy makers, and immunologists to reach productive outcomes across disciplinary differences
and knowledge gaps. This characteristic reflects that the improvisatory nature of research-based, interdisciplinary, and dialoguebased practices are risky business if we understand it as an approach to practice and knowledge production that opens people
up to the possibility of transformational change. For the translocal
artist, however, it is the meta-perspective on risk that is most pertinent—the understanding that a risky situation in one context is
an everyday reality in another. This is a particularly pertinent characteristic in VacZineNations!, where information shared in relation
to global vaccination practices between participant-students, from
multiple parts of the world, revealed to them the gulf of difference
geography makes to human health.
CONCLUSION

T

his paper argues that the adaptability of this translocal approach to dialogue-based art, as demonstrated in VacZineNations!, may be of benefit and use to other artist/academics
working in transdisciplinary projects and themes. I adapted extracts
from my doctoral thesis to provide a reflection on how VacZineNations! addressed the global imperative to challenge vaccine hesitancy,
through a translocal approach to practice-led research. Undertaking
VacZineNations! through the methodology of the artist/academic, allowed me to integrate this international project into my academic
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roles, and by doing so provide opportunities for others (collaborators,
students, colleagues, and other participants) to engage in the learning
and interdisciplinary creative thinking that the project enabled. I argue
that VacZineNations! is a useful example of how practitioners can
adopt the position of the translocal artist, and as such consider an alternative model for both research and art practices that seek to resist and
disrupt singular or homogeneous narratives of globalization. Finally,
I consider how the VacZineNations! project demonstrates and refines
the findings of my doctoral thesis, a set of ten constituent characteristics of a translocal approach to dialogue-based art, revised to nine
through this further research. These findings are offered as a contribution to the methodologies of art practice that operate critically within global society and as a resource to fellow artists and researchers to
further adapt and evolve through dialogue, collaboration, and critical
reflexive practice.
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Editor’s note: Alison Humphrey joined the project in the first year of
her PhD in cinema and media arts at York University; Vicki Kwon was
in her second year in the history of art, design, and visual culture at the
University of Alberta; and Rachelle Viader Knowles was completing
her PhD at Plymouth University, in art and media.↲
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POLITICAL ADVOCACY ON HIV/AIDS

INTRODUCTION

A

rtists and political advocates share a history of working together to foster awareness, action, and change. Renowned
novelist and Nobel Laureate Toni Morrison once claimed,
“All good art is political! And the ones that try hard not to be political
are political by saying, ‘We love the status quo’” (Nance, 2). Indeed,
the expressive nature of art gives artists the ability to stir controversy,
shed light on formerly neglected issues, and challenge the status quo
in a manner that is more moving and powerful than perhaps any other
medium of communication. Therefore, if we seek to catalyze transformative change through the power of art, it would be wise to take stock
of available opportunities and learn from past experiences where alliances of artists and advocates have achieved important and enduring
changes. In the global health context, there is no better example of a
successful partnership between art and political advocacy than the
AIDS movement, which has been one of the most successful health
movements of the 20th century. Activists employed various strategies
to advocate for increased research and funding, lower drug prices, and
social justice for people living with HIV—with art being a key strategy. This means that the focus of this special issue of Imaginations
journal—scaling-up the life-saving potential of global vaccination—would benefit from examining the AIDS movement and understanding how such impactful strategic alliances among artists and advocates were nurtured.
Following the massive public paranoia surrounding what was initially
labelled as “gay-related immune deficiency” (AVERT) in the early
1980s, a combination of sweeping scientific discoveries and political
advocacy led to approval of the first antiretroviral treatment in 1987.
This was followed by the enactment of the Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency (CARE) Act in 1990, which increased accessibility of care for low-income, uninsured Americans
living with HIV. The establishment of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and various non-profit organizations such as the American Foundation for AIDS Research (amfAR)
(focussed on research funding) and ACT UP (focussed on political ad-
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vocacy) throughout the 1980s and 1990s accelerated the effort to end
AIDS (AVERT). Although the AIDS epidemic continues to pose a debilitating public health threat in many parts of the world, for the first
time the majority of people living with HIV are able to access treatment (UNAIDS, World AIDS Day Report), people living with HIV
have a normal life expectancy (UNAIDS, World AIDS Day Report)
(Samji et al.; Johnson et al.), and AIDS-related deaths have decreased
by 30% since their peak in 2005 (UNAIDS, Global Report; AVERT).
The remarkable accomplishments of the AIDS campaign were in no
small part supported through the help of art. For instance, in 1990 a
photograph of David Kirby, a young man dying from AIDS, was published in LIFE magazine (Cosgrove). The haunting image, taken by
journalism student Therese Frare, has been seen by more than one billion people around the world over the past three decades and has been
described by LIFE as “the photo that changed the face of AIDS” (Cosgrove). The picture, taken at the request of Kirby’s family, was quickly reproduced in hundreds of magazines, newspapers, and TV stories
worldwide. Another example is the use of art in the mobilization of
the Ribbon Project by the Visual AIDS Artists’ Caucus in 1991 (Geoghegan). The red ribbons, which were deliberately not trademarked
in order to allow widespread use, quickly became an internationally
recognized symbol of solidarity and support for the AIDS crisis. The
colour red was chosen for its connection to blood and love, and a ribbon so that it would be easy to recreate and wear (Visual AIDS, “Red
Ribbon”). Both the photograph of David Kirby and the Ribbon Project helped to bring visual expression and public representation to the
AIDS crisis at a time when awareness that many people were suffering
in silence needed to be significantly enhanced for the sake of saving
lives.
Although anecdotal examples such as these highlight the importance
of art in AIDS advocacy, to date only two papers have looked closely
at this relationship. In his 2008 essay on AIDS and artistic politics,
Tyrus Miller describes various strategies used by British and American visual artists to advocate for the rights of people living with HIV,
providing focussed criticism of mainstream media representations of
the AIDS crisis and the use of AIDS exemplars. Similarly, in 2010
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Niyi Awofeso and Anu Rammohan published an essay that uses global examples to illustrate the impact artists have had on HIV advocacy,
fundraising, health education, combatting misconceptions regarding
HIV, and protecting patients’ rights through the use of visual arts, multimedia, poetry, and theatre. While both essays are fascinating examples of the power of art in fostering change, they mostly provide anecdotal examples of the role of art as opposed to a comprehensive review of the literature, both published and unpublished. A review such
as this would help to create a more complete framework for how art
can influence advocacy and lead to the evaluation of the effectiveness
of different art modalities and strategies, while also shedding light on
how activists from other public health movements can utilize art similarly to advocate for positive change.
Therefore, in this study we sought to undertake a scoping review and
qualitative thematic analysis of social scientific literature on the role
of art in political advocacy in the AIDS movement. Specifically, we
hoped to expand the current understanding of the relationship between
art and political advocacy by (1) undertaking a focussed attempt to explore a representative cross-section of the arts, including poetry, visual
art, music, film, and theatre; (2) conducting a comprehensive literature search; (3) using examples from available time periods as well as
different geographical regions; (4) examining peer-reviewed literature
such as quality assessment studies, randomized controlled trials, crosssectional surveys, and case studies, along with the grey literature; and
(5) consolidating findings from the literature search to create a framework on how art can influence political advocacy. Readers from art,
art history, and visual culture will note the absence of a body of work
on art and AIDS from their disciplinary perspectives. A review of the
significant body of literature in those fields exceeds the scope of this
essay. Rather, our overall aim was to use the AIDS movement as a case
study in order to gain a better understanding of how art can be used in
global health advocacy.
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METHODS

T

he wide scope of the literature on the topic of art and AIDS
advocacy calls for numerous forms of evidence to be analyzed, from randomized controlled trials and quasi-experiments to case-control studies, ethnographic analyses, and cross-sectional studies. To encompass such a wide variety of article types, we
decided to use a mixed-methods approach by performing a scoping review followed by a qualitative thematic analysis and an examination
of three short case studies. We believed that combining these three
methodologies would allow us to bring together a variety of study designs and create as comprehensive a framework of the literature as
possible.
Scoping Review

A literature search was conducted in April 2016 using five electronic
databases: Google Scholar, Web of Science, EbscoHost, Proquest, and
Sage Pub. The generic search string used for each database is shown
in Figure 1.
(“Human Immunodeficiency Virus” OR “Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome” OR “HIV” OR
“AIDS)
AND
(“Visual art” OR “Photography” OR “Media art” OR “Performance art”
OR “Community art” OR “Theatre” OR “Theater” OR “Street art”
OR “Art exhibit” OR “Graffiti” OR “Photography” OR “Artistic”
OR “Artwork” OR “Poetry” OR “Poem” OR “Music” OR “Song” OR “Drama” OR “Dance”)
AND
(“Lobbying” OR “Lobby” OR “Advocacy” OR “Advocate” OR “Policy” OR “Change”
OR “Policy change” OR “Policymaking” OR “Activism” OR “Activist” OR “Educate”
OR “Education” OR “Awareness” OR “Stigma” or “Funds” OR “Fundraising” OR “Knowledge”)
Figure 1: Generic search string.

A chain sampling technique was used, whereby we searched the reference lists of relevant articles to identify further literature. Web of Science was also used to search for others that have cited the relevant articles, consistent with the pearl growing method, which is the process
of growing additional sources from a few initial grains. To ensure that
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this review included grey as well as peer-reviewed literature, we also
searched Google for blog entries, civil society or government reports,
and any other potentially relevant web pages.
Articles were included in the review if they discussed the role that particular forms of artwork or artists have played in advocating for the
AIDS movement in a political context. As noted earlier, the definition of art used is any medium with a visual element, including photography, visual art, theatre, poetry, writing, spoken word, music, and
dance. Political advocacy was conceptualized as any activity aimed
at changing HIV/AIDS-related policy by influencing (1) elites, policy
makers, or policy networks, (2) civil society, and/or (3) the general
public. While we were open to articles in languages other than English, we did not come across any in our searches. No exclusion criteria
were applied in terms of the year of publication or the country in
which the artwork was created.
Qualitative Thematic Analysis

Following the literature search, a qualitative thematic analysis was
conducted to identify recurring themes in the literature. Two investigators (AJ and JW) independently read through each study and extracted key themes about the role of art in HIV/AIDS political advocacy.
In other words, after reading each study the investigators asked themselves, “How do the findings of the study relate to the relationship between art and policy making on HIV/AIDS?” This was followed by
a reconciliation process, in which the investigators discussed any disagreements and decided on a final set of overarching themes.
Case Studies

In addition to the scoping review and qualitative thematic analysis,
three artworks were separately identified as well-known examples that
highlight the role of art in political advocacy throughout the AIDS
movement. These examples were chosen to help discuss further the
overarching themes of the literature in a more accessible, relatable
manner.
The case studies were not identified through a literature search.
Rather, during the design phase of the study, investigators brain-
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stormed what famous visual artworks or artists came to mind when
they thought of art in the context of AIDS. When a set of key artworks
were identified, three were chosen based on their well-documented nature and their iconic status in the AIDS movement. A brief literature
search was then conducted to explore the design and impact of each
artwork.
RESULTS
Scoping Review

Thirty-four relevant articles were identified from the literature search.
25 (74%) of the articles were published in peer-reviewed journals,
eight (24%) were grey literature, and one (3%) was a book. The
most common article types were case studies (n=7) and analytical essays (n=4), followed by ethnographic analyses (n=3), pre-post studies (n=3), qualitative studies (n=3), reports (n=3), art exhibition reviews (n=2), dissertations (n=2), post-intervention surveys (n=2), randomized controlled trials (n=2), books (n=1), and newspaper articles
(n=1). Case studies often involved analyzing the general impact of a
particular artwork or artist, without formally assessing the artist or audience members. Similarly, analytical essays involved discussing the
general role of art in HIV advocacy using evidence from the literature
as well as examples of relevant artworks.
12 (35%) of the artworks were based in Africa and another 12 (35%)
were in North America, followed by Europe (n=5), Asia (n=4), and
international (n=2). The most common art modalities were theatre
(n=21), visual art (n=11), photography (n=4), poetry (n=4), and music
(n=4). Visual art was more likely to be used in Europe and North
America, whereas theatre was more commonly found in Asian and
African regions. The target audience of the 32 artworks was the public
(91%), with five (32%) and one (3%) of the artworks targeted towards
civil society or policy networks, respectively.
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Case Studies
Case Study 1: Keith Haring

As one of the most influential artists of his time, Keith Haring’s works
helped to place the experiences of individuals living with HIV on the
public’s radar and provided powerful symbolism to the AIDS movement. The theme of HIV/AIDS began to appear midway through Haring’s career, first due to the loss of his friends’ lives to the illness and
later to his own HIV diagnosis (Haring).
Following his diagnosis in 1988, Haring made it a personal goal to
use his art to help provide funding and imagery to AIDS organizations
(Keith Haring Foundation). This is illustrated in one work from 1988
(Figure 2), in which a large, horned sperm is shown as a personification of HIV. The sperm is hatching from an egg strapped to a man’s
body, highlighting the oppression and devastation experienced by individuals with the virus (Melcher). The contrast between the monstrous appearance of the sperm and the fragility of the man’s body reminds us that HIV was far from being considered “treatable” at the
time, often leaving patients with a sense of despair and hopelessness.
In addition to shedding light on the challenges faced by people living
with HIV, Haring, through his artwork, also called out the public’s indifference and disdain towards the AIDS movement. Silence = Death
(Figure 3) shows a group of figures covering their ears, mouths, and
eyes, highlighting the fact that most people were forced to suffer in
absolute silence, rejected by their own communities (Melcher). A pink
triangle is shown in the background, an emblem that had once been
a symbol used to signify homosexual individuals during the Holocaust. Haring’s use of the pink triangle in his works helped gay and
HIV/AIDS rights activists re-appropriate the symbol as a pro-gay, HIV
rights icon throughout the 1980s (Melcher).
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Figures 2 and 3: Keith Haring, Untitled, sumi ink on paper, 76 x 57 cm, 1988 (left); Keith
Haring, Silence = Death, silkscreen on paper, 99 x 99 cm, 1989 (right). © Keith Haring
Foundation

Case Study 2: Keiskamma Altarpiece

One of the most influential and powerful pieces of AIDS-related artistic advocacy is the intricate beading that makes up the Keiskamma Altarpiece (Figure 4). This piece of art, measuring approximately 4 by
6.5 metres(14 by 22 feet), was created in 2006 over the course of six
months in Hamburg, South Africa, by 130 women whose small coastal
town was nearly decimated by the AIDS epidemic (“Keiskamma Altarpiece”). Established as part of the Keiskamma Trust under the direction of Dr. Carol Baker, a local physician and artist, the underlying
aim of the project was to provide the community members with a visual representation of their experiences and communal resilience at the
height of the AIDS epidemic (Ress).
While a significant historical precursor, the Isenheim Altarpiece—a
16th-century artwork from Alsace, France, that inspired the Keiskamma Altarpiece—depicted the horrors of ergotism, its 21st-century successor focuses instead on the devastation of the AIDS epidemic
(Chalmers). The piece is divided into three sections, with the outermost layer representing the death, pain, and void left by the epidem-
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ic in South African communities, represented through images of orphans, broken families, funerals, and empty streets. This panel operates in sharp contrast with the middle layer, which uses extremely
vivid, colourful images to portray hope, life, and the beauty of South
African culture. Finally, the outermost images show black-and-white
images of three grandmothers whose grandchildren have been affected
by or lost to AIDS-related illnesses (Chalmers). These brave women
are described as “the saints of today and the guardians of the future,
struggling to raise their own grandchildren and those of others”
(Chalmers 1338).
In addition to providing communities with the means of earning money and coping with their loss, the creation of the Keiskamma Altarpiece has helped to raise funds and support for the local AIDS movement as a whole (Schmahmann). For instance, the unveiling of the
piece was used as an opportunity to raise funds for projects such as the
Keiskamma Trust and the Keiskamma AIDS Treatment Project, which
are aimed at serving the medical and educational needs of local communities while also fostering creative and artistic endeavours by community members (“Keiskamma Altarpiece”). In addition, since its unveiling, the altarpiece has been travelling worldwide and has helped to
raise international awareness of the poverty and void left by AIDS in
South Africa (Schmahmann). Due to its far-reaching impact on bringing local as well as international attention and support to the AIDS
epidemic, the Keiskamma Altarpiece has been described as a “contemporary icon of how the human spirit can rise above adversity and create art of enduring strength and beauty” (Jeng).
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Figure 4: Artists of Keiskamma Art Project, The Keiskamma Altarpiece (open),
Humburg, Eastern Cape, South Africa, 2005. Mixed media, 4.15 × 6.8 m © Keiskamma
Art Project. Image courtesy of The Keiskamma Trust.

Case Study 3: The Ribbon Project

While there are now dozens of celebrity-endorsed activist projects, the
Ribbon Project is one of the most powerful examples of how celebrities can bolster political movements and promote change. Inspired by
the yellow ribbons used to support the US army in the Gulf War and
to protest the Iranian hostage crisis in 1979–80 (Houghton), the nowiconic twisted red ribbon was developed by Visual AIDS artists in
1991 as a way to simply yet meaningfully “show support and compassion for AIDS victims and their caregivers” (Visual AIDS, “About
Us”).
The rise and success of the project were intimately connected to
celebrity culture from the very beginning. In fact, the red ribbon first
caught the media’s attention when actor Jeremy Irons was seen wearing it at the 1991 Tony Awards (Geoghegan). Soon, the Visual AIDS
volunteers were being approached by Hollywood reporters, and demand skyrocketed to a point where supply of the ribbons had to be outsourced to external organizations. Beloved celebrities, including Eliz-
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abeth Taylor, Bette Midler, and Richard Gere, began to proudly wear
and openly discuss the ribbons in public, creating what was called the
“ribbon-sporting culture” among actors (Geoghegan).
The support from Hollywood helped to bring the project into everyday
American life, with schools and churches holding their own ribbonmaking collectives (Geoghegan). In effect, the red ribbons had altered
the public’s perception of the illness, from a mysterious, unknown
phenomenon taking place in the shadows to a tangible, real issue that
deserved to be discussed and addressed publicly. In previous years, the
White House of the United States has displayed a beautiful 28-foot
red ribbon at the North Portico on World AIDS Day—symbolizing
the government’s commitment both to end the AIDS epidemic and to
support the people, families, and communities affected by HIV/AIDS
(Phillips).
In addition to bringing the AIDS epidemic from the shadows into the
mainstream media, ribbon-making initiatives also became a meaningful way of raising funds and support for the cause in developing countries; numerous collectives around the world began to create, sell, and
wear the ribbons, with all proceeds going towards supporting people
affected by the epidemic (Grünkemeier).
Many have pointed out that the red ribbon is only a symbol and not a
real solution, questioning the extent of the project’s impact in the HIV/
AIDS rights movement. However, one cannot deny the fact that the
red ribbon helped to bring a sense of solidarity and unity to a highly stigmatized, misunderstood epidemic. Sir Nick Partridge, a prominent AIDS activist, described the meaning of the ribbons for people
living with HIV/AIDS and their families: “A number of people living
with HIV really appreciate seeing other people wearing the red ribbon.
They realise they’re not alone and recognise that the majority of people wearing them probably don’t have HIV themselves, and that sense
of support and solidarity is very, very important” (Geoghegan).
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DISCUSSION

T

hrough the results of the scoping review, we identified three
key themes regarding the role of art in AIDS political advocacy: addressing negative stereotypes, education, and voice for
individuals affected by HIV/AIDS.
Theme 1: Addressing Negative Stereotypes

One cannot ignore the highly political nature of HIV/AIDS that distinguishes it from other public health epidemics such as diabetes and
malaria. One of the reasons behind its political nature is that at the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, the disease was touted as a “plague”
that could only affect the gay community (Noland et al.). This misconception, combined with persistent discrimination against the LGBTQ
community, led the public to respond to the epidemic with disdain and
indifference.
Art was one of the ways in which activists tried to combat this misunderstanding. For instance, Laurien Ward studied the effects of a play
designed to show how AIDS can spread to individuals outside traditional risk groups. Audience reports from professional, community, and business organizations showed an increased understanding of
modes of HIV/AIDS transmission and greater sympathy for those with
the illness (Ward). Similarly, Mary Stuart Petty used interviews, observations, and analysis of media archives to examine how Philadelphia communities used visual art in combating mainstream depictions
of HIV/AIDS. Community members described using art to depict patients with AIDS that do not necessarily fit the stereotypes surrounding the diseases—to illustrate that AIDS can affect anyone, not simply
the gay community or the sexually promiscuous (Petty). This gradual
perception shift—from viewing AIDS as primarily a disease of the gay
community to one that can affect the general public—eventually led
to more calls for action from the public rather than just LGBTQ rights
advocates (Middelkoop et al.).
Another factor that contributed to the political nature of the AIDS epidemic were the social taboos against discussions of sex and safe sex
practices. Therefore, advocates tried to encourage more candid dis-
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cussions around safe sex through art (Petty). For instance, in India,
Thukral and Tagra’s PUT IT ON! and PUT IT ON AGAIN!! interactive
art exhibits have used colourful, attention-demanding graphics to tackle the social insecurities and stigma surrounding sex education
(Thukral and Tagra).
Lastly, perhaps more so than individuals with other debilitating illnesses, patients with HIV/AIDS have long been perceived as abject,
helpless victims, leading to further alienation and discrimination
(Campbell). Based on analyses of photographs of those with HIV/
AIDS since the 1980s, David Campbell reported that more recent activities have been using photography to convey more balanced portrayals of individuals living, not dying, with HIV/AIDS—thus helping
to destigmatize the illness in popular culture (Campbell). Similarly,
a report on United Nations Development Programme’s artistic campaigns in China found that projects that tended to be the most well-received were the ones that led viewers to accept patients as capable of
leading normal, happy lives as friends and family, not simply as victims deserving sympathy (Xiaopeng and Settle).
Theme 2: Education Regarding HIV Prevention, Testing, and Treatment

Various art modalities have been implemented to disseminate health
information in an accessible, easy-to-understand manner. For instance,
in 2002 a collaboration between the Tanzania Theatre Centre and
Bagamayo College of Arts used a participatory theatre method to allow local officials, leaders, artists, youths, and community members to
identify key factors contributing to HIV transmission and brainstorm
potential prevention strategies (Mabala and Allen). Performancebased educational methods have been shown to increase participants’
knowledge about HIV prevention among 13- to 16-year-old youth in
London, UK (Campbell et al.). Similarly, the use of drama production has led to increased attendance of AIDS counselling programs by
persons living with HIV, their partners, and their families in the United States (Ward). On the other hand, a randomized controlled study
by Elliott et al. found that compared to a standard health education
seminar, theatre production did not have a significant impact on HIV
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knowledge, attitudes, and risk behaviour among youth in Glasgow,
Scotland.
While there are conflicting findings on the effectiveness of art modalities in HIV education, the aforementioned studies demonstrate how
artists and scientists can work together in public health advocacy.
The variety in education methods as a result of scientist and artist
collaboration is particularly powerful in communities where literacy
and numeracy skills may be limited, and where individuals may not
identify with the understanding and coping mechanisms of the HIV/
AIDS epidemic that exist in other cultures. For instance, eMPathy
Trust is an organization based in South Africa led by writers and leading researchers aimed at advancing public understanding of the illness (Rabinowitz). Following a needs assessment, eMPathy Trust produced a children’s book titled Staying Alive Fighting HIV/AIDS (Rabinowitz). The book uses powerful imagery and simple language to
convey biological facts about HIV/AIDS transmission and management, to counter the myths surrounding HIV/AIDS (Rabinowitz). By
using words, symbols, and stories derived from the local communities, the book illustrates how art can present scientific information in a
more approachable, culturally appropriate manner to the public (Rabinowitz).
Theme 3: Voice for Individuals and Communities Affected by HIV

Art has also been a powerful tool to shed light on the grave realities of
those affected by HIV/AIDS, thus helping to highlight unmet needs,
low access to treatment, and potential areas for policy intervention.
For instance, one study found that by asking youths with HIV/AIDS to
compile and share poems and stories about their own experiences, local activists were better able to identify areas of needs that had previously gone unnoticed in public health efforts—such as support groups
and family education (Mitchell). Similarly, Roland Bleiker and Amy
Kay found that providing patients with cameras to document their own
experiences with the illness was an effective way of exploring difficult-to-access services and barriers to treatment.
Beyond simply identifying issues, art can also empower patients and
communities to intervene on those issues directly. In a case study,
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Kennedy C. Chinyowa describes how integrated popular theatre has
been used in Africa to inform public policy debate. Following local
performances about the community’s experiences with HIV/AIDS,
participants got the opportunity to discuss their experiences with advocacy organizations, local policy makers, and grassroots activists. This
was followed by a tour of nearby villages and wards in the district,
allowing for the sharing of diverse experiences across communities
(Chinyowa, “Helping Them”). Similarly, based on a 21-month ethnographic analysis, Susan Pietrzyk reported that civil societies often use
art such as dance, music, poetry, and theatre to inform policy makers
of emerging areas of need.
Furthermore, by giving voice to those with HIV/AIDS, art modalities
can allow patients to better advocate for themselves in a medical setting. In their pre- and post-intervention study, Johanna Shapiro and
Lynn Hunt found that theatrical performances about AIDS were an effective way to increase medical students’, residents’, physicians’, and
faculty’s empathy for patients and insight into patient care—showing
that art could be integrated into medical education. Furthermore, at an
HIV/AIDS outpatient clinic in the United States, murals by staff, patients, and their families were used to foster a stronger sense of community and build support systems (Kaimal and Gerber). Participants
were able to relate to one another over shared challenges; physicians
could gain insight into aspects of their patients’ experiences that they
may not be able to discuss during their short clinic visits, while patients and families were pleasantly surprised to see that their physicians were often facing struggles and dilemmas similar to their own
(Kaimal and Gerber).
An important step for any individual or community affected by an epidemic of any proportion is the grieving process. To allow grieving to
take place is to allow individual or communal expression through any
means that may resonate or provide closure; and communities across
the world use theatre, poetry, photography, embroidery, and other art
modalities to allow those affected the opportunity to voice their lived
experiences (Black; Hanna; Petty). In Addis Ababa, Tanzania, asking
local residents of a heavily HIV-affected village to show their experiences through photography generated multiple representations of HIV
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and allowed viewers to “recognize that the process of representation is
inherently incomplete, and thus inevitably political” (Bleiker and Kay,
141). As such, personal experiences of people living with or affected
by the epidemic can provide a reality displaced from popular opinion,
potentially affecting a shift in demand on political attention.
Geography and Art Modalities

While these three themes exemplify the main messages delivered
through the methods of political advocacy that we discovered, we
must also look at the ways in which geographical location affects the
scope of messages. For instance, many of the studies found in the
scoping review noted that African advocacy efforts centred around
local experiences as opposed to national or international (Mabala
and Allen; Black; Chinyowa, “Emerging Paradigms”). Further, the
Keiskamma Altarpiece is an excellent example of political advocacy
imbued with local perspectives that affected the international community through its power and emotion. This altarpiece travelled around
Canada and the United States, winning awards and praise for its depiction of local struggles with the AIDS epidemic of South Africa
(Schmahmann).
In contrast, the United States began advocacy efforts of an international scope through the development of the Ribbon Project. Through this
project, the focus of advocacy efforts shifted from a local perspective
to the much larger international influence due to ease of mobilization
(Moore). As well, the 2005 American musical Rent examined local
New York City perspectives on life with HIV for both people affected
directly and indirectly, perspectives that could then be applied to both
the national and international spheres of experience through a shared
understanding of the impact of HIV/AIDS on the lives of people affected (Schrader).
Another way to examine the political advocacy efforts of artists
around the world would be through the focussed utilizations of the
various art modalities employed. American artists David Wojnarowicz
and Keith Haring as well as activist group Gran Fury presented their
opinions and voices through the medium of art that could be displayed
either on the street or in museums. In Tanzania, it was noted that due
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to high levels of illiteracy, verbal art through the forms of song, poetry, and theatre are favoured to convey advocacy and health communication efforts (Askew). In Thailand, theatre was a successful mode of
AIDS advocacy and education delivery (Cahill), and in India, art exhibits and radio shows were predominant (Nambiar et al.). These examples demonstrate that artists’ work is based on different cultural and
political objectives.
The Impact of the AIDS Movement on Global Health Funding

Lastly, it is important to discuss the significant impact the HIV/AIDS
movement has had on the way in which global health epidemics are
funded. In fact, all of the three aforementioned themes—addressing
stigma, education, and voice for patients—helped to shed light on the
gravity of the epidemic and thus promote more funding and support
for affected individuals.
To date, there have been 35 million deaths worldwide from HIV,
and at the end of 2016 there were 36.7 million people living with
HIV (Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, “Global HIV
& AIDS Statistics—2018 Fact Sheet”). By combatting the perception
of HIV/AIDS as an illness affecting only select marginalized populations, artists and advocates helped to raise awareness of the widespread nature of this epidemic and thus bolster more public mobilization (Campbell). This has led to the backing of new, high-profile global health funders such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. As
a result, annual spending on AIDS research and treatment has reached
into the billions of dollars. Increased funding has also fostered the development of dedicated organizations for the fight against HIV/AIDS,
including the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria
and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, and paving the way for the development of mass immunization and treatment frameworks of other global
health epidemics (Cohen).
The second way in which creative arts have affected HIV/AIDS funding is through the partnership between artists and researchers. In addition to helping to convey research findings to the general public, art
modalities have also been a powerful tool to raise funds for research
efforts. For instance, Visual AIDS is an organization that utilizes visu-
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al arts to support HIV-positive artists, as well as raise funds for HIV/
AIDS treatment and research (Visual AIDS, “About Us”). At the same
time, physicians and researchers have also helped to add legitimacy
to arts-based AIDS advocacy movements. Activist groups—particularly ACT UP—were able to influence AIDS research far more effectively due to arguments strengthened by physician involvement than
had they relied on less technical and more argumentative discourse
from the general public (Fabj and Sobnosky). With the rising number
of medical professionals and scientists joining AIDS activist groups,
the messages the groups conveyed were more concise and medically
factual, solidifying the grounds of the demands made by the organizations, which in turn spurred much-needed funding to advance research
efforts (Epstein).
Third, the efforts of AIDS activists and artists highlighted both the delay in drug development and the “vast inequities between rich countries and those too poor to afford powerful anti-HIV drug cocktails”
(Cohen, 163). Art has particularly been a powerful way of raising
funds in poor communities that may have limited access to other
means of mobilizing public interest and support. For instance, as mentioned previously, the Keiskamma Altarpiece has allowed local communities to raise funds for local medical and educational HIV/AIDSrelated projects (Visual AIDS, “About Us”).
Strengths and Limitations

In providing case studies as well as discussion on the three main emergent themes from our research, this analysis has not only presented a
broad base of evidence but also specific cases where the AIDS movement has used art in its political advocacy. As can be seen from the
research, a strength of the scoping review is the breadth of results discovered from the initial searches. However, as previously mentioned,
an obvious limitation is the lack of research that emerged in languages
other than English. In addition to references from other disciplines
such as art history and visual culture, it is entirely possible that there
is a large body of social scientific research that did not appear in our
searches, as our terms were presented in English, despite the fact that
we were open to including publications in other languages. Another
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limitation is the number of terms used to describe visual art in the
search strategy; there are many other terms that could have been included, such as “graphic design.” However, we chose a specific subset
that we thought would be captured in most research studies.
Future Research Directions

While a large amount of research was identified on the use of participatory theatre, grassroots local activism, and individuals who contributed to AIDS political advocacy, there was a noticeable gap in the
research: the lack of research on the quantifiable impact of specific
artistic interventions, modalities, and efforts, such as those organized
by organizations such as UNAIDS, ACT UP, and Gran Fury. In this
essay, we have emphasized the centrality of art to the AIDS movement
as a whole, and the prolific use of art, signage, community protests,
and lobbying; however, we have also found that there is a lack of social scientific research assessing the impact of art as political intervention—including how it affected the AIDS movement as a whole.
Finally, no research was found that quantitatively documents the shift
in public perception of AIDS from its explosive beginning to the eventual development of antiretroviral therapy and government-subsidized
treatment access programs. While this might be a rather daunting task,
it would be useful to the field of AIDS research, as it would show the
transition of the disease to a global epidemic, and how the response
grew on multiple continents. Further, an in-depth look into the way
artistic expression may have influenced the speed of development of
antiretroviral therapy drugs over the years and the politics surrounding
local and international access and distributions would be a helpful endeavour. In future iterations of this research we would hope to address
this gap as well as examine what research into the role(s) of art in the
AIDS movement might offer analysis of other global health phenomena.
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IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: Generic search string.
Figure 2: Keith Haring, Untitled, sumi ink on paper, 76 x 57 cm, 1988. ©
Keith Haring Foundation
Figure 3: Keith Haring, Silence = Death, silkscreen on paper, 99 x 99 cm,
1989. © Keith Haring Foundation
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Figure 4: Artists of Keiskamma Art Project, The Keiskamma Altarpiece
(open), Humburg, Eastern Cape, South Africa, 2005. Mixed media, 4.15 × 6.8
m © Keiskamma Art Project. Image courtesy of The Keiskamma Trust.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

T

he Vaccine Archive started with two questions: How is vaccination remembered and represented in the era of mass migration and transnational activities, when a nation is no longer an
effective unit for controlling and preventing pandemic diseases? And
how is fear associated with vaccines created and disseminated across
borders? These inquiries, in turn, stemmed from my musings on the

THE VACCINE ARCHIVE

topic of achieving “herd immunity.” The term “herd immunity” refers
to a situation in which “the risk of infection among susceptible individuals in a population is reduced by the presence and proximity
of immune individuals” (Fine et al. 911). This means that if enough
members of the community are vaccinated, the disease won’t spread
to the community even if a few members of the community remain unvaccinated. During the first <Immune Nations> workshop, in Ottawa
in 2015, a senior vaccine scholar on the project, Johan Holst, suggested that achieving herd immunity is a primary goal for vaccine scientists. Dr. Holst emphasized how infectious diseases can rapidly spread
among vulnerable groups, even when only a few members of these
groups remain unvaccinated. Measles has an especially high threshold
for herd immunity, requiring almost 95% of the community to be vaccinated (Funk), which means that fewer unvaccinated people can be
protected, and fewer can opt out. For that reason, the recent increase
in parents opting out from having their children vaccinated against
measles is alarming, as their decision can cause harm to the community (Hoffman et al.).1
While listening to the conversation, I imagined a community with new
members who may have a different immunization status than the rest
of the community. Communities are not fixed and closed entities; people move in and out. As new members join a community, the status
of the herd protection of that community may change. As the workshop continued, I found myself scribbling an illustration of pandemic viruses and medical documents tagging along with travellers. My
scribble depicts a scene in which viruses, documents, memories, emotions, and culture—all these visible and invisible substances—travel
together with human bodies crossing borders of communities, nations,
and wider regions.
Pandemic disease travelling along with a traveller was already a reality for me. During my trip to South Korea in spring 2015, the outbreak
of the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV)
sparked widespread panic in South Korea and fear in the broader East
Asian region. The outbreak started with a Korean man who had returned from the Middle East with a latent infection of the disease. The
disease immediately spread to medical staff and patients in the inten-
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sive care unit of the medical centre where he was eventually treated.
Soon it spread throughout the nation, as those who had visited patients
at that hospital travelled to other regions by public transportation. The
MERS-CoV outbreak in South Korea killed 36 people out of the 186
people with confirmed cases and resulted in more than 3,000 individuals being quarantined (Lee et al.). This foreign disease drove the nation into a state of anxiety, especially as the virus had no effective vaccine. Public fear developed as the government reacted inadequately to
the disease and did not release information in a timely manner (Kim).
The MERS-CoV outbreak in South Korea soon threatened the broader
communities in East Asia and Southeast Asia. A South Korean who
travelled to Huizhou, China, via Hong Kong was diagnosed positive
for MERS-CoV, sparking anti-South Korea sentiment in both mainland China and Hong Kong.2 Similar cases soon occurred in the
Philippines.3 The MERS-CoV outbreak in South Korea demonstrated
yet again that domestic control of a pandemic disease could easily be
undermined due to travel within and across its borders. As I visited
Taiwan after Korea during this outbreak, I was shunned by friends
who were afraid of me transmitting the disease to them. I was left
afraid to cross borders, as long as there is no vaccine.
Achieving complete control of any pandemic disease is impossible,
whether the disease has an effective vaccine or not. Catastrophic consequences could result from people neglecting to report symptoms to
the authorities or being unaware of their medical condition. Pandemic disease control requires not only appropriate handling by national and transnational organizations, but also individual awareness of
one’s own health condition and of its potential influence on the broader community. The porous nature of border control and the improbability of pandemic disease control might be one of many reasons that
the immunization and vaccination agitate people and cause fear.
The current COVID-19 outbreak demonstrates how an epidemic of a
local disease may be quickly turned into a pandemic by travellers, and
cause fear and antagonism (Belluz). Originating in Wuhan, China in
December 2019, the novel coronavirus has now spread to other nations in Asia (Japan, South Korea, Singapore, etc.), the Middle East
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(Iran, Iraq, Israel, Afghanistan, Kuwait, and Bahrain), North America
(Canada and the United States), and Europe (Germany, Italy, Spain,
etc.) as of February 24, 2020 (“Coronavirus Disease 2019”). Fear
spreads in advance of the virus, igniting racism against Chinese people
within Asia, and against Asians in general in other regions (Kasulis;
Iqbal; Chen et al.). The media creates an air of anxiety by constantly
showing medical staff wearing pressurized protective suits designed
for Biosafety Level 4 (deathly viruses) (Huh). Medical staff in space
suits and Asians wearing face masks have created the visual culture of
COVID-19. Such images are repeatedly broadcast in news politicizing
government reaction to not banning Chinese people’s entering one’s
nation, especially South Korea, where I currently reside.
Thinking about diseases travelling along with people and fear spreading faster than the disease, I started to think about immunization
records and memorabilia as historical artifacts that convey the individual and collective memories of vaccination. According to Maurice Halbwachs, collective memory is always socially framed (see also
Misztal). He argues that individual memory relies on social memory,
as memory is shaped in relation to the social environment surrounding the individual (Halbwachs). How are memories related to vaccines
framed? Examining the visual culture of vaccination through vaccine
archives could enable us to consider how the collective memory of
vaccines is constructed and disseminated. These visible and tangible
objects construct the concept of vaccination for individuals, as people experience vaccination not only through having vaccines administered, but also through looking at images or touching objects related to vaccines. This procedure is more a direct, corporeal experience than an indirect, educational experience. Also, despite the importance of these artifacts as historical and medical records, people
seldom keep their immunization records secure. These documents are
often misplaced for years somewhere inside a drawer or lost during
migration, especially among displaced populations. As these records
are easily lost and/or forgotten, estimating children’s vaccination relies heavily on parents’ fragmented memories (Miles et al.; Binyaruka
and Borghi). The Vaccine Archive attempts to collect these fragmented
memories of vaccination, remembered and consumed ubiquitously or
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distinctively in communities throughout the globe, as a way to invoke
our “vaccine imaginary” in the context of increasingly fraught global
conditions.
ANALYSIS OF THE VACCINE ARCHIVE

T

he Vaccine Archive consists of three parts: vaccine artifacts,
participant interviews, and a viewer survey. I collected massproduced visual images that are widely circulated across borders, including postage stamps, postcards, press images, and images
inserted into immunization cards or booklets. Most of them were produced to promote immunization and are created and disseminated by
national health care organizations and multilateral organizations, such
as the World Health Organization. These images are circulated as
everyday objects. As visual data, they render visible the otherwise invisible social discourse surrounding vaccination. They reveal vaccination’s entanglements with race, gender, international political dynamics, geopolitically specific information, and environmental issues.
What follows is an analysis of some of the problems of the visual culture of vaccines that are revealed in these collected artifacts.
Propagandistic Use of Life-Saving Vaccines

The life-saving function of vaccines seems to be an efficient tool for
use in political propaganda. For that reason, some resources that we4
collected are from World War II, such as the press photo of a Chinese
communist soldier being held captive in the Allied troops’ camp, making a suspicious and fearful face after being vaccinated. Some of the
collected images perpetuate stereotyping in the discourse of vaccination—namely, the idea of privileged people in the West doing good
work to help impoverished people either in the same nation or in poor
nations elsewhere.
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Figure 1: Anonymous photographer, Untitled, 1969, photographic print. Photo credit:
United Press International Photo.

For example, the photograph Untitled (Figure 1) is a press image for
an unknown US newspaper in 1969. In it, an African American girl
with braided hair is grimacing either in fear of a needle before vaccination or in pain after the event of vaccination. Slightly above her
is Tricia Nixon, the elder daughter of the 37th president of the United
States, Richard Nixon. Nixon is bending her upper body forward and
gazing at the girl, as if comforting the child while overseeing the immunization scene. The photo is accompanied by the following text: “A
sympathetic Tricia Nixon watches a young Negro girl take an immunization shot against German measles 11/3 at the Turner Elementary
School. The President’s 23-year-old daughter is taking part in the mass
immunization program to focus national attention on the campaign to
eradicate German measles.” The accompanying text clarifies the bifurcation between “a young Negro girl” and Nixon, as a member of
the white elite and a political figure. The message of the photograph
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shows a benevolent, white social elite helping save a black child’s life,
with the not-so-distant context of the Second World War and the defeat of the Germans hovering in the semiotic background.
This stereotype manifests itself in the different skin colour of the human figures depicted, producing a code of a white-looking person providing medical aid to a non-white person. The physical positions of
Nixon and the child in the picture may symbolically indicate their political positions. Positioned higher than the child, Nixon is looking
down on the girl like a caregiver. This composition reinforces a familiar story of vaccination based on racial stereotyping: a compassionate
member of the white elite helping a black child by offering medical
aid, which is the product of scientific advances and civilization.
The decision to include the daughter of the president of the United
States and a black child in the frame was, quite likely, political, intended to overcome not only epidemic disease but also racial conflict. The
wife and family of political leaders are often pressed into service to
promote public causes, and this image is typical of that pattern. As it
was produced in 1969, this propagandistic representation may relate to
the civil rights movement (1954-1968), a time of considerable racial
conflict in the United States. By giving Nixon the role of the health
care provider and the black child the role of the health care receiver,
this image, however, consolidates the social class system based on ethnic division in the United States.
The ethnic division in this picture is constructed by the deliberate exclusion of a third person, for the sake of highlighting the stark bifurcation of the white president’s daughter and the black child. Upon closer inspection, we see a man’s arm stretching over from the bottom
right corner. His left hand, which is holding the child’s arm, suggests
that his skin colour is closer to the black child’s than to Nixon’s. The
male figure’s role in this scene is ambiguous. He may be a health care
provider, but, as he is not dressed in a white gown, he may be a teacher
or staff at the school. What needles me in this photograph is this male
figure, cropped out except for his left arm and part of his face, shown
in the top right corner. His nose and chin appear in an even higher position than Nixon’s face. This may be another reason why this (per-
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haps) black male figure is excluded in this scene, as positioning him
higher than Nixon could diminish her position in contrast to the black
child. This male figure could have been completely cropped out had it
not been for the fact that cropping his hand would have also erased the
child’s arm and Nixon.
For me, this male figure functions as a “punctum,” Roland Barthes’s
term for a startling, small detail in photography that “pricks” the
viewer, like a needle that leaves a tiny hole. In contrast to punctum,
Barthes suggests that “studium”—which he defines as “application to
a thing, taste for someone, a kind of general enthusiastic commitment,
of course, but without special acuity” (26)—is the culturally acquired
skill or taste to understand a photograph without special acuity. Punctum breaks studium like a needle, twisting our cultural understanding
of the stereotype in the image. In this photograph, the male presence
is a key (punctum) to catch the photographer’s manipulation of the
scene to present the story in a familiar cultural code (studium) to create successful propaganda: benevolent white elites provide vulnerable,
suffering people of African descent in the United States with medical
care. This vaccine promotional image is carefully constructed to serve
as political propaganda, although the general public might not take the
time to analyze this manipulation, viewing the image while flipping
through a newspaper.
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Figure 2: Anonymous photographer, South Korean Soldiers of Blue Dragon Units in
Vietnam Administering Vaccine on a Montana Woman, 1967, the National Archive of
the Republic of Korea, Photography Office of the Public Relations Department, the
Bureau of Public Information.

A similar message is produced by Figure 2. This photographic print
shows the South Korean soldiers of the Blue Dragon Units administering a vaccine to a Vietnamese woman of the Montana ethnic minority during the Vietnam War. Figure 2 is one of eight photos capturing
the Blue Dragon Units’ vaccination activity among the Montana people. An ally of the United States, South Korea dispatched 35,000 soldiers to Vietnam as combat troops for monetary benefit. Park Chunghee’s military regime promoted Korean soldiers in Vietnam as heroes
who sacrificed themselves for the sake of national prosperity and in-
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ternational democracy, against the spread of communism, as well as
protectors of the Vietnamese people from communist attack. This image seems to be part of the campaign. The photograph portrays Korean soldiers as peacekeepers by presenting them providing medical
care to an ethnic minority woman of Vietnam and a soldier (it is unclear whether he is Korean or South Vietnamese) holding a baby in his
arms.
The image, however, shows uncomfortable aspects of wartime military propaganda images related to vaccination. The image captures the
Vietnamese ethnic minority woman, stripped of her top and thus exposing her underwear, while being surrounded by two Korean male
soldiers administering vaccines to both of her arms. The fear, shame,
and suspicion are present in her facial expression, contrasting with that
of the soldier to the far right, who is beaming at the event. This contrast suggests that the photo might have been taken in a light-hearted
environment for the male soldiers, while nonetheless remaining awkward for the civilian woman.
Considering Korean soldiers’ atrocities in Vietnam, including civilian
massacres and sexual violence, the political undertones of this image
are disturbing.5 The Blue Dragon Unit was notorious for being aggressive. One of its disclosed atrocities is the Bình Hòa Massacre, in which
its soldiers killed 79 civilians over three days in Bình Hòa, a village
in Quảng Ngãi Province, in 1965 (Kwon). Most of the victims were
infants, women, and village elders. The pacifier image of the Korean
soldiers in this series of the photographs, as providing medical aid to
the ethnic minority people of Vietnam, may have been staged to emphasize the peacekeeping image of the troops, yet what it signals most
strongly is sexual-based violence through the gender and power dichotomy of the image. The woman’s complicated facial expression in
Figure 2 can be read as the fear of being vaccinated through needle injection by foreign soldiers, intermingled with the fear of the potential
threat posed by the soldiers, which was perhaps as alien to her as the
vaccination experience.
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Needle Fear

Most of the images that we collected for The Vaccine Archive depict a
scene of vaccination involving a needle. Three postage stamps simply
illustrate a needle itself, without any figure, as a sign of vaccination.
One postage stamp from Guyana illustrates a syringe and a portrait of
Dr. Jonas Salk, who invented the polio vaccine (Figure 3).

Figures 3 and 4: Postage stamp with the text “Jonas Salk Polio Vaccine,” Guyana, date
of issue unknown (left); postage stamp with the text “Journée Mondiale de la Santé”
(World Health Day), “Santé pour Tous Avant l’an 2000” (health for all by the year
2000), Guinea, date of issue unknown, presumed to be 1986 (right).

Using a needle as a sign of vaccination may conjure up traumatic
memories related to needles from childhood vaccination. The pain and
anxiety associated with needle injection has been documented as a
significant barrier to vaccination for both adults and children. Studies show that up to 25% of adults report a fear or needles, most of
which developed in childhood, and that 10% of the population avoids
needles and needle-related procedures as a result (Hoffman et al. 4).
Yet the majority of postage stamps, one postcard, and four newspaper
press images in the collected archive depict the moment during which
a health care provider is pushing a needle into the arm of a child crying or grimacing in fear or pain.6
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Figure 5: Photo by an anonymous photographer accompanying text by Dale Swanson
of The Oregonian, February 6, 1987.

Take Figure 5, a press image photograph released in 1987 that shows
a child crying during an event of injection. An adult woman holds the
child tight, while the child bends her body away from the vaccine administrator, as if she is trying to escape the needle injection.7 This image conveys the fear and pain associated with needles, which distress
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not only the administered children but also their parents and even the
injection administrators. This negative emotion associated with needles seems to have been passed down to the use of jet injectors, which
use air under high pressure instead of a syringe with a needle to deliver the vaccine. These injectors resemble a gun in appearance. A relatively recent postage stamp from the Republic of Guinea (Figure 4),
presumed to be produced in 1986, illustrates a nurse holding a jet injector. Still, the child is bending away from the injector while looking
down at his arm with a stern facial expression. Although designed to
promote vaccination, these images highlight the pain and fear associated with vaccination.
TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEWS OF INDIVIDUAL MEMORIES

T

o produce The Vaccine Archive, I reached out to immigrants
and international students in Canada, as well as those who had
travelled to Canada from various locations. These participants
represent various ethnic groups, sexual orientations, and age cohorts.
Each participant offered their memories related to vaccination, together with their emotional reaction and their social condition.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the experience of needles, and anxiety related
to this, was dominant in the response of participants. One participant
who emigrated from Argentina to Canada recalled her trauma around
needles as follows:
“It was shortly after we arrived in Toronto from Argentina in
1951. It is my first rather clear memory. It was very traumatic.
For about fifty years, I fainted whenever I was given a needle
(vaccination or blood test), unless I lay down on a bed. I fainted
quite a bit in school, often landing between the desks. Sometimes it was necessary for me to apologize to doctors about
my resistance to having vaccinations and blood tests and my
resulting poor behaviour.”8

This participant shuddered as she recalled the memory of the needle.
Some participants responded that they do not have any significant
memory about vaccinations other than the needle. Needle fear appears
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in the interviews of participants from Canada, Guyana, South Korea,
Taiwan, and the United Kingdom, as if it is the sine qua non of vaccination.
In contrast, however, a participant from a country of extreme poverty—a North Korean defector now residing in Canada—did not describe any fear of needles; rather, she described fear of death due to a
lack of supplies of needles and vaccines. She told me the most vivid
and shocking memory of a cholera outbreak in Hamheung that brought
her and her sister close to death. Below is an excerpt from her interview:
“The stench from corpses piled up in the morgue, which was
right next to her [the interviewee’s sister’s] room in the hospital. […] My mother purchased antibiotics and syringes from a
market and brought them to the hospital. She paid a doctor a
bribe to get us the shots. Relief materials from the UN were
given to government officials, then to the army, and then the
leftovers were released on the open market.”9

She explained how North Koreans purchased glass or plastic syringes
from the market and how the people in the village re-used the same
needle, having sterilized it by applying heat.
It should be noted that this was during the North Korean famine,
known as the Arduous March, from 1994 to 1998, and that the situation described by the interviewee is not an everyday scene in North
Korea. Still, her story exemplifies people situated at the disjuncture
of the global system of epidemic disease prevention. Transnational organizations have limited access to the vulnerable populations affected
by epidemic diseases in such exceptional political situations. Her story highlights the urgent need to develop a better policy and system to
distribute relief supplies in zones of extreme poverty, as well as the
need to provide alternative methods, such as vaccine patches, instead
of syringes, to prevent re-use of needles. Needle-free immunization is
desirable in Global South nations, as the needles are often the sources
of transmission and dissemination of blood-borne pathogens, such as
hepatitis B and C, and HIV (Levine). Still, needles are reused multiple
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times to save on costs in the Global South (Levine), exemplified in the
North Korean defector’s interview.
Additional concerns are the accessibility of vaccination and the preservation of the records of vaccination for displaced populations after
their settlement. The participant from North Korea said that she did
not receive any further vaccinations after her arrival in Toronto, except
for hepatitis B during the immigration health check-up. All she experienced in terms of medical check-ups was to fill out a questionnaire
listing the diseases and vaccination she had had. She had never seen
any type of record of her vaccination in North Korea or in Canada.
Her case makes us question the reliability of the agencies that are responsible for tracking and documenting the immunization history of
members of vulnerable populations.
CONCLUSION

S

tarting from a quest to learn about the probability of herd immunity, The Vaccine Archive developed into research on the visual culture of vaccination that constructs the collective memory of vaccines. The archives thus assembled exemplify how images
created and disseminated to promote vaccination often reproduce
stereotypical or negative associations of vaccines instead. Vaccines’
life-saving aspect is utilized in political propaganda to promote the
idea of privileged people of better-off nations providing medical care
to impoverished populations. Needle fear is amplified by being repeatedly disseminated as a sign of vaccination, provoking negative memories associated with the needle. And accessibility to vaccines and
medical aid supplies, including syringes, by vulnerable communities
hardly exists at the disjuncture of global pandemic disease control systems.
Examining The Vaccine Archive suggests that institutions that design
and circulate mass-produced promotional goods about vaccination
should produce them with racial, ethnic, gender, and cultural sensitivity, and use a more careful visual strategy in order to avoid reinforcing
stereotypes and amplifying needle fear. The stereotypical depictions
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of health care receivers in the visual representation of vaccination are
spread to global audiences via the mass circulation of these images,
creating negative emotions surrounding vaccination. The analysis of
the memories and records of The Vaccine Archive also suggests that
there are blind spots in the current systems of epidemic disease control
on the transnational stage.
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IMAGE NOTES
Figure 1: Anonymous photographer, Untitled, 1969, photographic print. Photo
credit: United Press International Photo.
Figure 2: Anonymous photographer, South Korean Soldiers of Blue Dragon
Units in Vietnam Administering Vaccine on a Montana Woman, 1967, the National Archive of the Republic of Korea. Photography Office of the Public Relations Department, the Bureau of Public Information.
Figure 3: Postage stamp with the text “Jonas Salk Polio Vaccine,” Guyana,
date of issue unknown.
Figure 4: Postage stamp with the text “Journée Mondiale de la Santé” (World
Health Day), “Santé pour Tous Avant l’an 2000” (health for all by the year
2000), Guinea, date of issue unknown, presumed to be 1986.
Figure 5: Photo by an anonymous photographer accompanying text by Dale
Swanson of The Oregonian, February 6, 1987.
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NOTES

1.

Editor’s note: For more on herd immunity, see Sahar et al., “Overview
of Key Legal, Political, and Social Challenges Facing Global Vaccination Efforts,” in this volume.↲

2.

China’s strong antagonism was partially due to the trauma from the
SARS outbreak in 2002-2003, which began in Guangdong Province,
China, in November 2002, and resulted in more than 8,000 cases in 28
countries and led to more than 770 deaths by May 2003 (“Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome”; “Update 62”).↲

3.

The disease and subsequent fear influenced the domestic economy and
international relations of South Korea, causing a shortfall in consumer
spending and devastating its tourism sector (Shi and Li).↲

4.

This project was conceived by me and developed in collaboration with
Lathika Sritharan; see our dialogue in the Reports and Dialogues section
of this volume.↲

5.

In Vietnam during the war, Korean soldiers internalized the racist attitudes and imperialistic aspirations of US soldiers towards the Vietnamese people and thus committed civilian massacres and sexual violence (Nguyen 188).↲

6.

There are some exceptions: postage stamps from Zambia (1985), India
(1998), Kenya (1988), and Yemen (2005) illustrate oral administration
of the polio vaccine.↲

7.

The text accompanying the photograph indicates that a two-year-old
child is being given an immunization for measles, mumps, and rubella
(also known as German measles) by a community health nurse while
her mother lends support, at Northeast Health Center. Dale Swanson,
Title Unknown, The Oregonian, February 6, 1987.↲

8.

An interview with a participant born in Argentina, residing in Edmonton, Canada, January 26, 2017. Due to research ethics involving medical documents, all participants and I agreed that I would withhold their
names.↲

9.

An interview with a participant born in Hamheung, North Korea, residing in Toronto, Canada, December 16, 2016. The interview was conducted in the Korean language and translated into English by the author.↲
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Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records: The Vaccine Archive, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Archive collection and prints on
Photo Tex. Photo by Annik Wetter.

Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Installation detail of
the archive dedicated to mothers’ collection of vaccine records, Memories and Records:
The Vaccine Archive, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Photo by Vicki S. Kwon.
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Vicki S. Kwon, with Lathika Sritharan and Morgan Wedderspoon, Memories and
Records: The Vaccine Archive, UNAIDS, Geneva, 2017. Archive collection and prints on
Photo Tex. Video Still from Julien Duret.

Vicki S. Kwon in front of Memories and Records: The Vaccine Archive, UNAIDS,
Geneva, 2017. Archive collection and prints on Photo Tex. Photo by Roman Levchenko.
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aux Etats-Unis, en Europe et au Japon. Parmi ses expositions récentes,
on notera: Perceptions of Promise, au Chelsea Art Museum de New
York et au Glenbow Museum de Calgary en Alberta; The New World,
au Centre for Modern and Contemporary Art à Debrecen en Hongrie;
Imagining Science, à l’Art Gallery of Alberta, à Edmonton en Alberta. Caulfield s’est vu décerner de nombreux prix et bourses pour son
oeuvre, dont le Triennal Prize à la deuxième Bangkok Triennial International Print and Drawing Exhibition à Bangkok en Thailande; la
SSHRC Dissemination Grant: Canadian Stem Cell Network Impact
Grant; la SSHRC Fine Arts Creation Grant; la Canada Council Travel
Grant; ainsi qu’un Visual Arts Fellowship de l’Illinois Arts Council en
Illinois. Les oeuvres de Caulfield sont présentes dans de nombreuses
collections privées et publiques, dont la Houghton Library à l’Université Harvard; le Fitzwilliam Museum de Cambridge en Angleterre; le
Blanton Museum of Art de l’Université du Texas, à Austin. En 2017
Caulfield a été élu à la Arts Division de l’Academy of the Arts and
Humanities de la Royal Society du Canada.
Timothy Caulfield is a Canada Research Chair in Health Law and
Policy, a Professor in the Faculty of Law and the School of Public
Health, and Research Director of the Health Law Institute at the Uni-
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versity of Alberta. His interdisciplinary research on topics such as
stem cells, genetics, research ethics, the public representations of science and public health policy has allowed him to publish over 350
academic articles. He has won numerous academic and writing awards
and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada and the Canadian
Academy of Health Sciences. He contributes frequently to the popular press and is the author of two national bestsellers: The Cure for
Everything: Untangling the Twisted Messages about Health, Fitness
and Happiness (Penguin, 2012) and Is Gwyneth Paltrow Wrong About
Everything?: When Celebrity Culture and Science Clash (Penguin,
2015). His most recent book is Relax, Dammit!: A User’s Guide to the
Age of Anxiety (Penguin Random House, 2020). Caulfield is also the
host and co-producer of the award-winning documentary TV show A
User’s Guide to Cheating Death, which has been shown in over 60
countries, including streaming on Netflix in North America.
Timothy Caulfield est Canada Research Chair en Loi et Politique
de la Santé, professeur à la Faculté de Droit et à la School of Public
Health, et directeur de recherche au Health Law Institute à l’Université
de l’Alberta. Ses recherches interdisciplinaires sur des sujets tels que
les cellules souches, la génétique, l’éthique de la recherche, les représentations publiques de la science et de la politique de santé publique
lui ont permis de publier plus de 350 articles académiques. Il a remporté de nombreux prix académiques et littéraires et il est membre de
la Royal Society du Canada et de la Canadian Academy of Health
Sciences. Il apporte fréquemment sa contribution dans la presse populaire et il est l’auteur de deux best-sellers nationaux: The Cure for Everything: Untangling the Twisted Messages about Health, Fitness and
Happiness (Penguin, 2012) et Is Gwyneth Paltrow Wrong About Everything?: When Celebrity Culture and Science Clash (Penguin, 2015).
Son livre le plus récent s’intitule Relax, Dammit!: A User’s Guide to
the Age of Anxiety (Penguin Random House, 2020). Caulfield est aussi
l’hôte et le co-producteur de la série documentaire télévisée A User’s
Guide to Cheating Death qui a remporté de nombreux prix et a été diffusée dans plus de 60 pays, elle est également accessible sur Netflix
en Amérique du nord.
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Patrick Fafard is Full Professor in the Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs at the University of Ottawa and Associate Director of the Global Strategy Lab. He has had an extensive career in both
academia and government. His public service career includes several
years as an executive with the Government of Canada and work for
three provincial governments, including serving as Executive Director
of the Saskatchewan Commission on Medicare (2000-2001). Patrick
is the author, co-author, and editor of publications dealing with health,
trade, and environmental policy as well as a series of studies on federalism in Canada. His work has appeared in the Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health, Canadian Public Administration, and
Evidence and Policy. His current research includes work on the role
of senior public health leaders in Commonwealth countries during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the governance of organ donation and transplantation in Canada, and the challenge of developing public health
political science.
Partick Fafard est professeur titulaire à la Graduate School of Public
and International Affairs à l’Université d’Ottawa et Directeur Associé
du Global Strategy Lab. Il a une longue carrière dans le monde académique et le gouvernement. Son service public inclut plusieurs années dans un poste exécutif pour le gouvernement du Canada et son
travail pour trois gouvernements provinciaux, dont celui de Directeur
Exécutif de la Saskatchewan Commission on Medicare (2000-2001).
Patrick est l’auteur, le co-auteur et l’éditeur de plusieurs publications
traitant de la santé, du commerce, et de la politique de l’environnement, ainsi que d’une série d’études sur le fédéralisme au Canada. Son
travail a été publié dans le Journal of Epidemiology and Community
Health, dans Canadian Public Administration, et dans le Journal of
Urban Health. Ses recherches actuelles portent en partie sur le rôle des
principaux responsables de santé publique dans les pays du Commonwealth durant la pandémie du COVID-19, sur la gouvernance des dons
et des transplantations d’organes au Canada, et sur les défis posés par
l’élaboration d’une science de la politique de santé publique.
Caitlin Fisher directs both the Immersive Storytelling Lab at AMPD@Cinespace Studios and the Augmented Reality Lab at York University where she held the Canada Research Chair in Digital Culture
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2004-2014. A co-founder of York’s Future Cinema Lab and a 2013
Fulbright Research Chair, Fisher is the recipient of many international
awards for digital storytelling. She serves on the international Board
of Directors for HASTAC, the Humanities Arts Science Alliance and
Collaboratory and as Vice-President of the Electronic Literature Organization. Her current SSHRC-funded project is Artificial Intelligence
Storytelling. She is also Co-PI on a New Frontiers project investigating Immersive digital environments and indigenous knowledges: cocreation in virtual reality environments to advance artmaking, digital
poetics and reconciliation.
Caitlin Fisher dirige l’Immersive Storytelling Lab aux studios
AMPD@Cinespace ainsi que l’ Augmented Reality Lab à l’Université
York où elle était titulaire d’une Canada Research Chair en Culture
digitale entre 2004 et 2014. Co-fondatrice du Future Cinema Lab de
York et lauréate d’une Fulbright Research Chair en 2013, Fisher s’est
vue décerner de nombreux prix internationaux pour la narration digitale. Elle siège au Comité de Direction international de HASTAC,
la Humanities, Arts, Science, Alliance and Collaboratory, et elle est
vice-présidente de l’Electronic Literature Organization. Elle travaille
actuellement à un projet financé par le SSHRC intitulé Artificial Intelligence Storytelling. Elle est également l’un des principaux responsables d’un projet New Frontiers sur Immersive digital environments
and indigenous knowledges: co-creation in virtual reality environments to advance artmaking, digital poetics and reconciliation.
John Hammersley is an artist-researcher and educator. He is a Lecturer in Graphic Design at Coventry University in the UK, and an Associate Lecturer in the Department of Communication Design at the
National College of Art and Design in Dublin, Ireland. His work explores dialogical approaches to art and design practice and education.
He is a founding member of the artist network-as-artwork The Dialogic, and has recently published articles on learning dialogues in art and
design education (Arts and Humanities in Higher Education) and the
reciprocity of care in collaborative artworks with end-of-life participants (Scottish Journal of Performance).
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John Hammersley est chercheur-artiste et enseignant. Il est lecteur en
design graphique à l’Université de Coventry au Royaume-Uni, et lecteur-adjoint dans le département de Conception de communication au
National College of Art and Design de Dublin en Irlande. Son travail
explore les approches dialogiques dans l’art ainsi que la pratique et
l’enseignement de la conception artistique. Il est membre-fondateur du
réseau d’artiste–conçu comme une oeuvre artistique, The Dialogic, et
il vient de publier des articles portant sur les dialogues éducatifs dans
le domaine de l’art et de l’enseignement du design (Les Arts et les Humanités dans l’Enseignement Supérieur) et sur la réciprocité des soins
dans les projets artistiques collaboratifs avec des patients en fin de vie
(Scottish Journal of Representation).
Steven J. Hoffman is the Dahdaleh Distinguished Chair in Global
Governance & Legal Epidemiology and a Professor of Global Health,
Law, and Political Science at York University, the Director of the
Global Strategy Lab, the Director of the WHO Collaborating Centre
on Global Governance of Antimicrobial Resistance, and the Scientific
Director of the CIHR Institute of Population & Public Health at the
Canadian Institutes of Health Research. He holds courtesy appointments as a Professor of Clinical Epidemiology & Biostatistics (PartTime) at McMaster University and as an Adjunct Professor of Global
Health & Population at Harvard University. He is an international
lawyer licensed in both Ontario and New York who specializes in
global health law, global governance and institutional design. His research leverages various methodological approaches to craft global
strategies that better address transnational health threats and social inequalities. Past studies have focused on access to medicines, antimicrobial resistance, health misinformation, pandemics and tobacco control.
Steven J. Hoffman est titulaire de la Dahdaleh Distinguished Chair
en Gouvernance Globale et Epidémiologie légale et Professeur titulaire en Santé mondiale, Droit, et Sciences Politiques à York University, il est également directeur du Global Strategy Lab, directeur du Collaborating Centre on Global Governance of Antimicrobial Resistance
de l’OMS, et directeur scientifique du CIHR Institute of Population
& Public Health aux Canadian Institutes of Health Research. Il offre
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des consultations de courtoisie en tant que Professeur à temps-partiel d’épidémiologie et de biostatistique cliniques à l’Université McMaster et en tant que Professeur-Adjoint de Santé Mondiale et Population à l’Université Harvard. Avocat international licencié à la fois
en Ontario et à New York, il se spécialise dans le droit mondial de
la santé, la gouvernance mondiale, et la conception institutionnelle.
Sa recherche s’appuie sur différentes approches méthodologiques pour
créer des stratégies globales destinées à mieux faire face aux menaces
transnationales sur la santé et aux inégalités sociales. Ses recherches
précédentes se sont concentrées sur l’accès aux médicaments, la résistance antimicrobienne, les conceptions erronées en matière de santé,
les pandémies et le contrôle de la tabagie.
Johan Holst is a Senior Scientist with basic academic training as a
pharmacist from the University of Oslo, and research experience in
the field of development, characterization, and evaluation of vaccines.
He works at the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH) in Oslo
and, since 2013, has mainly been involved in a collaborative project with Novartis Vaccines (now gsk) dealing with evaluation of vaccines against serogroup B meningococcal disease. The collaboration
between NIPH and Novartis grew out of relationships founded during an earlier public health intervention in New Zealand. Dr. Holst’s
career in vaccinology began in the area of Bordetella pertussis research where he characterized pili and their potential use in modern
vaccine development. From 1988 to 1998, he was Head of Control at
the Department of Vaccinology at NIPH, with a primary focus on the
characterization, quality control, and quality assurance for the Norwegian vaccine against serogroup B meningococcal disease, MenBvac®. He has participated in numerous clinical trials, including the
pivotal placebo-controlled double-blind efficacy trial of MenBvac® in
180,000 teenagers from 1989 to 1991. His clinical trial experience also includes investigations of mucosal vaccines. Since the early 1990s,
Dr. Holst has served as an advisor to various WHO research programs,
Pan American Health Organization, and the United Arab Emirates. In
addition, he worked as a consultant for different vaccine companies
such as Chiron, Novartis, and Wyeth, as well as giving assistance to
several biotechnology groups. His list of publications includes about
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60 papers in peer-reviewed journals and a couple of book chapters. He
is also a co-inventor of three patents. In August 2016, Dr. Holst joined
the Secretariat of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations
headquartered in Oslo, where he currently serves as a vaccine expert.
Johan Holst est un scientifique de premier rang qui a reçu sa formation académique initiale en pharmacie de l’Université d’Oslo et son
expérience de recherche dans le domaine du développement, de la
caractérisation et de l’évaluation des vaccins. Il travaille au Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH) à Oslo et, depuis 2013, il travaille principalement à un projet collaboratif sur les Novartis Vaccines
(maintenant gsk) pour l’évaluation des vaccins contre la maladie du
méningocoque de sérogoupe B. La collaboration entre le NIPH et Novartis est née de relations établies à l’occasion d’une intervention antérieure dans le domaine de la santé publique en Nouvelle Zélande.
La carrière en vaccinologie du Dr. Holst a débuté dans le domaine de
la recherche contre le Bordetella pertussis où il a caractérisé des pilus
et leur emploi potentiel dans le développement moderne des vaccins.
De 1988 à 1998 il a occupé la position de Chef des Contrôles dans le
département de vaccinologie du NIPH, avec un intérêt spécial pour la
caractérisation, le contrôle de qualité, et l’assurance de qualité du vaccin norvégien contre la maladie du méningocoque de sérogroupe B, le
MenBvac®. Il a participé à de nombreux essais cliniques dont l’expérience cruciale sur l’efficacité du MenBvac® contrôlée par placebo et double vérification anonyme menée parmi 180 000 adolescents
de 1989 à 1991. Ses expériences d’essais cliniques incluent également
des recherches sur les vaccins muqueux. Depuis le début des années
90, le Dr. Holst sert en qualité de conseiller pour divers programmes
de l’OMS, de la Pan American Health Organization et des Emirats
arabes unis. Il a en outre servi comme conseiller auprès de diverses
compagnies de vaccin telles que Chiron, Novartis et Wyeth et il a apporté sa contribution à plusieurs groupes biotechnologiques. La liste
de ses publications compte une soixantaine d’articles dans des journaux académiques et deux chapitres de livres. Il est co-inventeur de
trois patentes. En juin 2016, le Dr. Holst a rejoint le Secretariat of the
Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations basé à Oslo au sein
duquel il sert d’expert en vaccin.
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Annemarie Hou is the Executive Director a.i. of the United Nations
Office for Partnerships. She also serves as the Senior Communications
Adviser with the Executive Office of the Secretary-General at the
United Nations, focused on partnerships, advocacy and strategic communications for sustainable development. Most recently she served as
Chief of Staff and Director of the Executive Office for the Joint United
Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS). Previously, she oversaw the communications and advocacy portfolio at UNAIDS where
she was responsible for positioning HIV and development issues in the
global landscape. Prior to joining UNAIDS, Ms. Hou worked in the
philanthropic field, with a focus on health and children’s issues. She
was the Communications Director at Casey Family Programmes, an
operating foundation dedicated to child welfare issues started by the
founder of UPS. Ms. Hou served as the first Global Health Communications Manager at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and as the
family’s spokesperson. An award-winning writer, she started her career as a television journalist.
Annemarie Hou est directrice exécutive de l’Office for Partnership
des Nations-Unies. Elle sert également en tant que Senior Communications Adviser auprès du Bureau exécutif du Secrétariat Général
aux Nations-Unies où elle se concentre sur le partenariat, la promotion
et les stratégies de communication pour le développement durable.
Plus récemment elle a servi en tant que chef de cabinet et directrice
dans le Bureau exécutif du Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/
AIDS (UNAIDS). Auparavant elle a supervisé les communications et
les dossiers de promotion à UNAIDS où elle était chargée de positionner les sujets du VIH et du développement dans le paysage mondial.
Avant de se joindre à UNAIDS, Mlle. Hou a travaillé dans le domaine
philanthropique se spécialisant dans les questions concernant la santé
et l’enfance. Elle était directrice de communications aux Casey Family
Programmes, une fondation établie par le créateur de UPS et consacrée
aux questions de l’aide sociale à l’enfance. Mlle. Hou a été la première
Global Health Communications Manager à la Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation et elle a servi comme porte-parole de la famille. Ecrivaine
primée, elle a commencé sa carrière comme journaliste de télévision.
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Alison Humphrey plays with story across drama, digital media, and
education. After starting her career as an intern at Marvel Comics,
she joined science fiction author Douglas Adams’s company The Digital Village, producing one of the first ever web-based alternate reality
games for Starship Titanic, whose community-created storyworld has
continued to evolve for nearly two decades, as featured in a 2011 article in The Economist, “Emergent Systems: The Forum at the End of
the Universe.” She wrote on 115 episodes of Global TV’s Train 48,
initiating one of the earliest transmedia in-fiction blogs in a TV series;
assistant directed at the Royal Court Theatre, English Touring Theatre,
American Conservatory Theater, and Stratford Shakespeare Festival;
directed at the Old Red Lion Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare Company Fringe Festival; and most recently co-wrote and directed two
interactive, live-animated sci-fi theatre projects: Faster than Night,
for Harbourfront Centre HATCH in Toronto, and The Augmentalist
for Augmented World Expo in Silicon Valley. Alison earned a BA in
American studies and studio art from Wellesley College, an MA in
interactive multimedia from the Royal College of Art, and an MFA
in theatre directing from York University, where her thesis production
of A Midsummer Night’s Dream used motion-capture technology to
weave real-time 3D computer animation and digital effects into live
performance. Shadowpox (shadowpox.org) forms part of her researchcreation PhD in Cinema and Media Studies at York University, where
she is a Vanier Canada Graduate Scholar.
Alison Humphrey joue sur le drame, les médias digitaux, et l’éducation pour raconter des histoires. Après avoir débuté comme interne
à Marvel Comics, elle a rejoint The Digital Village, la compagnie de
l’auteur de science-fiction Douglas Adams, produisant l’un des tout
premiers jeux de réalité alternative basés sur le web pour Starship Titanic, dont le monde imaginaire créé collectivement par les participants a continué d’évoluer au cours de presque deux décennies et fait
l’objet d’un article de 2011 dans The Economist, “Emergent Systems:
the Forum at the End of the Universe.” Elle a écrit pour 115 épisodes
du Train 48 sur Global TV, initiant un des tout premiers blogs transmedia de fiction dans une série télévisée; elle a été assistante de mise-enscène au Royal Court Theater, à l’American Conservatory Theater et
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au Stratford Shakespeare Festival; elle a été metteure-en-scène à l’Old
Red Lion Theater et au Royal Shakespeare Company Fringe Festival;
plus récemment elle a co-rédigé et mis en scène deux projets théâtraux
animés interactifs de science-fiction: Faster than Night pour le Harbourfront Center HATCH de Toronto et The Augmentalist pour l’Augmented World Expo à Silicon Valley. Alison a reçu un BA en Etudes
américaines et en art d’atelier de Wellesley College, un MA en multimedia interactifs du Royal College of Art, et un MFA en mise-enscène théâtrale de l’Université York, où son projet de thèse en miseen-scène de A Midsummer Night’s Dream employait la technologie de
capture du mouvement pour unir l’animation 3D en temps réel sur ordinateur avec des effets digitaux dans le cadre d’une représentation en
direct. Shadowpox (shadowpox.org) constitue une partie de sa thèse de
doctorat en recherche-création dans le département d’Etudes du Cinéma et des Médias à l’Université York, où elle occupe la position de
Vanier Canada Graduate Scholar.
Annie Jones is a change management and communications consultant
in Ottawa, Canada. She holds a Bachelor of Communications: Image,
Politics, and Persuasion (Honours) degree from Carleton University,
and is a Certified Change Management Practitioner. Her work is focused on healthcare, politics, and government institutions.
Annie Jones est consultante en gestion du changement et en communications à Ottawa au Canada. Elle détient un diplôme de Bachelor of
Communications: Image Politics, and Persuation (avec honneurs) de
l’Université Carleton, elle est certifiée comme Praticienne de la Gestion du Changement. Son travail se concentre les soins de santé, la politique et les institutions gouvernementales.
Rachelle Viader Knowles is an artist, researcher, and educator. She is
Head of International for the Faculty of Arts and Humanities at Manchester Metropolitan University in the UK, where her role supports
the development of international initiatives and partnerships for education, research, and knowledge exchange. Rachelle has eleven years’
experience in academic leadership roles in higher education. Prior to
joining Manchester Met, she was Associate Head International for the
School of Art and Design at Coventry University, UK, and Head of
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Visual Arts at the University of Regina in Canada, where she taught
media arts practice for twelve years. She is a dual UK and Canadian citizen. Her practice-led research investigates translocality, dialogue as art, and artistic practices/methods developed through participation, collaboration, and networks. Her works have been performed,
published, screened, found, or encountered in numerous international venues and publications. Exhibitions include MilaKunst Gallery in
Berlin; Conflux, and the Experimental Text Festivals in New York;
Three Walls Gallery in Chicago; the MacKenzie, Mendel, Neutral
Ground and YYZ galleries in Canada; Residencia Corazon Gallery in
La Plata, Argentina; Chapter Gallery in Cardiff, Wales; the Gwangju
Biennale in South Korea; the Gyumri Biennale in Armenia; and the
Can Gelabert Cultural Centre in Mallorca. She is an active member of
the international advisory board for the Armenian Art Centre of Social
Studies based in Yerevan, Armenia. Rachelle holds a PhD in Art+Media from Plymouth University and an MFA in Visual Arts from the
University of Windsor.
Rachel Viader Knowles est artiste, chercheure et éducatrice. Elle est
Head of International pour la Faculté des Arts et des Humanités à la
Manchester Metropolitan University au Royaume-Uni, où son rôle est
de favoriser le développement d’initiatives et de partenariats internationaux pour l’enseignement, la recherche et les échanges de connaissances. Rachel a derrière elle onze ans d’expérience dans des positions de responsabilité dans le monde académique. Avant de travailler
au Manchester Met, elle était Associate Head International pour la
School of Art and Design à l’Université de Regina au Canada, où elle
a enseigné la pratique des arts médiatiques pendant douze ans. Elle a
la double nationalité canadienne et britannique. Guidée par la pratique,
sa recherche examine la translocalité, le dialogue en tant que forme
artistique, ainsi que les méthodes et pratiques artistiques développées
à travers la participation, la collaboration et les réseaux. Ses oeuvres
ont été représentées, publiées, filmées, trouvées ou rencontrées dans
de nombreuses présentations et publications internationales. Parmi les
expositions, on notera la MilaKunst Gallery à Berlin; les Conflux and
the Experimental Text Festivals à New York; la Three Walls Gallery
à Chicago; les Galeries MacKenzie, Mendel, Neutral Ground et YYZ
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au Canada; la Residencia Corazon Gallery à La Plata en Argentine; la
Chapter Gallery à Cardiff au Pays de Galles; la Biennale de Gwangju
en Corée du Sud; la Biennale Gyumri en Arménie; et le Centre Culturel Can Gelabert à Majorque. Elle est membre active de la commission
consultative de l’Armenian Art Center of Social Studies basé à Yerevan en Arménie. Rachelle détient un PhD en Art+Media de l’Université de Plymouth et un MFA en arts visuels de l’Université de Windsor.
Kaisu Koski is Associate Professor at Lab4Living at Sheffield Hallam
University. She is an interdisciplinary artist-researcher with a background in films and performance. Kaisu collaborates with scientists,
clinicians, and engineers, focussing on simulation and human–machine interactions in clinical contexts. She has conducted research
fellowships in various medical schools in the US, Canada, UK and
Denmark, and developed films for medical curricula on topics such
as vaccine-hesitancy and empathy. Her scholarly work addresses the
methodology of arts-based research, medical education, and bioethics.
She also serves as an expert evaluator in the European Commission
Horizon2020 Programme. Kaisu’s work has been exhibited and performed in multiple gallery shows and theaters, and received multiple
official selections on the film festival circuit. These include venues
such as Künstlerhaus Mousonturm in Frankfurt, Hasselt Triennial,
Lawndale Art Center in Houston, Estonian Museum of Applied Arts,
Czong Institute for Contemporary Art in Korea, Helsinki International
Film Festival, and Arti et Amicitiae in Amsterdam. She has received
numerous grants and awards for her scholarly and artistic work including organizations such as the Academy of Finland, the Amsterdam
Fund for the Arts, and Portuguese National Science Foundation.
Kaisu Koski est professeure agrégée au Lab4Living à l’Université
Sheffield Hallam. Elle est artiste-chercheure interdisciplinaire avec
une formation dans le film et le spectacle. Kaisu collabore avec des
scientifiques, des cliniciens et des ingénieurs avec un intérêt spécial
sur la simulation ainsi que sur les interactions entre l’humain et la
machine dans des contextes cliniques. Elle a mené des projets de recherches dans diverses écoles de médecine aux Etats-Unis, au Canada, au Royaume-Uni et au Danemark, et a développé des films pour
les études médicales consacrés à la méfiance vis-à-vis des vaccins et
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à l’empathie. Son travail académique s’intéresse à la méthodologie de
la recherche basée sur l’art, l’enseignement médical et la bioéthique.
Elle sert aussi d’experte-évaluatrice dans le Programme de la Commission Européenne Horizon2020. Le travail de Kaisu a été exposé
et représenté dans de nombreux théâtres et galeries d’art et il a reçu
de multiples sélections officielles parmi les festivals de cinéma. Parmi
ceux-ci, on notera le Künstlerhaus Mousonturm à Francfort, le Hasselt Triennal, le Lawndale Art Center à Houston, l’Estonian Museum
of Applied Arts, le Czong Institute for Contemporary Art en Corée,
le Festival International du Film de Helsinki et l’Arti et Amicitiae à
Amsterdam. Elle a reçu de nombreux prix et bourses pour son travail
d’art et de recherche, dont ceux décernés par des organisations telles
que l’Academy of Finland, l’Amsterdam Fund for the Arts, et la Portuguese National Science Foundation.
Vicki Sung-yeon Kwon is an art historian and curator. Kwon is currently a PhD candidate in the History of Art, Design and Visual Culture and a lecturer of modern and contemporary East Asian art history
at the University of Alberta. Her doctoral research explores socially
engaged art in transnational contact zones facilitated by artists from
East Asia, funded by SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship, International Researcher Residency Program of the National Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art of Korea, Junior Fellowship of Kyujanggak Institute for Korean Studies at the Seoul National University, etc. Having
completed her BA in art history and semiotics and communication theories and MA in art history at the University of Toronto, she worked as
an administrator, curator, project manager, and researcher for art, education, and cultural organizations. Her curated exhibitions include Designing Connection in Friction at Harcourt House in Edmonton (2018)
and Mass and Individual: The Archive of the Guyanese Mass Games at
the Arko Art Centre in Seoul (2016), which garnered the largest of the
2016 Korea Arts Council’s exhibition grants. Kwon has published research papers in the journals Korean Studies and Inter-Asian Cultural
Studies. Kwon is participating in <Immune Nations> as an artist and
project manager.
Vicki Sung-yeon Kwon est historienne de l’art et curatrice. Elle est
actuellement doctorante en Histoire de l’Art, Design et Culture vi-
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suelle et lectrice en histoire de l’art moderne et contemporain d’Extrême-Orient à l’Université de l’Alberta. Sa recherche doctoral explore l’art socialement engagé dans des zones de contact transnational
facilité par des artistes d’Extrême-Orient, elle est financée entre autres
par le SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship, l’International Researcher Residency Program du Musée national d’Art moderne et contemporain de
Corée, le Junior Fellowship de l’Institut Kyujanggak pour les Etudes
coréennes de l’Universtié nationale de Séoul. Ayant obtenu son BA
en histoire de l’art et en théories de la sémiotique et de la communication ainsi qu’un MA en histoire de l’art à l’Université de Toronto,
elle a travaillé comme administratrice, curatrice, responsable de projet
et chercheure pour des organisations artistiques, éducatives et culturelles. Parmi les expositions dont elle a été la curatrice, on compte
Designing Connection in Friction à la Harcourt House d’Edmonton
(2018) et Mass and Individual: The Archives of the Guyanese Mass
Games au Arko Art Center de Séoul (2016) qui a reçu la plus grande
des bourses d’exposition du Korea Arts Council en 2016. Kwon a publié des articles de recherche dans les journaux académiques Korean
Studies et Inter-Asian Cultural Studies. Kwon participe à <Immune
Nations> en tant qu’artiste et responsable de projet.
Olivia Lee is a psychiatry resident at The Ottawa Hospital. She holds
a Bachelors of Arts & Science from McMaster University and a Juris
Doctor from the University of Ottawa. As a research assistant with
the Global Strategy Lab (2014-2016), she gained experience in global health governance and knowledge translation which she has applied
to projects on genetic discrimination, privacy policy, neuroethics, and
the intersection between mental illness and the legal system. She has
led health advocacy projects on both provincial and federal levels, and
will sit as the Resident Doctors of Canada representative on the Canadian Medical Association Ethics Committee for the 2020-2021 term.
Her research interests include the interaction between mental illness
and the legal system, Medical Assistance in Dying, neuroethics and
the mental health of vulnerable populations.
Olivia Lee est résidente en psychiatrie à l’hôpital d’Ottawa. Elle détient un Bachelors of Arts and Science de l’Université McMaster et
un Juris Doctor de l’Université d’Ottawa. Grâce à son poste de cher-
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cheure-assistante au Global Strategy Lab (2014-2016) elle a acquis de
l’expérience dans le domaine de la politique sanitaire mondiale et de
la transmission du savoir, qu’elle a mise à profit dans des projets sur
la discrimination génétique, la politique de protection de la vie privée, la neuroéthique et l’intersection entre la maladie mentale et le
système légal. Elle a mené des projets de promotion de la santé aux
niveaux fédéral et provincial et elle occupera la position de représentante des Resident Doctors of Canada auprès du Canadian Medical Association Ethics Committee pour l’année 2020-2021. Ses recherches
s’intéressent entre autres à l’interaction entre la maladie mentale et le
système légal, le Soutien Médical de Fin de vie, la neuroéthique et la
santé mentale des populations vulnérables.
Natalie Loveless is Associate Professor of Contemporary Art and
Theory at the University of Alberta, situated in Treaty Six Territory,
where she directs the U of A Research-Creation and Social Justice CoLABoratory and co-leads the Faculty of Arts’ Signature Area in Research-Creation (SPAR²C). Her recent books How to Make Art at the
End of the World: A Manifesto for Research-Creation and Knowings
and Knots: Methodologies and Ecologies in Research-Creation examine debates surrounding research-creation and its institutionalization, paying particular attention to what it means—and why it matters—to make and teach art research-creationally in the North American university today. Forthcoming books include Responding to Site:
The Performance Work of Marilyn Arsem and The Routledge Companion to Performance Art. During the 2018-19 academic year, Loveless
was in residence as a visiting scholar in the Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture (CISSC) at Concordia University
in Montreal, working on a new book and curatorial project, Sensing
the Anthropocene: Aesthetic Attunement in an age of Urgency and a
new collaborative interdisciplinary curatorial project, Speculative Energy Futures, as part of the Just Powers initiative funded by the Future
Energy Systems Canada First Research Excellence Fund (CFREF).
Natalie Loveless est professeure agrégée d’Art et Théorie Contemporains à l’Université de l’Alberta, en territoire autochtone régi par
le Traité Six, où elle dirige le Research-Creation CoLABoratory de
l’Université de l’Alberta et partage la direction de la Faculty of Arts’
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Signature Area in Research-Creation (SPAR2C). Ses derniers livres,
How to Make Art at the End of the World: A Manifesto for ResearchCreation et Knowings and Knots: Methodologies and Ecologies in
Research-Creation, examinent les débats qui entourent le sujet de la
recherche-création et de son institutionnalisation, avec une attention
spéciale à la signification–et l’importance–de créer et d’enseigner l’art
en combinant recherche et création dans une université d’Amérique
du nord aujourd’hui. Parmi ses livres à paraître on compte Responding to Site: The Performance Work of Marilyn Arsem et The Routledge Companion to Performance Art. Au cours de l’année universitaire 2018-2019, Loveless était chercheure-résidente au Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture (CISSC) à l’Université Concordia de Montréal et elle préparait un nouveau livre et projet
d’exposition intitulé Sensing the Anthropocene: Aesthetic Attunement
in an Age of Urgency ainsi qu’un autre projet de collaboration interdisciplinaire, Speculative Energy Futures, dans le cadre de l’initiative
Just Powers financée par le Future Energy Systems Canada First Research Excellence Fund (CFREF)
Patrick Mahon is an artist, a writer, and a Professor of Visual Arts at
Western University, in London, ON. He is also the current Director of
the School for Advanced Studies in the Arts & Humanities at Western. Mahon’s artwork has been exhibited widely in Canada at Museum
London, the Hamilton Art Gallery, the Southern Alberta Art Gallery,
Kamloops Art Gallery, and the Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art (MOCCA), Toronto; in recent exhibitions in China, France,
Ecuador, and Japan in 2017; and at numerous print biennales. Patrick
was in residence at the International Studio and Curatorial Program
(New York), Frans Masereel Centrum (Belgium), and La Maison Patrimoniale Barthète in France. The SSHRC-funded project, Art and
Cold Cash, which involved Mahon and other artists from southern
Canada and Baker Lake, Nunavut, was produced and exhibited between 2004 and 2010 (MOCCA, Toronto; McLaren Arts Centre, Barrie; Platform, Winnipeg: Dunlop Art Gallery, Regina), and a book was
published by YYZ in 2010. Patrick’s collaborative SSHRC project,
Immersion Emergencies and Possible Worlds, on the theme of water,
began in 2010 and included a residency in Niagara Falls and at the
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Banff Centre. A related group exhibition, The Source: Reconsidering
Water through Contemporary Art, presented at Rodman Hall Art Centre, opened in May 2014. A follow-up exhibition, co-curated with Stuart Reid, The Living River Project, was presented at the Art Gallery of
Windsor in 2019. Patrick lives in London, Ontario.
Patrick Mahon est artiste, écrivain et Professeur d’Arts Visuels à
l’Université Western de London en Ontario. Il est aussi actuellement
Directeur de la School for Advanced Studies in the Arts and Humanities à Western. Les oeuvres artistiques de Mahon ont été largement
exposées au Canada au Museum London, à la Hamilton Art Gallery, à
la Southern Alberta Art Gallery, à la Kamloops Art Gallery, et au Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art (MOCCA) de Toronto; elles ont
aussi été récemment exposées en Chine, en France, en Equateur et au
Japon en 2017; ainsi que dans de nombreuses biennales d’oeuvres imprimées. Patrick a été résident à l’International Studio and Curatorial
Program (à New York), au Frans Masereel Centrum (en Belgique) et
à La Maison Patrimoniale Barthète en France. Le projet Art and Cold
Cash, financé par le SSHRC auquel ont participé Mahon et d’autres
artistes du sud Canada et de Baker Lake, dans le territoire de Nunavut,
a été produit et exposé entre 2004 et 2010 (au MOCCA de Toronto; au
McLaren Arts Centre de Barrie; au Platform de Winnipeg: et à la Dunlop Art Gallery de Regina) et un livre au sujet de ce projet a été publié
par YYZ en 2010. Le projet de collaboration de Patrick au SSHRC,
Immersion Emergencies and Possible Worlds, consacré au thème de
l’eau a débuté en 2010 et inclus une résidence aux Chutes du Niagara
et au Banff Centre. Liée à ce projet, une autre exposition commune,
The Source: Reconsidering Water through Contemporary Art, présentée au Rodman Hall Art Center, s’est ouverte en mai 2014. Une exposition qui s’est tenue à la suite de cela, co-organisée avec Stuart Reid,
The Living River Project, a été présentée à la Art Gallery de Windsor
en 2019. Patrick vit à London en Ontario.
Nicola Sahar is an MD and incoming Harvard MBA (2+2 deferred
program). He is passionate about the intersection of healthcare and
technology and is currently building a healthcare machine learning
startup out of Toronto.
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Nicola Sahar est docteur en médecine et il prépare un MBA à Harvard
(programme de 2 ans en entreprise et 2 ans d’études). Passionné par
l’intersection entre les soins de santé et la technologie, il est en train
de mettre au point un startup pour l’apprentissage de soins de santé à
Toronto.
Lathika Sritharan is a Research Manager at the Global Strategy Lab,
where she oversees the day-to-day operations of the lab. She has completed her Master of Public Health (MPH) degree from the University of Saskatchewan and her Hon. Bachelor of Science (HBSc) degree from the University of Toronto. Her research interests include immigrant health, health policy, and chronic disease research. Her passion for public health has led her to be actively involved in the Tamil
Health Association (a not-for-profit organization in the Greater Toronto Area) as Director of Community Research and a board member of
the Human Rights Internet (an organization dedicated to providing accessible information on human rights in Canada and beyond).
Lathika Sritharan est chargée de recherche au Global Strategy Lab,
où elle supervise quotidiennement les opérations du laboratoire. Elle
a complété son Master of Public Health (MPH) à l’Université du Saskatchewan et son Bachelor of Science avec honneurs (HBSc) à l’Université de Toronto. Ses recherches s’intéressent aux questions de santé
chez les immigrants, à la politique sanitaire, et aux recherches sur les
maladies chroniques. Sa passion pour les questions de santé publique
l’a amenée à jouer un rôle actif au sein du Tamil Health Association
(une organisation à but non lucratif de la grande agglomération de Toronto) en tant que Directrice de recherche communautaire et membre
du conseil de l’Human Rights Internet (une organisation dont le but est
d’offrir l’accès à l’information sur les droits de l’homme au Canada et
au-delà).
Mkrtich Tonoyan is an Armenian artist, co-founder, and current President of the AKOS Cultural NGO, founder of the Art Centre of Social
Studies (ACOSS) international artists-in-residence program (2006),
co-founder of the ACSL NGO’s artists-in-residence program Art
Commune (2008), and co-founder of Microresidence, a worldwide
network of Artists residencies based in Japan. In the early 1990s,
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Tonoyan participated in the Karabakh War, experiencing all the horrors and suffering of death, destruction, injury, and despair, which
continue to have profound impact on his creative and social practice.
Tonoyan turned to contemporary art as a space of possibility to address
crisis and change in all its dimensions: personal, political, ideological,
and social. He works in a new direction of conceptual art called military art, founded by Alexander Melkonyan. Active in the professional
realm of contemporary art since graduating from the Academy of Fine
Arts in Yerevan in 2002, Tonoyan has regularly presented his work,
projects, and lectures on Armenian contemporary art and had talks at
numerous national and international art events, galleries, and universities. As President of the AKOS Cultural NGO, Tonoyan collaborates
with organizations internationally to develop cultural exchange opportunities, and locally to develop socially engaged projects in the peripheries of Armenia. In 2010 Tonoyan was awarded a mobility grant
from the Euro Cultural Foundation to research models of artist residencies in the UK; in 2011 he was awarded professional development
funding from the Open Society Foundation to research artist residencies management practice in the United States; and in 2014 he was
awarded research residency from Youkobo Art Space to continue research on the theme of microresidence and participate in the Microresidence Forum 2014 in Tokyo, Japan. In 2015 he was awarded a grant
from Cleveland Foundation to be in Cleveland, Ohio, as an artist in
the Creative Fusion residency for research and community-engaged
projects. In 2019 Tonoyan was awarded an artist residency grant in
Rikuzentakata, which was almost destroyed by the tsunami following
the Tōhoku earthquake in March 2011
Mkritch Tonoyan est un artiste arménien, co-fondateur et actuel président de l’ONG culturelle AKOS, fondateur en 2006 du programme
international d’artistes-en-résidence Art Centre of Social Studies
(ACOSS), co-fondateur du programme d’artistes-en-résidence Art
Commune de l’ONG ACSL (2008), et co-fondateur de Microresidence, un réseau mondial d’internats artistiques basé au Japon. Au début des année 1990, Tonoyan a pris part à la guerre du Karabakh, dont
il a subi toutes les horreurs et les souffrances causées par la mort, la
destruction, les blessures et le désespoir, une expérience qui continue
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à avoir un impact profond sur son activité sociale et créatrice. Tonoyan s’est tourné vers l’art contemporain qui constitue pour lui un espace dans lequel il peut faire face aux crises et aux changements dans
toutes leurs dimensions: personnelle, politique, idéologique et sociale.
Son travail s’est engagé dans une nouvelle direction d’art conceptuel,
celui de l’art militaire fondé par Alexander Melkonyan. Actif dans
le domaine professionnel de l’art contemporain depuis la fin de ses
études à l’Académie des Beaux-Arts de Yerevan en 2002, Tonoyan
présente régulièrement ses oeuvres, projets et conférences sur l’art arménien contemporain et il a tenu des discussions au cours de nombreux événements artistiques nationaux et internationaux, dans des galeries et dans des universités. En tant que président de l’ONG culturelle AKOS, Tonoyan collabore avec des organisations internationales
dans le but de développer des possibilités d’échanges culturels et, localement, pour développer des projets socialement engagés dans les
régions limitrophes de l’Arménie. En 2010 Tonoyan a reçu une bourse
de mobilité de l’Euro Cultural Foundation pour rechercher des modèles d’internats artistiques au Royaume-Uni; en 2011 il s’est vu décerner un fond de développement professionnel de l’Open Society
Foundation pour étudier la gestion des programmes d’artiste-en-résidence aux Etats-Unis; en 2014 il a obtenu une résidence de recherche
du Youkobo Art Space pour poursuivre ses recherches sur le thème de
la microrésidence et pour prendre part au Microresidence Forum 2014
à Tokyo au Japon. En 2015 il a reçu une bourse de la Cleveland Foundation afin d’être présent à Cleveland en Ohio en tant qu’artiste-en-résidence à la Creative Fusion pour la recherche et la création de projets
engageant la communauté. En 2019, Tonoyan a reçu une bourse pour
lui permettre d’être artiste-en-résidence à Rikuzentakata qui avait été
presque détruit par le tsunami déclenché par le tremblement de terre
Tohoku en mars 2011.
Lisa Webb is an Assistant Professor of Graphic Design and Course
Director for MA Graphic Design at Coventry University, UK. She
holds an MA in Electronic Art and maintains a particular interest in
digital media and computer mediated printmaking. A Senior Fellow
of the Higher Education Academy, Lisa was previously a Teaching
Development Fellow in the School of Art and Design. She has suc-
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cessfully run an international exchange programme with Central South
University in China, which has fuelled her interest in intercultural
learning and informs her current teaching approach.
Lisa Webb est Maître-Assistante de Design Graphique et directrice
des cours pour MA Graphic Design à l’Université de Coventry au
Royaume-Uni. Elle détient un MA en Arts Électroniques et conserve
un intérêt particulier pour les média digitaux et la gravure par ordinateur. Avant de devenir Membre supérieur de la Higher Education
Academy, Lisa était chargée de développement de cours à la School
of Art and Design. Elle a dirigé avec succès un programme d’échange
international avec la Central South University en Chine, qui a développé son intérêt pour l’enseignement interculturel et qui enrichit son
approche pédagogique actuelle.
Julia Woo is a researcher and a psychiatry resident at McMaster University. She completed her Bachelor of Health Sciences (Honours) degree at McMaster University and Doctor of Medicine degree at the
University of Toronto. Her research interests include inner city health,
addictions treatment, and predictors of treatment outcomes in mood
disorders.
Julia Woo est chercheure et résidente en psychiatrie à l’Université
McMaster. Elle a complété son diplôme de Bachelor of Health
Sciences (avec honneurs) à l’Université McMaster et un Doctorat en
Médecine à l’Université de Toronto. Sa recherche s’intéresse entre
autres aux questions de santé dans les banlieues défavorisées, au traitement des accoutumances, et à la prévision des résultats dans le traitement des troubles de l’humeur.
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